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In this Issue
lf you thoughtthat voltmeters,those ancientand fundamentalinstruments,
had evolvedabout as far as possibleand that there couldn'tbe much more
to say about them, you'd be wrong. Today, they're usually called digital
multimetersor DMMs ratherthan voltmeters.You can find highly accurate
ones in calibrationlaboratories,very fast ones in automatedtest systems,
and a whole spectrumof performancelevels and applicationsin between
theseextremes.Generally,morespeedmeanslessresolution-that is,fewer
digits in the measurementresult.Conversely,a higher-resolution
measurement generallytakes longer.Some DMMs are capableof a rangeof speeds
and resolutionsand allow the user to trade one for the other.The HP 3458A DigitalMultimeter
does this to an unprecedenteddegree.lt can make 100,00041/z-digil
measurementsper second
or six 8%-digit measurementsper second,and allows the user an almost continuousselection
of speed-versus-resolution
trade-offsbetweenthese limits.You'll find an introductionto the HP
34584 on page 6. The basis of its performanceis a state-of-the-artintegratinganalog-to-digital
converter(ADC) that uses both multisloperunup and multisloperundownalong with a two-input
structureto achieveboth high speed and high precision(page 8). So preciseis this ADC that it
can functionas a ratiotransferdevicefor calibrationpurposes.With the ADC and a trio of built-in
transferstandards,all of the functionsand rangesof the HP 3458A can be calibratedusingonly
two externaltraceablestandards-1OV and 10 kO. The articleon page 22 explainshow this is
possible.At the high end of its speed range, the ADC allows the HP 34584 to function as a
high-speeddigitizer,an unusualrole for a DMM (page 39). ln fact, ac voltagemeasurementsare
made by digitizingthe input signaland computingits rms value,eliminatingthe analogrms-to-dc
convertersof older designs(page 15). Finally,movingdata fast enoughto keep up with the ADC
was a design challengein itself. How it was met with a combinationof high-speedcircuitsand
efficientfirmwareis detailedin the articleon page 31.
The seven paperson pages 50 to 90 are from the 1988 HP SoftwareEngineeringProductivity
Conferenceand should be of interestto softwareengineersand users concernedwith software
defect prevention.Collectively,the papers spotlightareas where vigoroussoftwareengineering
activityis occurringtoday,namelyin structuredand object-oriented
analysis,design,and testing,
and in the developmentof reliablemetricswith which to measuresoftwarequality.) In the paper
on page 50, engineerslrom Yokogawa Hewletl-Packardand Tokyo Universitydescribea joint
effortto find the flaws in designproceduresthat increasethe likelihoodol humanerrorsthat result
in program faults. Working backwardsfrom faults to human errors to flawed procedures,they
proposevarious structuredanalysisand design solutionsto eliminatethe flaws.) The paper on
page 57 urges expansionof the softwaredefectdata collectionprocessso that projectmanagers
can not only determinehow best to preventfuture defects,but also build a case for makingthe
necessarychanges in procedures.The time requiredto collectand analyzethe additionaldata
is shown to be minimal.) That complexityleadsto defectsis well-established,
so monitoringthe
complexityof softwaremodulesduringimplementation
shouldpointout modulesthat will be defect
prone.The paper on page 64 tells how HP's WalthamDivisionis takingthis approachto improve
the software developmentprocess, using McCabe'scyclomaticcomplexitymetric to measure
complexity.) Object-orientedprogramming,originallyconceivedfor artificialintelligenceapplications, is now findingwider acceptance.The paper on page 69 reportson problemsand methods
associatedwith testingsoftwaremodulesdevelopedwith an object-oriented
language,C + +, for
a clinicalinformationsystem.) In the paper on page 75, Greg Kruger updateshis June 1988
paperon the use of a sottwarereliabilitygrowth modelat HP's Lake StevensInstrumentDivision.
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The model has generallybeen successful,but there are pitfallsto be avoided in applyingit. )
On a softwareproject at HP's Logic Systems Division,some of the engineersused structured
methodsand some used unstructuredmethods.Was structureddesign better?Accordingto the
paper on page 80, the resultswere mixed, but the structuredmethodsoffered enough benefits
to justify their continueduse. ) In softwaredevelopment,systemanalysisprecedesdesign.The
paperon page86 describesa new object-oriented
approachsuitablefor an alyzingtoday'sincreasinglylargerand morecomplexsystems.The authorsbelievethat designsbasedon object-oriented
or object-orientedwith equal success.
specificationscan be procedure-orienled
Modularmeasurementsystemsconsistof instrumentson cards that plug into a card cage or
mainframe.A user can tailor a system to an applicationby pluggingthe right modulesinto the
mainframe.The VXlbus is a new industrystandardfor such systems.Modulesand mainframes
conlormingto the VXlbus standardare compatibleno matterwhat companymanufacturedthem.
The articles on pages 91 and 96 introducethe VXlbus and some new HP productsthat help
manufacturersdevelopVXlbus modulesmore quickly.HP's own modularmeasurementsystem
architectureconformsto the VXlbus standardwhere applicable.However,for high-performance
RF and microwaveinstrumentation,HP has used a proprietarymodular system interfacebus
(HP-MSIB).Patent rights to the HP-MSIB have now been assignedto the public so that this
architecturecan be used by everyoneas the high{requencycounterpartof the VXlbus.
R.P. Dolan
Editor

Cover
So precise is the 3458A DigitalMultimeterthat verifyingsome aspectsol its performanceis
beyondthe limits of conventionalstandards.In the HP LovelandInstrumentDivisionStandards
Laboratory,the HP 3458A's linearityis measuredusing a 10-voltJosephsonjunctionarray developed by the U.S. NationalInstituteof Standardsand Technology.The array is in a specially
magneticallyshieldedcryoprobein the center of a liquid-helium{illeddewar (the tank with the
protective"steeringwheel.") On top of the dewar are a Gunn-diodesignalsource (72 GHz) and
various microwavecomponents.A waveguideand voltageand sense leadsconnectthe array to
the externalcomponents.For more detailssee page 24.

What's Ahead
Subjectsto be coveredin the June issue include:
r The HP 9OOOModel 835 and HP 3000 Series935 MidrangeHP PrecisionArchitecture
Computers
r Programmingwith neurons
I A new 2D simulationmodel for electromigrationin thin metal films
r Data compressionand blockingin the HP 7980XCTape Drive
r Designand applicationsof HP 87O2ALightwaveComponentAnalyzersystems
r A data base for real-timeapplicationsand environments
r A hardware/softwaretool to automate testing of software for the HP Vectra Personal
Computer.
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An Bl/z-DigitDigital MultimeterCapableof
100,000Readingsper Secondand
Two-Source Calibration
A highly linear and extremelyflexible analog-to-digital
converterand astate-of-the-art
designgivethisDMM new
pertormance and m easurement capabiIities for automated
test,calibrationlaboratory,or R&D applications.
by Scott D. Stever

HE DIGITAL MULTIMETER OR DMM is among the
most common and most versatileinstrumentsavailable for low-frequencvand dc measurementsin automated test, calibration laboratory, and bench R&D applications. The use of general-purpose instrumentation in automated measurement systems has steadily grown over the
past decade. While early users of programmable instruments were elated to be able to automate costly, tedious,
error-prone measurements or characterization processes,
the sophistication and needs of today's users are orders of
magnitude greater. The computing power of instrument
controllers has increased manyfold since the mid-1970s
and so have user expectations for the performance of measurement systems. Test efficiency in many appiications is
no longer limited by the device under test or the instrument
controller's horsepower. Often either the configuration
speed or the measurement speed of the test instrumentation
has become the limiting factor for achieving greater test
throughput. In many systems, the DMM is required to perform hundreds of measurements and be capable of multiple
functions with various resolutions and accuracies.
In some applications, several DMMs may be required to
characterize a single device. For example, measurements
requiring high precision may need a slower DMM with
calibration laboratory performance. Usually, the majority
of measurements can be satisfied by the faster, moderateresolution capabilities of a traditional system DMM. In ex-
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treme cases, where speed or sample timing are critical to
the application, a lower-resolution high-speed DMM may
be required. A single digital multimeter capable of fulfilling
this broad range of measurement capabilities can reduce
system complexity and development costs. If it also provides shorter reconfiguration time and increased measurement speed, test throughput can also be improved for automated test applications.
The HP 3458A Digital Multimeter (Fig. 1) was developed
to address the increasing requirements for flexible, accurate, and cost-effective solutions in today's automated test
applications. The product concept centers upon the synergistic application of state-of-the-art technologies to meet
these needs. While it is tuned for high throughput in computer-aided testing, the HP 3458A also offers calibration
laboratory accuracy in dc volts, ac volts, and resistance.
Owners can trade speed for resolution, from 100,000 measurements per second wilh alz-digit (16-bit) resolution to
six measurements per second with B%-digit resolution. At
\1/z-digit resolution, the DMM achieves 50,000 readings
per second. To maximize the measurement speed for the
resolution selected, the integration time is selectable from
500 nanoseconds to one second in 100-ns steps. The effect
is an almost continuous range of speed-versus-resolution
trade-offs.

Fig. 1. fhe HP 34584DigitalMultimeter can make 100,000 41/zdigitreadingsper secondfor highspeed automaled test applications. For calibration laboratory
applications,it can make six B1/zdigit readings per second. Fine
control of the integration aperture
allows a neaily continuous range
of speed-versus-resoultion
tradeolfs.

Capabilities
Measurement
rangesfor the HP 3458A'sfunctionsare:
Measurement
I Voltage: 10 nV to 1000V dc
<1 mV to 700V rms ac
r Current: 1 pA to 1A dc
100 pA to 1,\ rms ac
t Resistance:10 p,f,}to 1 GO, 2-wire or 4-wire
I Frequency:1,Hz to 10 MHz
I Period:100 ns to 1.s
I 16-bit digitizing at effective sample rates to 100
megasamples/second.
The ac voltagebandwidth is 1 Hz to 10 MHz, either ac or
dc coupled.
To increase uptime, the HP 3458A is capable of twosourceelectroniccalibrationand self-verifyingautocalibration. Autocalibration enhances accuracy by eliminating
drift errorswith time and temperature.The dc voltagestability is specified at eight parts per million over one year,
or 4 ppm with the high-stability option. Linearity is specified at 0.1 ppm, transferaccuracyat 0,1 ppm, and rms internal noise at 0.01 ppm. Maximum accuraciesare 0.5 ppm
for 24 hours in dc volts and 100 ppm in ac volts. Midrange
resistanceand direct current accuraciesare 3 ppm and 10

ppm, respectively.
The HP 34584 can transfer 16-bit readings to an HP 9000
Series 200 or 300 Computer via the HP-IB (IEEE 488, IEC
625) at 100,000 readings per second. It can change functions
or ranges and deliver a measurement 200 times per second
(over 300/s from the internal program memory), about four
times faster than any earlier HP multimeter.
The following five articles describe the technologies required to achieve this performance and the benefits that
result. In the first paper, the development of a single analogto-digital converter capable of both high resolution and
high speed is discussed. The second paper describes the
development of a technique for the precise measurement
of rms ac voltages. The application of these technologies
to provide improved measurement accuracy over extended
operating conditions and to provide complete calibration
of the DMM from only two external traceable sources (10V
dc, 10 kO) is discussed in the third article. Hardware and
firmware design to achieve increased measurement throughput is the topic of the fourth paper. The final paper discusses several applications for the HP 3458A's ability to
perform high-resolution, high-speed digitizing.
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An 81/z-Digit
IntegratingAnalog-to-Digital
Converterwith 16-Bit,100,000-sample-perSecondPerformance
Thisintegrating-type
ADC usesmultisloperunup,
multisloperundown,and a two-inputstructureto achieve
the requiredspeed,resolution,and linearity.
by Wayne C. Goeke

HE ANALOG-TO-DTGTTAL CONVERTER (ADC)
designfor the HP 3458ADigital Multimeter was driven by the state-of-the-art
requirementsfor the system
design. For example, autocalibration required an ADC with
Bl/z-digit (28-bit) resolution ar'd 7yz-digit (2s-bit) integral
linearity, and the digital ac technique (see article, page 22)
required an ADC capable of making 50,000 readings per
second with 1B-bit resolution.
Integrating ADCs have always been known for their ability to make high-resolution measurements, but tend to be
relatively slow. When the HP 3458A's design was started,
the fastest integrating ADC known was in the HP 34564
DMM. This ADC uses a technique known as multislope
and is capable of making 330 readings per second. The HP
3458A's ADC uses an enhanced implementation of the
same multislope technique to achieve a range of speeds
and resolutions never before achieved-from 1B-bit resolution at 100,000 readings per second to 28-bit resolution at
six readings per second. In addition to high resolution, the
ADC has high integral linearity-deviations
are less than
0.1. ppm (parts per million) of input.
Multislope is a versatile ADC technique, allowing speed
to be traded off for resolution within a single circuit. It is
easier to understand multislope by first understanding its
predecessor, dual-slope.

Basic Dual-SlopeTheory
Dual-slopeis a simpleintegrating-type
ADC algorithm.

V"(t") :

-(1/RC) Vi"t".

Next a known reference voltage V.r1 with polarity opposite to that of Vi. is connected to the same resistor R by
closing SW2. A counter is started at this time and is stopped
when the output of the integrator crossesthrough zero volts.
This portion of the algorithm is known as rundown. The
counter contents can be shown to be proportional to the
unknown input.
V.(tr) : V"(t") - (1/RC)V".1I6:

0,

where t6 is the time required to complete rundown
ta : tz - t')' Solving for Vi,,

(i.e.,

V;, : -V."1(t6/t,).
Letting N, be the number of clock periods (T"f

during

sw1
vin---O
Vret-O

Fig. 1 shows a simple circuit for implementing a dual-slope
ADC.
The algorithm starts with the integrator at zero volts.
(This is achieved by shorting the integrator capacitor, C.)
At time 0 the unknown input voltage V1, is applied to the
resistor R by closing switch SW1 for a fixed length of time
t,. This portion of the algorithm, in which the unknown
input is being integrated, is known as runup. At the end
of runup (i.e., when SW1 is opened), the output of the
integrator, Vo, can be shown to be

V" (t"): -(i/RC) f'"v,"1t;at
Jo
or, when V,. is time invariant,
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Runup

Rundown

Fig. 1. Dual-slopeintegratingADC (analoglo-digitalconverter) circuit and a typical waveform.

runup and N6 the number of clock periods during rundown,
time cancels and
V,, : - V""r(Nd/Nr).
The beauty of the dual-slope ADC technique is its insensitivity to the value of most of the circuit parameters.The
values of R, C, and T.p all cancel from the final equation.
Another advantage of the dual-slope ADC is that a single
circuit can be designed to trade speed for resolution. If the
runup time is shortened, the resolution will be reduced,
but so will the time required to make the measurement.
The problem with the dual-slope algorithm is that its
resolution and speed are limited. The time T- for a dualslope ADC to make a measurement is determined by:
T- : 2T"pM,
where T- is the minimum theoretical time to make a fullscale measurement, T.1 is the period of the ADC clock, and
M is the number of counts of resolution in a full-scale
measurement. Even with a clock frequency of 20 MHz, to
measure a signal with a resolution of 10,000 counts requires
at least 1 millisecond.
The resolution of the dual-slope ADC is limited by the
wideband circuit noise and the maximum voltage swing
of the integrator, about +10 volts. The wideband circuit
noise limits how precisely the zero crossing can be determined. Determining the zero crossing to much better than
a millivolt becomes very difficult. Thus, dual-slope is limited in a practical sense to four or five digits of resolution
( i . e . ,1 0 V / 1 m V ) .

Enhanced Dual-Slope
The speedof the dual-slopeADC can be nearly doubled
simply by using a pair of resistors,one for runup and the
other for rundown, as shown in Fig. 2.
The unknown voltage,V;., is connectedto resistor Ru,
which is much smaller than resistorR6, which is used
during rundown. This allows the runup time to be shortened by the ratio of the two resistorswhile maintaining
the sameresolutionduring rundown.The costof the added
speedis an additionalresistorand a sensitivityto the ratio
of the two resistors:
V,. : - V."f(Nd/N")(R"/Rd).
Because resistor networks can be produced with excellent ratio tracking characteristics, the enhancement is very
feasible.
Multislope Rundown
Enhanced dual-slope reduces the time to perform runup.
Multislope rundown reduces the time to perform rundown.
Instead of using a single resistor (i.e., a single slope) to
seek zero, multislope uses several resistors (i.e., multiple
slopes) and seeks zero several times, each time more precisely. The ratio of one slope to another is a power of some
number base, such as base 2 or base 10.
Fig. 3 shows a multislope circuit using base 10. Four
slopes are used in this circuit, with weights of 1000, 100,
10, and 1. Each slope is given a name denoting its weight

Vin -1o

-v,"r-i r----O

Vin ----O
S

<t

Vrel-----0

I
tz

0t"

Runup

rime

Rundown

+s10 -s1
+s1000
-s100
Runup

Fig.2. Enhanceddual-slopeADC circuituses fwo resislo/s,
one for runup and one for rundown.

Rundown

Fig. 3. Base-70multislcperundown circuit
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and polarity. For example, 51000 is a positive slope worth
1000 counts per clock period and -St00 is a negative
slope worth - 100 counts per clock period. A slope is considered to be positive if it transfers charge into the integrator. This may be confusing because the integrator (an
inverting circuit) actually moves in a negative direction
during a positive slope and vice versa.
The multislope rundown begins by switching on the
steepest slope, 51000. This slope remains on until the integrator output crosses zero, at which time it is turned off
and the next slope, - 5100, is turned on until the output
crosses back through zero. The S10 slope follows next, and
finally, the - 51 slope. Each slope determines the integrator's zero crossing ten times more precisely than the
previous slope. This can be viewed as a process in which
each slope adds another digit of resolution to the rundown.
If each slope is turned off within one clock period of
crossing zero, then each subsequent slope should take ten
or fewer clock periods to cross zero. Theoretically, then,
the time t6 to complete a multislope rundown is:
td < NBT.k,
where N is the number of slopes and B is the number base
of the slope ratios. In practice, the time to complete rundown is higher, because it isn't always possible to to turn
off each slope within a clock period of its zero crossing.
Delays in detecting the zero crossings and delays in responding by turning off the slopes cause the actual time
to be:
td < kNBT.k,
where k is a factor greater than one. The delay in turning
off a slope results in the integrator output's overshooting
zero. For each clock period of overshoot, the following
slope must take B clock periods to overcome the overshoot.
Typical values of k range from two to four. The multislope
rundown shown in Fig. 3 completes a measurement yielding 10,000 counts of resolution in 4.0 ps assuming a 20MHz clock and k : 2. This is 125 times faster than the
equivalent dual-slope rundown.
Multislope can be optimized for even faster measurements by choosing the optimum base. Noting that the
number of slopes, N, can be written as logs(M), where M
is the number of counts of resolution reouired from rundown,
t6 < kBlogu(M)T.r.
This yields base e as the optimum base regardless of the
required resolution. Using base e in the above example

+Vret ----O
!
Vin ----0

s
-Vret ---€

Fig. 4. Multislope runup ctrcuit
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results in a rundown time of 2.5 1t"s.
This is a 60% increase
in multislope rundown speed as a result of using base e
instead of base 10.
There is a cost associated with implementing multislope
rundown. A resistor network must be produced with several resistors that have precise ratios. The tightest ratio
tolerance is the reciprocal of the weight of the steepest
slope and must be maintained to ensure linear ADC operation. If the ratio tolerances are no tighter than 0.05%, then
this requirement is feasible. Multislope also requires a more
complex circuit to control and accumulate the measurement, but with the reduced cost and increased densitv of
digital circuits, this is also feasible.

MultislopeRunup
Multislope runup is a modification of dual-slope runup
with the purpose of increasing the resolution of the ADC.
As mentioned earlier, the dual-slope technique's resolution
is limited by the maximum voltage swing of the integrator
and the wideband circuit noise. Multislope runup allows
the ADC to have an effective voltage swing much larger
than the physical limitations of the integrator circuit
hardware.
The technique involves periodically adding and subtracting reference charge to or from the integrator during runup
such that the charge from the unknown input plus the total
reference charge is never large enough to saturate the integrator. By accounting for the total amount of reference
charge transferred to the integrator during runup and adding this number to the result of rundown, a measurement
can be made with much higher resolution. Fig. 4 shows a
circuit for implementing multislope runup.
A precise amount of reference charge is generated by
applying either a positive reference voltage to resistor Ru
or a negative reference voltage to resistor R6 for a fixed
amount of time. The following table shows the four possible
runup reference currents using this circuit.

Slope
Name

SWa

SWb

Integrator
Direction

s+
S*o
S
so

*v""r
00
0

0

\

-V..r

+I
0

r'

-I

*Vr.f

-V..f

Current

0

Notice that, like multislope rundown, S* adds charge to
the integrator and S- subtracts charge from the integrator.
If we design the S* and S currents to have equal magnitudes that are slightly greater than that of the current
generated by a full-scale input signal, then the reference
currents will always be able to remove the charge accumulating from the input signal. Therefore, the integrator
can be kept from being saturated by periodically sensing
the polarity of the integrator output and turning on either
S* or S- such that the integrator output is forced to move
towards or across zero.
Fig. 5 shows a typical multislope runup waveform. The
dashed line shows the effective voltage swing, that is, the
voltage swing without reference charge being put into the
integrator. The integrator output is staying within the limits
of the circuit while the effective voltage swing ramps far

beyond the limit. The HP 3458A has an effective voltage
swing of +120,000 volts when making Bt/z-digit readings,
which means the rundown needs to resolve a millivolt to
achieve an B%-digit reading (i.e., 120,000V/0.001V :
120,000,000 counts).
The multislope runup algorithm has two advantages over
dual-slope runup: (1) the runup can be continued for any
Iength of time without saturating the integrator, and (Z)
resolution can be achieved during runup as well as during
rundown. The HP 3458A resolves the first 4lz digits during
runup and the final 4 digits during rundown to achieve an
B%-digit reading.
An important requirement for any ADC is that it be linear.
With the algorithm described above, multislope runup
would not be linear. This is because each switch transition
transfers an unpredictable amount of charge into the integrator during the rise and fall times. Fig. 6 shows two
waveforms that should result in the same amount of charge
transferred to the integrator, but because of the different
number of switch transitions, do not.
This problem can be overcome if each switch is operated
a constant number of times for each reading, regardless of
the input signal. If this is done, the charge transferred during the transitions will result in an offset in all readings.
Offsets can be easily removed by applying a zero input
periodically and subtracting the result from all subsequent
readings. The zero measurement must be repeated periodically because the rise and fall times of the switches drift
with temperature and thus the offset will drift.
Multislope runup algorithms can be implemented with
constant numbers of switch transitions by alternately placing an S*o and an S o between each runup slope. Fig. 7
shows the four possible slope patterns between any two
S*o slopes. Varying input voltages will cause the algorithm
to change between these four patterns, but regardless of
which pattern is chosen, each switch makes one and only
one transition between the first S *o slope and the S o slope,
and the opposite transition between the S o slope and the
second S*o slope.
The cost of multislope runup is relatively small. The
runup slopes can have the same weight as the first slope
of multislope rundown. Therefore, only the opposite-polar-

ity slope has to be added, along with the logic to implement
the algorithm.
HP 3458A ADC Design
The design of the HP 3458A's ADC is based on these
theories for a multislope ADC. Decisions had to be made
on how to control the ADC, what number base to use. how
fast the integrator can be slewed and remain linear, how
much current to force into the integrator (i.e., the size of
the resistors), and many other questions. The decisions
were affected by both the high-speed goals and the high-resolution goals. For example, very steep slopes are needed
to achieve high speed, but steep slopes cause integrator
circuits to behave too nonlinearly for high-resolution measurement performance.
One of the easier decisions was to choose a number base
for the ADC's multislope rundown. Base e is the optimum
to achieve the highest speed, but the task of accumulating
an answer is difficult, requiring a conversion to binary.
Base 2 and base 4 are both well-suited for binary systems
and are close to base e. Base 2 and base 4 are actually
equally fast, about 6% slower than base e, but base 2 uses
twice as many slopes to achieve the same resolution. Therefore, base.4 was chosen to achieve the required speed with
minimum hardware cosr.
Microprocessors have always been used to control multislope ADCs, but the speed goals for the HP 3458A quickly
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swb

m

SWa

4T

5T
Time

Fig.5. lntegratoroutput waveformfor multisloperunup. The
dashed /lne shows the effective rntegratoroutput voltage
swinq.

swb

Fig. 6. ldeally, these two waveforms would transfer equal
chargeintothetntegratar,but becauseof the differentnumber
of switch transitions.thev do not.
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Fig.7. Multisloperunup patternsfor an algonthm that keeps
the number of switch translfionsconstant.
eliminated the possibility of using a microprocessor to control the ADC algorithm. It was anticipated that the ADC
clock frequency would have to be between 10 and 2oMHz,
and making decisions at these rates requires dedicated
hardware. Therefore, a gate array was chosen to implement
state machines running at 2O MHz for ADC control. The
ADC control and accumulator functions consume approximately half of a 6000-gate CMOS gate array. The other half

vin-J

of the gate array is devoted to the timing and counting of
triggers and a UART funiversal asynchronous receiver/
transmitter) to transfer data and commands through a 2Mbit/s fiber optic link to and from the ground-referenced
logic (see article, page 31).
The number of slopes and the magnitude of the currents
for each slope are more subtle decisions. If the slope currents get too large, they stress the output stage of the integrator's operational amplifier, which can cause nonlinear
behavior. If the currents are too small, switch and amplifier
leakage currents can become larger than the smallest slope
current, and the slope current would notbe able to converge
the integrator toward zero. A minimum of a microampere
for the smallest slope was set to avoid leakage current problems. Also, it was believed that the integrator could handle
several milliamperes of input current and remain linear
over five or six digits, but that less than a milliampere of
input current would be required to achieve linearity over
seven or eight digits. On the other hand, greater than a
milliampere of current was needed to achieve the highspeed reading rate goal. Therefore, a two-input ADC structure was chosen.
As shown in Fig. B, when making high-speed measurements, the input voltage is applied through a 10-k0 resistor,
and the ADC's largest slopes, having cunents greater than
a milliampere, are used. When making high-resolution
measurements, the input voltage is applied through a sO-kO
resistor and the Iargest slopes used have less than a milliampere of current. The largest slope was chosen to be 51024,
having L.2 p.A of current. This led to a total of six slopes
Is1024, s256, s64, s16, s4, and sr) with s1 having about
L.2 p.A of current. 51024 and 5256 are both used during
multislope runup; therefore, both polarities exist for both
slopes. The 15256 slopes (0.3 mA) are used when the
50-kohm input is used and both the +51,024 and the +5256
slopes (1.5 mA total) are used in parallel when the 10-k,f)
input is used. The 5256 slope 1s 25o/" stronger than a fullscale input to the 50-kO resistor, which allows it to keep
the integrator from saturating. The 10-kO input is five times
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€
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Fig. 8. Slmp/ifledHP 3458AADC
circuit.
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stronger than the 50-kohm input; thus, by using both S1024
and S256, 25% stronger reference slopes can be maintained
during high-speed measurements.

Integrator
The integrator's operational amplifier behaves more nonlinearly as the integrator slew rate (i.e., the steepest slope)
approaches the slew rate of the amplifier. Two factors determine the integrator slew rate: the total current into the
integrator and the size of the integrator capacitor. Wanting
to keep the integrator slew rate less than 10V/ps led to an
integrator capacitor of 330 pF. This capacitor must have a
very small amount of dielectric absorption since 50 fC of
charge is one count.
The integrator circuit has to respond to a change in reference current and settle to near 0.01% before the next possible switch transition (about 200 ns). It also has to have
low voltage and current noise, about 1OOV/prs
slew rate, a
dc gain of at least 25,000, an offset voltage less than 5 mV,
and a bias current of less than 10 nA. A custom amplifier
design was necessary to achieve all the specifications.

ResistorNetwork
The resistor network has several requirements. The most
stringent is to obtain the lowest ratio-tracking temperature
coefficient possible. It is important to keep this coefficient
low becausethe gain of the ADC is dependent on the ratio
of the input resistor to the runup reference slope resistors.
An overall temperature coefficient of 0.+ ppm/"C was
achieved for the ADC. Even at this level, a temperature
change of 0.1"C results in a five-count change in a full-scale
9lz-digiI measurement. (Autocalibration increases the gain
stability to greater than 0.15 ppm/'C.)
Another requirement for the resistor network is to have
a low enough absolute temperature coefficient that nonlinearities are not introduced by the self-heating of the
resistors. For example, the 50-kO input resistor has a input
voltage that ranges from * 12Y to
12V. There is a 2.BBmilliwatt power difference between a 0V input and a 12V
input. If this power difference causesthe resistor to change
its value, the result is a nonlinearity in the ADC. A 0.01'C
temperature change in a resistor that has an absolute temperature coefficient of f ppm/"C causes a one-count error
in an B/z-digit measurement. The network used in the HP
3458A's ADC shows no measurable self-heating nonlinearities.
The final requirement of the resistor network is that it
maintain the ratios of the six slopes throughout the life of
the HP345BA. The tightest ratio tolerance is approximately
0.1% and is required to maintain linearity of the high-speed
measurements. This is a relatively easy requirement. To
maintain the ADC's B/z-digit differential linearity at less
than 0.02 ppm requires ratio tolerances of only 3%.
Switches
A last major concern for the ADC design was the switches
required to control the inputs and the slopes. Because the
switches are in series with the resistors, they can add to
the temperature coefficient of the ADC. A custom chip
design was chosen so that each switch could be scaled to
the size of the resistor to which it is connected. This allows

the ADC to be sensitive to the ratio-tracking temperature
coefficient of the switches and not to the absolute temperature coefficient. Another advantage of the custom design
is that it allows the control signals to be latched iust before
the drives to the switches. This resynchronizes the signal
with the clock and reduces the timing jitter in the switch
transitions. The result is a reduction in the noise of the
ADC.

Performance
The performance of an ADC is limited by several nonideal behaviors. Often the stated resolution of an ADC is
limited by differential linearity or noise even though the
number of counts generated would indicate much finer
resolution. For example, the HP 3458A's ADC generates
more than 9% digits of counts but is only rated at B% digits
because the ninth digit is very noisy and the differential
linearity is about one eight-digit count. Therefore, when
stating an ADC's speed and resolution, it is important to
specify under what conditions the parameters are valid.
Fig. I shows the speed-versus-resolution relationship of
the HP 34584 ADC assuming less than one count of rms
noise.
Given a noise level, there is a theoretical limit to the
resolution of an ADC for a given speed. It can be shown
that the white noise bandwidth of a signal that is the output
of an integration over time T is
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Fig.9. HP 3458AADC speed versusresolutionfor one count
of rms noise.
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BW :

1l2T'

If rundown took zero time then an integrating ADC could
sample once every T seconds. At this rate' the counts of
resolution. M, of an ADC are noise-limited to

M : (Vf"\4T)A/",
where Vi" is the full-scale input voltage to the ADC and V.
is the white noise of the ADC inYl\/Hz. Fig. 9 shows the
best theoretical resolution for an ADC with rms noise of
1,oo nYl\/Hz and a full-scale input of 10 volts. The HP
3458A comes very close to the theoretical limit of an ADC
near the 7-digit resoluwith a white noise of rgo nV/tE
tion region. At lower resolutions the ADC's rundown time
becomes a more significant portion of the overall measurement time and therefore pulls the ADC away from the
theoretical limit. At higher resolutions the 1/f noise of the
ADC forces a measurement of zero several times within
the measurement cycle to reduce the noise to the B%-digit
level. This also reduces the measurement speed.
Another way of viewing the ADC's performance is to
plot resolution versus aperture. The aperture is the integration time, that is, the length of runup. This is shown in
Fig. 10 along with the 100-nV/VHz noise limit and the
ADC's resolution without regard to noise. At smaller apertures, the HP 3458A's resolution is less than the theoretical

noise limit because it is limited by noise in detecting the
final zero of rundown. That is, the algorithm does not have
enough resolution to achieve the theoretical resolution.
Linearity
High-resolution linearity was one of the major challenges
of the ADC design. The autocalibration technique requires
an integral linearity of 0.t ppm and an differential linearity
of 0.02 ppm. One of the more significant problems was
verifying the integral linearity. The most linear commercially available device we could find was a Kelvin-Varley
divider, and its best specification was 0.1 ppm of input.
Fig. 11 compares this with the ADC's requirements, showing that it is not adequate.
Using low-thermal-EMF switches, any even-ordered deviations from an ideal straight line can be detected by doing
a turnover test. A turnover test consists of three steps: (1)
measure and remove any offset, (2) measure a voltage, and
(31 switch the polarity of the voltage (i.e., turn the voltage
over) and remeasure it. Any even-order errors will produce
a difference in the magnitude of the two nonzero voltages
measured.Measurements of this type can be made to within
0.01 ppm of a 10V signal. This left us with only the oddorder errors to detect. Fortunately, the U.S. National Bureau
of Standards had developed a losephson junction array
capable of generating voltages from - 10V to + 10V. Using
a 10V array we were able to measure both even-order and
odd-order errors with confidence to a few hundredths of
a ppm. Fig. 4a on page 23 shows the integral linearity error
of an HP 3458A measured using a Josephson junction array.
The differentiai linearity can be best seen by looking at
a small interval about zero -rolts. Here a variable source
need only be linear',,r'ithin 1 ppm on its 100-mV range to
produce an output that is within 0.01 ppm of t0 volts. Fig.
4b on page 23 shows the differential linearity of an HP
34584.
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Using
PrecisionAC VoltageMeasurements
DigitalSamplingTechniques
lnstead of traditionalDMM techniquessuch as thermal
conversionor analog computation,the HP 34584 DMM
measuresrmsac voltagesby samplingtheinputsignaland
computing the rms value digitally in real time. Track-and'
hold circuit pertormanceis critical to the accuracy of the
method.
by Ronald L. Swerlein

HE HP 34584 DIGITAL MULTIMETER implements
a digital method for the precisemeasurementof rms
ac voltages.A techniquesimilar to that of a modern
digitizing oscilloscope is used to sample the input voltage
waveform. The rms value of the data is computed in real
time to produce the final measurement result. The HP
3458A objectives for high-precision digital ac measurements required the development of both new measurement
algorithms and a track-and-hold circuit capable of fulfilling
these needs.
Limitations of Conventional Techniques
AII methods for making ac rms measurements tend to
have various performance limitations. Depending on the
needs of the measurement, these limitations take on different levels of importance.
Perhaps the most basic specification of performance is
accuracy. For ac measurements, accuracy has to be
specified over a frequency band. Usually, the best accuracy
is for sine waves at midband frequencies (typically 1 kHz
to 20 kHz). Low-frequency accuracy usually refers to frequencies below 200 Hz (some techniques can work down
to 1 Hz). Bandwidth is a measure of the technique's performance at higher frequencies.
Linearity is another measure of accuracy. Linearity is a
measure of how much the measurement accuracy changes
when the applied signal voltage changes. In general, linearity is a function of frequency just as accuracy is, and can

be included in the accuracy specifications. For instance,
the accuracy at 1 kHz may be specified as 0.02% of reading
+ O.O1,o/o
of range while the accuracy at 100 kHz may be
specified as 0.1% of reading + O.1o/oof range. The percentof-range part of the specification is where most of the linearity error is found.
If a nonsinusoid is being measured, most ac rms measurement techniques exhibit additional error. Crest-factor error
is one way to characterize this performance. Crest factor
is defined as the ratio of the peak value of a waveform to
its rms value. For example, a sine wave has a crest factor
of t.+ and a pulse train with a duty cycle of 1/25 has a
crest factor of 5. Even when crest factor error is specified,
one should use caution when applying this additional error
if it is not given as a function of frequency. A signal with
a moderately high crest factor may have significant frequency components at 40,000 times the fundamental frequency. Thus crest factor error should be coupled with
bandwidth information in estimating the accuracy of a measurement. In some ac voltmeters, crest factor specifications
mean only that the voltmeter's internal amplifiers will remain unsaturated with this signal, and the accuracy for
nonsinusoids may actually be unspecified.
Some of the secondary performance specifications for
rms measurements are short-term reading stability, settling
time, and reading rate. These parameters may have primary
importance, however, depending on the need of the measurement. Short-term stabilitv is self-exolanatorv. but the
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difference between settling time and reading rate is sometimes confusing. Settling time is usually specified as the
time that one should wait after a full-scale signal amplitude
change before accepting a reading as having full accuracy.
Reading rate is the rate at which readings can be taken. Its
possible for an ac voltmeter that has a one-second settling
time to be able to take more than 300 readings per second.
Of course, after a full-scale signal swing, the next 299 readings would have degraded accuracy. But if the input signal
swing is smaller than full-scale, the settling time to
specified accuracy is faster. Therefore, in some situations,
the 300 readings/second capability is actually useful even
though the settling time is one second.
The traditional methods for measuring ac rms voltage
are thermal conversion and analog computation. The basis
of thermal conversion is that the heat generated in a resistive element is proportional to the square of the rms voltage
applied to the element. A thermocouple is used to measure
this generated heat. Thermal conversion can be highly accurate with both sine waves and waveforms of higher crest
factor. Indeed, this accuracy is part of the reason that the
U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards) uses this method
to supply ac voltage traceability. It can also be used at very
high frequencies (in the hundreds of MHz). But thermal
conversion tends to be slow (near one minute per reading)
and tends to exhibit degraded performance at low frequencies (below 2O l{z). The other major limitation of thermal
conversion is dynamic range. Low output voltage, low thermal coupling to the ambient environment, and other factors
limit this technique to a dynamic range of around 10 dB.
This compares to the greater than 20 dB range typical of
other techniques.
Analog computation is the other common technology
used for rms measurements. Essentially, the analog converter uses logging and antilogging circuitry to implement
an analog computer that calculates the squares and square
roots involved in an rms measurement. Since the rms averaging is implemented using electronic filters (instead of
the physical thermal mass of the thermal converter), analog
computation is very flexible in terms of reading rate. This
flexibility is the reason that this technique is offered in the
HP 34584 Multimeter as an ATE-optimized ac measurement function (SETACVANA). Switchable filters offer settling times as fast as 0.01 second for frequencies above 10
kHz. With such a filter, reading rates up to 1000 readings/
second may be useful.
Analog computation does have some severe accuracy
drawbacks, however. It can be very accurate in the midband
audio range, but both its accuracy and its linearity tend to
suffer severe degradations at higher frequencies. AIso, the
emitter resistances of the transistors commonly used to
implement the logging and antilogging functions tend to
cause errors that are crest-factor deoendent.
Digital AC Technique
Digital ac is another way to measure the rms value of a
signal. The signal is sampled by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) at greater than the signal's Nyquist rate to
avoid aliasing errors. A digital computer is then used to
compute the rms value of the applied signal. Digital ac can
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exhibit excellent linearity that doesn't degrade at high frequencies as analog ac computation does. Accuracy with
all waveforms is comparable to thermal techniques without
their long settling times. It is possible to measure low frequencies faster and with better accuracy than other methods
using digital ac measurements. Also, the technique lends
itself to autocalibration of both gain and frequency response
errors using only an external dc voltage standard (see article, page 22).
In its basic form, a digital rms voltmeter would sample
the input waveform with an ADC at a fast enough rate to
avoid aliasing errors. The sampled voltage points (in the
form of digital data) would then be operated on by an rms
estimation algorithm. One example is shown below:
Num
Sum
Sumsq
acrms

:
:
:
:

number of digital samples
sumofdigitaldata
sumofsquaresofdigitaldata
SQR((Sumsq-Sum*Sum/Num)/Num)

Conceptually, digital rms estimation has many potential
advantages that can be exploited in a digital multimeter
(DMM). Accuracy, linearity over the measurement range,
frequency response, short-term reading stability, and crest
factor performance can all be excellent and limited only
by the errors of the ADC. The performance limitations of
digital ac are unknown at the present time since ADC technology is continually improving.
Reading rates can be as fast as theoretically possible because ideal averaging filters can be implemented in
firmware. Low-frequency settling time can be improved by
measuring the period of the input waveform and sampling
only over integral numbers of periods. This would allow
a 1--Hzwaveform to be measured in only two seconds-one
second to measure the period and one second to sample
the waveform.

SynchronousSubsampling
A thermal converter can measure ac voltages in the frequency band of 2o Hz to 1o MHz with state-of-the-art accuracy. Sampling rates near 50 MHz are required to measure
these same frequencies digitally, but present ADCs that can
sample at this rate have far less linearity and stability than
is required for state-of-the-art accuracy in the audio band.
If the restriction is made that the signal being measured
must be repetitive, however, a track-and-hold circuit can
be used ahead of a slower ADC with higher stability to
create an ADC that can effectively sample at a much higher
rate. The terms "effective time sampling," "equivalent time

F i g .1 . Simplifiedblock diagram of a subsampling ac voltmeter.

sampling," and "subsampling" are used interchangeably
to describe this technique.
'Ihe
concept of subsampling is used by digitizing oscilloscopes to extend their sample rate to well beyond the
intrinsic speed of the ADC. The concept is to use a trigger
level circuit to establish a time reference relative to a point
on a repetitive input signal. A timing circuit, or time base,
is used to select sample delays from this reference point
in increments determined by the required effective sampling rate. For example, moving the sampling point in 1O-ns
increments corresponds to an effective sampling rate of
100 MHz. A block diagram of a subsampling ac voltmeter
is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig, 2 is a simple graphic example of subsampling. Here
we have an ADC that can sample at the rate of five samples
for one period of the waveform being measured. We want
to sample one period of this waveform at an effective rate
of 20 samples per period. First, the timing circuit waits for
a positive zero crossing and then takes a burst of five readings at its fastest sample rate. This is shown as "First Pass"
in Fig. 2. On a subsequent positive slope, the time base
delays an amount of time equal to one fourth of the ADC's
minimum time between samples and again takes a burst
of five readings. This is shown as "Second Pass." This
continues through the fourth pass, at which time the
applied repetitive waveform has been equivalent time sampled as if the ADC could acquire data at a rate four times
faster than it actually can.
The digital ac measurement technique of the HP 3458A
is optimized for precision calibration laboratory measurements. Short-term measurement stability better than 1 ppm
has been demonstrated. Absoiute accuracy better than 100
ppm has been shown. This accuracy is achieved by automatic internal adiustment relative to an external 10V dc
standard. No ac source is required (see article, page 22).
The internal adiustments have the added benefit of providing a quick, independent check of the voltage ratios and
transfers that are typically performed in a standards labo-

First Pass

Fig.2. An exampleof subsampltng

ratory every day. Fast, accurate 1-Hz measurements and
superb performance with nonsinusoids allow calibration
laboratories to make measurements easily that were previously very difficult.
The HP 3458A enters into the synchronously subsampled
ac mode through the command SETAcv SYNC.For optimal
sampling of the input signal, one must determine the period
of the signal, the number of samples required, and the
signal bandwidth. The measurement resolution desired
and the potential bandwidth of the input waveform are
described using the commands RES and ACBAND.The
period of the input signal is measured by the instrument.
The more the HP 3458A knows about the bandwidth of
the input and the required measurement resolution, the
better the job it can do of optimizing accuracy and reading
rate. Default values are assumed if the user chooses not to
enter more complete information. An ac measurement
using the SYNCmode appears to function almost exactly
the same to the user as one made usinR the more conventional analog mode.
Subsampled AC Algorithm
The algorithm applied internally by the HP 3458A during
each subsampled ac measurement is totally invisible to the
user. The first part of a subsampled ac measurement is
autolevel. The input waveform is randomly sampled for a
period of time long enough to get an idea of its minimum
and maximum voltage points. This time is at least one cycle
of the lowest expected frequency value (the lo'w-frequency
value of ACBAND).The trigger level is then set to a point
midway between the minimum and maximum voltages, a
good triggering point for most waveforms. In the unlikely
event that this triggering point does not generate a reliable
trigger, provision is made for the user to generate a trigger
signal and apply it to an external trigger input. An example
of such a waveform is a video signal. Even though video
signals can be repetitive, they are difficult to trigger on
correctly with just a standard trigger level.
With the trigger level determined, the period of the input
waveform is measured. The measured period is used along
with the global parameter RES to determine subsampling
parameters. These parameters are used by the timing circuitry in the HP 34584 to select the effective sample rate,
the number of samples, and the order in which these samples are to be taken. In general, the HP 3458A tries to
sample at the highest effective sample rate consistent with
meeting the twin constraints of subsampling over an integral number of input waveform periods and restricting the
total number of samples to a minimum value large enough
to meet the specified resolution. This pushes the frequency
where aliasing may occur as high as possible and also performs the best rms measurement of arbitrary waveforms of
high crest factor. The number of samples taken will lie
somewhere between 4/RES and B/aeS depending on the
measured period of the input waveform.
The final step is to acquire samples.As samples are taken,
the data is processed in real time at a rate of up to 50,000
samples per second to compute a sum of the readings
squared and a sum of the readings. After all the samples
are taken, the two sum registers are used to determine
standard deviation (ACV functionJ, or rms value (ACDCV
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function). For example, suppose a 1-kHz waveform is being
measured and the specified measurement resolution is
0.001%. When triggered, the HP 3458A will take 400,000
samples using an effective sample rate of 100 MHz. The
timing circuit waits for a positive-slope trigger level. Then,
after a small fixed delay, it takes a burst of 200 readings
spaced 20 ps apart. It waits for another trigger, and when
this occurs the timing circuit adds 10 ns to the previous
delay before starting another burst of 200 readings. This is
repeated 2,000 times, generating 400,000 samples. Effectively, four periods of the 1-kHz signal are sampled with
samples placed every 10 ns.

Sourcesof Error
Internal time base jitter and trigger jitter during subsampling contribute measurement uncertainty to the rms measurement. The magnitude of this uncertainty depends on
the magnitude of these timing errors. The internal time
base jitter in the HP 34584 is less than 100 ps rms. Trigger
jitter is dependent on the input signal's amplitude and
frequency, since internal noise will create greater time uncertainties for slow-slew-rate signals than for faster ones.
A readily achievable trigger jitter is 100 ps rms for a 1-MHz
input. Fig. 3 is a plot generated by mathematical modeling
of the performance of a 400,00O-sampleac measurement
using the HP 3458A's subsampling algorithm (RES :
0.001%) in the presence of 100-ps time base and trigger
jitters. The modeled errors suggest the possibility of stable
and accurate ac measurements with better than 6-digit accuracy.
Errors other than time jitter and trigger jitter limit the
typical absolute accuracy of the HP 3458A to about 50 ppm,
but there is reason to believe that short-term stability is
better than 1 ppm. Many five-minute stability tests using
a Datron 42OOAC Calibrator show reading-to-reading standard deviations between 0.7 ppm and 3 ppm. Other measurements independently show the Datron 4200 to have
similar short-term stability. More recently, tests performed
using a Fluke 5700 Calibrator, which uses a theoretically
quieter leveling loop, show standard deviations under 0.6
ppm.
The above algorithm tries to sample the applied signal
over an integral number of periods. To do this, the period
of the signal must first be measured. Errors in measuring
the period of the input waveform will cause the subsequent
sampling to cover more or less than an integral number of

periods. Thus, the accuracy of the subsampled ac rms measurement is directly related to how accurately the period
of the input waveform is known relative to the internal
s a m p l e t i m e b a s ec l o c k .
Period measurements in the HP 3458A are performed
using reciprocal frequency counting techniques. This
method allows accuracy to be traded off for measurement
speed by selecting different gate times. A shorter gate time
contributes to a faster measurement, but the lower accuracy
of the period determination contributes to a less accurate
ac measurement. Fig. 4 is a graph of the error introduced
into the rms measurement by various gate times. At high
frequencies, this error is a constant dependent on the resolution of the frequency counter for a given gate time. At
lower frequencies, trigger time jitter increases, causing increased error, because random noise has a larger effect on
slower signals. At still lower frequencies, where the period
being measured is longer than the selected gate time, this
error becomes constant again. This is because the gate time
is always at least one period in length, and as the frequency
is lowered, the gate time increases just fast enough to cancel
the effect of increasing trigger jitter.
Any violation of the restriction that the input waveform
be repetitive will also lead to errors. A common condition
is amplitude and frequency modulation of the input. If this
modulation is of a fairly small magnitude and is fast compared to the total measurement time this violation of the
repetitive requirement will probably be negligible. At most,
reading-to-reading variation might increase slightly. If
these modulations become large, however, subsampled ac
accuracy can be seriously compromised. The signal sources
typically present on a lab bench or in a calibration laboratory work quite well with the subsampling algorithm of
the HP 3458A.
Random noise spikes superimposed on an input can
make an otherwise repetitive input waveform appear nonrepetitive. Induced current caused by motors and electrical
devices turning on and off is just one of many ways to
generate such spikes. Large test systems tend to generate
more of this than bench and calibration laboratory environments. Low-voltage input signals (below 100 mV) at low
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frequencies are the signals most susceptible to these errors.
Two ways are provided by the HP 3458A to deal with
these potential errors. The first is to use the internal B0-kHz
low-pass trigger filter to reduce high-frequency trigger
noise (LFILTER
ON).If this is not enough, provision is made
for accepting external synchronization pulses. In principle,
getting subsampled ac to work in a noisy environment is
no more difficult than getting a frequency counter to work
in the same environment.
If nonsinusoidal signals are being measured, the subsampling algorithm has some additional random errors that
become greater for signals of large crest factor. All nonsinusoidal repetitive signals have some of their spectral
energy at frequencies higher than their fundamental frequency. Signals of high crest factor generally have more of
this high-frequency energy than those of lower crest factor.
Random timing jitter, which tends to affect higher frequencies the most, will create measurement errors that are
greater for large-crest-factor signals. These random errors
can be reduced by specifying a higher-resolution measurement, which forces more samples per reading to be acquired. The additional measurement error induced by a
signal crest factor of 5 can be as low as 50 ppm in the HP
34584,
Track-and-Hold Circuit
Track-and-hold performance is critical to the accuracy
of digital ac measurements. Track-and-hold linearity,
bandwidth, frequency flatness, and aperture jitter all affect
the error in a sampled measurement.To meet the HP 3458A
performance objectives, track-and-hold frequency response
flatness of +0.0015% (15 ppm) was required from dc to 50
kHz, along with a 3-dB bandwidth of ts MHz. In addition,
16-bit linearity below 50 kHz and low aperture jitter were
needed. A custom track-and-hold amplifier was developed
to meet these requirements.
The most basic implementation of a track-and-hold circuit-a switch and a capacitor-is shown in Fig. S. If the
assumption is made that the switch is perfect (when open
it has infinite impedance and when closed it has zero impedance) and if it assumed that the capacitor is perfect (no
dielectric absorption), then this is a perfect track-and-hold
circuit. The voltage on the capacitor will track the input
signal perfectly in track mode, and when the switch is
opened, the capacitor will hold its value until the switch
is closed. Also, as long as the buffer amplifier's input impedance is high and well-behaved, its bandwidth can be
much lower than the bandwidth of the signal being sampled. When the switch is opened, the buffer amplifier's
output might not have been keeping up with the input
signal, but since the voltage at the input of the amplifier
is now static, the buffer will eventually settle out to the
hold capacitor's voltage.
The problem with building Fig. 5 is that it is impossible
at the present time to build a perfect switch. When the
switch is opened it is not truly turned off; it has some

,"_*dffi

Fig. 5. Baslc track-and-holdcrrcuitwith ideal components

residual leakage capacitance and resistance. In hold mode,
there is some residual coupling to the input signal because
of this leakage capacitance. This error term is commonly
called feedthrough. Another error term is pedestal voltage.
The process of turning real-world switches off induces a
charge transfer that causes the hold capacitor to experience
a fixed voltage step (a pedestal) when entering hold mode.
Another problem with Fig. 5 is that it is impossible in
the real world to build a perfect capacitor. Real-world
capacitors have nonideal behaviors because of dielectric
absorption and other factors. This dielectric absorption will
manifest itself as a pedestal that is different for different
input-voltage slew rates. Even if the capacitor is refined
until it is "perfect enough," the switch and the buffer
amplifier may contribute enough capacitance in parallel
with Choldthat the resultant capacitance has dielectric absorption problems.
Fig. 6 is an implementation of Fig. 5 using real-world
components. The switch is implemented with a p-channel
MOS FET. When the drive voltage is - 15V, the circuit is
in track mode. If the FET has an on resistance of R, then
the 3-dB bandwidth of the circuit is 1/(22'RC6"16).
C6" (the
drain-to-gate capacitance) is always in parallel with C6o16,
so even if Chotdand the buffer amplifier have low dielectric
absorption, the dielectric absorption associated with Ca,
will cause this circuit to exhibit pedestal changes with
different input signal slew rates.
When the drive voltage is changed to + 15V, the FET
turns off and puts the circuit into hold mode. The drain-tosource capacitance (Ca") contributes feedthrough error
equal to Cd"/Chold.If the drive voltage changes infinitely
fast, the pedestal error is (30V)(Cd,/Ch"ro).If the drive voltage changes at a slower rate. the pedestal error will be less,
but a gain error term will now appear. Assume that the
drive voltage changes slowly relative to the bandwidth of
the track-and-hold circuit (1/(22rRC6"13)).
Assume also that
the FET is on until the drive voltage is equal to V1. and
that it is off when the drive voltage is greater than Vi,. The
process of going into hold mode begins with the drive
voltage changing from - 15V to + 15V. As the voltage
changes from - 15V to V;., C6o16experiences very little
pedestal error since the current C6r(dv/dt) mostly flows
into the FET, which is on. When the drive voltage reaches
V,., the FET turns off and all of the C6r(dv/dt) current flows
into C6,,16.The pedestal in this case is (15V - ViJ(Cds/
C6o16l.Notice that this is a smaller pedestal than in the
previous case where the drive voltage changed infinitely
fast. Also notice that there is a V1. term in the pedestal
equation. This is a gain error.
Pedestal errors are easy to deal with in the real world.
There are a number of easv wavs to remove offset errors.
Cas

Vin

Fig. 6. Easic track-and-holdctrcuitwith real components
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Gain errors are not necessarily bad either, since ideal gain
errors can be corrected with a compensating gain stage.
But because C6, is a semiconductor capacitance, it tends
to change value with the applied voltage. This leads to a
form of error called nonlinearity. In general, gain errors
that are caused by semiconductor capacitances (like that
calculated in the above paragraph) lead to nonlinearity
errors. A track-and-hold circuit application that is affected
by nonlinearity errors is sampling a signal and calculating
its Fourier transform. Feedthrough and dielectric absorption errors also are hard to deal with. Commonly, a different
track-and-hold architecture is used to achieve better linearity, feedthrough, and dielectric absorption performance.
Fig. 7 is a diagram of the track-and-hold architecture
used most often to achieve 16-bit or better resolution along
with 2-MHz bandwidths. In track mode the drive voltage
is * 15V, turning Q1 on. The output voltage is the inverse
of the input voltage. The inverse of the input voltage is
impressed across C6o14during track mode. When the drive
voltage is changedto + 15V, Q1 turns off andVo,, is held.
Fig. 7 has several advantages over Fig. 6. Since the switch
(Qr) is at a virtual ground point, the pedestal voltage is
constant with V1, and equal to (30V)(Car/Cr,ora).This is
because the drain and source are always at zero so that
when Q1 is turned off the same amount of charge is always
transferred to C6o14.Also, since no point on Q1 moves with
V,., the FET does not contribute any dielectric absorption
error terms.
Fig. 7 does have feedthrough error. It is equal to lz(C6"1
C6o16l.Theoretically this error could be substantially eliminated if a second switch could be turned on after entering
hold mode to ground the junction of the two resistors.
However, a real drawback of this circuit is that the op amp
U1 has to have the same bandwidth and slew rate capabilities as the signal being sampled. In the descriptions of
Figs. 5 and 6 it was mentioned that the buffer amplifier
need not have the same bandwidth as the signal being
sampled. So in summary, Fig. 7 eliminates some of the
errors of the previous circuits but introduces at least one
new limitation.
HP 3458A Track-and-Hold Architecture
Fig. B is a modification of Fig. 6 that has most of the
advantages and very few of the disadvantages of the previous circuits. Here the switch is implemented with two
n-channel JFETs and one p-channel MOS FET. In track
mode the fFETs Q1 and Qz are on and the MOS FET Q3
is off. Q1 and Q2 are on because their gate-to-source voltages are zero, since their gates track V1.. Their gates track

Vi. because in track mode point B is an open circuit and
CR1 and CR2 act like resistances of about 1 kO. CR1 and
CR2 are current regulator diodes, which are simply fFETs
with their gates wired to their sources. In hold mode, Q1
and Q2 are off and Qa is on. Q1 is now off because point
B is now at - 15V and thus the gate of Q1 is at - 15V. CR2
now appears as a current source of high resistance and the
gate of Q2 is clamped at about 7V below Vo,,, turning off
-15V.
Q2. Q3 is on because its gate (point A) is at
In hold mode, feedthrough error is very low, since the
feedthrough caused by Ca", is shunted into the ac ground
created by Q3's being on. Also, the pedestal error caused
by Car, is constant for all Vt., since the gate of Q2 is clamped
at 7V below Vo,,. Since Vo,. is tracking Vi. during track
mode (or will settle out to V,, after hold mode is entered),
the pedestal error caused by Car, is (- 7V)(Carr/C6o16)and
has no V,. dependent terms. Therefore it makes no difference to the linearity errors of the track-and-hold circuit
whether C6*, is nonlinear with bias voltage.
It is not so obvious that Ca"2 contributes almost nothing
to the pedestal errors and the nonlinearity errors of the
circuit. In addition to being a T-switch that reduces feedthrough errors in hold mode, Q1, Q2, and Q3 when
switched in the correct sequence act to remove almost all
of the pedestal errors caused by C6"r. This is very important,
since C6"2 is nonlinear, and if its pedestal errors remained,
the linearity of the circuit would be no better than that of
Fig. 6. Q1 is selected such that its pinchoff voltage (Vr"oir)
is greater than that of Qz. Thus, as point B is driven to
-15V,
Q2 turns off before Q1. Once Q2 is off, the only
coupling path to C6o1ais through the capacitance C6"r.
Fig. 9 shows the various waveforms present in the circuit.
When Q1 is finally turned off, the voltage on C1 has a
pedestal error of (Vt" - 15V)(Cds1/C1).This pedestal
couples into C6o1athrough Ca"r. The magnitude is (V1" Since Ca*, is nonlinear and the
15V)(Cds1/C1J(C6"2/C6o1a).
coupling has a Vr, dependent term, the pedestal on C6o16
now has a nonlinear component. But after Q1 and Q2 are
off, point A is driven to -15V, turning Q3 on. Cr is now
connected to Vo,, through the on resistance of Q3 and approaches the voltage Vo,,. This voltage movement, which
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Fig. 7, Conventionaltrack-and-hold architecture
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Fig,9. Waveformsin the circuit of Fig. B.
is of the same magnitude as Cr's previous change but in
the opposite direction, couples into C6o14through C4"2 and
totally removes the pedestal error previously coupled into
C6u14through C6"2.
Another point that also might not be so obvious is that
Q1, Q2, and Q3 do not contribute any dielectric absorption
errors to the track-and-hold circuit. Since in track mode
the drains, sources, and gates of Q1 and Q2 are at the same
potential (Vr.), none of the FET capacitances has charge
on it before it is put in hold mode. Therefore, the charge
transferred to C6o16through the FET capacitances when
hold mode is entered is the same for any value or slew rate
of V1,, so it doesn't matter whether the FET capacitances
have high dielectric absorption.

Summary
The performance of the HP 34584 with sinusoidal and

nonsinusoidal inputs is known to be very good. The DMM
was tested against a synthesized arbitrary waveform
generator under development at the U.S. National Bureau
of Standards which was capable of generating sine waves
and ANSl-standard distorted sine waves with an absolute
uncertainty of t0 ppm. The HP 3458A measured all of the
various test waveforms with errors ranging from 5 ppm to
50 ppm for 7Y rms inputs from L00 Hz to 10 kHz.
The digital ac measurement capability of the HP 3458A
combines the best features of the traditional thermal and
analog computational ac rms techniques in addition to adding several advantages of its own. Measurement accuracies
for digital ac are comparable to thermal techniques for both
sinusoidal (crest factor 1.4) and large-crest-factor nonsinusoidal waveforms. Like analog computation, digital ac
reading rates are reasonably fast compared to thermal rms
techniques. The major advantages of digital ac include
linearity superior to traditional analog rms detection
methods and significantly faster low-frequency rms ac measurements (less than six seconds for a 1-Hz input). Shortterm reading stability is excellent, allowing previously difficult characterizations to be performed easily.
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Multimeterfrom
Calibrationof an Bl/z-Digit
Only Two ExternalStandards
lnternal transferstandards and autocalibrationsimplify
externalcalibrationand extendtheperiod betweenexternal
calibrationslo two years.
by WayneC. Goeke,RonaldL. Swerlein,
StephenB. Venzke,andScottD. Stever
NE OF THE EARLIESTPRODUCTCONCEPTSfoT
the HP 34584 Digital Multimeter was to develop
a meansfor calibratingits measurementaccuracies
from only two external reference standards. This is not
possible with the traditional design for a DMM, which
requires independent adjustment of the full-scale gain and
zero offset for each measurement range and function.
Calibration is a process in which individual gain and
offset values are adjusted, manually or electronically, to
yield minimum error relative to an applied input, as shown
in Fig. 1. Gain and offset calibration values are generally
determined using precision ratio transfer measurements
relative to a smaller set of working standards whose errors
are directly traceable to national standards. In the United
States, standards are kept by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), formerly the National Bureau
of Standards (NBS). Dc voltages are often derived from a
1.018-volt saturated electrochemical cell known as a Weston standard cell. The output voltage is divided, or otherwise ratioed, to yield other traceable values. For example,
the output would be divided by 10.18 to produce 0.1.V.
The ratio transfer process is, in general, different for each
calibration value. It is prone to both random and systematic
errors, which may propagate undetected into instrumentation through the calibration process. This calibration (or
verification) uncertainty will produce a "floor" measurement error sometimes equal to or greater than the uncertainty of the instrument alone.
The objectives for two-source calibration are to reduce
this floor uncertainty and to provide an independent
method to increase confidence in the overall calibration
process. The HP 3458A uses a highly linear analogto-digital converter [ADC) to measure the ratio between a traceable reference and its divided output. The ADC performs
the function of the precise ratio transfer device.

where x is the input to the ratio device and Er(x) is the
error, both expressed as a percent of full scale. The general
form of the error bound is shown in Fig. 2.
What is of concern is the error in the output or measured
value expressed as a percent of that value. Expressed in
this form, the maximum error is:
E'(x) :I+D(100%/x)'
Where Er(x) is the total error in the output or measured
value expressed as a percent of x. The general form of this
error bound is shown in Fig. 3. For ratios less than one,
the total error is dominated by the differential errors of the
ratio transfer device. Since the differential error term is
equal to the differential linearity emor multiplied by one
over the divider ratio, this error grows to infinity as the
divider ratio grows smaller.

HP 3458AUncertainty
The design goal for the HP 3458A DMM was for internal
ratio transfer errors to be equal to or lower than those
achievable with commercially available external ratio dividers. This set the total ratio measurement error (linearity)
requirement for the ADC for a 10:1 transfer to approximately 0.5 ppm of output or 0.05 ppm of input.
Fig. 4 illustrates the integral and differential linearity
achieved with the HP 3458A ADC design. The test data
was generated using a Josephson junction array intrinsic
voltage standard (see "Josephson Junction Arrays," page

Sourcesof Error
The errors in any ratio measurement can be divided into
two general types: differential errors (D) and integral errors
(I). A differential error is a constant percent of full scale
and is independent of the input. These errors are handled
Iike dc offsets. An integral error is a function of the input,
and the relationship is usually nonlinear. These errors are
generally thought of as gain errors. The maximum total
error can be expressed as:

Er(*):I(x/100%) +D,
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Fig.1. Calibratedand uncalibratedgain and offsetin a measurement.

(IR), and thermocouple effects generated by dissimilar metals used in component construction or interconnection.
Fig. 5 shows a simplified schematic of the dc measurement
function. Switches 51 and 52 are used to provide a zero
reference during each measurement cycle. Offset errors
common to both measurement paths, for example the offset
voltage introduced by amplifier ,A.1,are sampled and subtracted during each measurement sequence. This is referred
to as the autozero process.
Correction of the remaining offset enor is achieved by
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2a). Fig.4a shows typical deviation from a straight line for
the input voltage range from minus full scale to plus full
scale expressed in ppm of full scale. This expresses the
test data in a form dominated by the integral linearity effects. Integral error less than 0.1 ppm of full scale was
achieved. Fig. b shows typical test data expressedas ppm
of reading (output). This data indicates differential linearity
error less than 0.02 ppm of reading. For a 10:1 ratio transfer
the predicted error would be approximately I + 10D or 0.3
ppm. Fig. 4c shows measured data, again using a Josephson
junction array standard to characterize the error at 1/10 of
full scale relative to a full-scale measured value. The data
indicates a 10:1 ratio error of 0.01 ppm of the input or 0.1
ppm of the measured (output) value. This representstypical
results; the specified 3c' ratio transfer error is greater than
0.3 ppm. Measurement noise contributes additional error,
which can be combined in a root-sum-of-squaresmanner
with the linearity errors.
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Linear measurement
errorsin a DMM are of two general
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fosephson function Arrays
A Josephsonjunctionis formedby two superconductorsseparated by a thin insulatingbarrier.When cooled to liquid helium
temperatures(4.2K),these devices exhibit very complex nonlinear behaviorthat has led to a wide range of applicationsin
analog and digital electronics.A quantum mechanicalanalysis
shows that these junctionsgeneratean ac current whose frequency is relatedto the junctionvoltageby the relationf = 2eYlh
where e is the electroncharge and h is Planck'sconstant.When
the junction is driven by an ac current the effect operates in
reverse.The junction oscillationphase locks to the applied ac
currentand the junctionvoltagelocks to a valueV : hf/2e.This
phase lockingcan also occur betweenharmonicsof the applied
ac currentand the Josephsonoscillation.Thus, the junctionl-V
curve displays a set of constanfvoltagesteps (Fig. 1) at the
voltagesV : nhf/2e,where n is an integer.The Josephsonjunction thereby providesa meansof translatingthe inherentaccuracy of the frequencyscale to voltage measurements.
In July of 1972the Josephsonetfectwas adopted as the definitionof the U.S. legal volt. For the purposeof this definitionthe
quantity2elh was assignedthe value 483593.42GHzl/. Since
then, tests of the Josephsonvoltage{ojrequency relationhave
verifiedits precisionand independenceof experimentalconditionsto the levelof a few partsin 1017.1
The JosephsonvoltagestandardsoI 1972had onlyone or two
junctionsand could generatevoltagesonly up to about 10 mV.
This low voltage requiredthe use of a complexvoltage divider
to calibratethe 1.018Vstandardcells used by most standards
laboratories.To overcomethe limitationso{ these low voltages,

providing a copper short acrossthe input terminals. A reference measurement is taken and the measured offset is
stored.Values are determinedfor each measurementfunction and range configuration. The offset is subtracted from
all subsequentmeasurements.The HP 3458A performsall
zero offset corrections by automatically sequencingthrough
each of the required configurations and storing the appropriate offset conection during the external calibration process. These offsets are the b term in the linear equation
y : mx + b, where y is the calibrated output result and x
is the internal uncalibrated measurement.Thesecalibrated
offsets canbe made small and stablethrough careful printed
circuit layout and component selection.
Gain Errors
Gain errors in a DMM result from changesin amplifier
gains, divider ratios, or internal referencevoltages.Each
gain term exhibits a temperature coefficient and somefinite
aging rate, and can potentially changevalue following exposure to high-humidity environmentsor severeshock or
vibration. Periodically,known valuescloseto the full scale
of eachmeasurementfunction and rangeare applied to the
DMM to calibratethe gain ratio m such that y : mx + b
is precisely equal to the known input value, y. However,
even after gain calibration, a DMM can easily be exposed
to conditions that may introducenew errors.The HP 3458A
DMM implements a special method for self-adjustingall
instrument gain errors and many offset errors relative to
its own internal references.
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Flg. 1. P artial I-V curve of an 18,992-junction J oseph sonj unc tion affay without RF excitation.A/so shown is a typical l-V
curve under 75-GHz excitation, which is a constant-voltage
step at a voltage V : nhfl2e. The voltage V is between - 12V
and + 12V,and is determined by controlling the bias current
and source impedance lo se/ect the value of n.
researchersat the U.S.NationalInstituteof Standardsand Technology (formerlythe NationalBureauof Standards),and PTB in
West Germanyhave developedsuperconductingintegratedcircuits that combine the voltagesof severalthousandjunctions.
The most complexof these chips uses 18,992junctionsto generate 150,000constant-voltagesteps spanningthe range from
- 12Vto + 12V(Fig.2). Thechip usesa finlineto collect75-GHz

DC Calibration
Calibration of the dc function begins by establishing
traceability of the internal voltage reference. The internal
7Y Zener reference (see "A High-Stability Voltage Reference," page28) is measuredrelative to an externally applied
traceable standard. A traceablevalue for this internal reference is stored in secure calibration memory until the next
external calibration is performed. Next, the gain of the 10V
range is determined by measuring the internal 7V reference
on this range. The gain value is stored in secure autocalibration memory. This gain value can be recomputedat any
time by simply remeasuringthe internal 7V reference.The
stability, temperature coefficient, and time drift errors of
the internal 7V referenceare sufficiently small (and specified) compared wrth other gain errors that remeasurement
or autocalibration of thesegainswill yield smaller measurement errors in all cases.Adjustment of the full-scale gain
valuesof all otherrangesrelieson the preciseratio measurement capabilities of the HP 3458A ADC as demonstrated
in Fig. 4c. For the 1.V-rangegain adjustment,the traceable
internal 7V referenceis divided to produce a nominal 1V
output. The exactvalue of this nominal LV is measuredon
the previously adjusted10V measurementrangeat approximately 1/10of full scale.The measuredvalue, a ratio transfer from the internal 7V reference,is used to adjust the
gain of the 1V range of the dc voltagefunction. This gain
value is again stored in secure autocalibration memory.
Neither the precise value nor the long-term stability of the
nominal 1V internal source is important. The internal 1V
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Capacitive Coupler
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Resistive Termination
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power from a waveguide and direct it through a set of power
splittersto 16 striplines,each of which passesthrough1187
junctions.A networkof high-passand low-passfiltersallowsthe
microwavepower to be applied in parallelwhilethe dc voltages
add in series.2
ln operation,the array is cooled to 4.2K in a liquid-helium
dewar. A Gunn-diodesource at room temperatureprovidesthe
required40 mW of 75-GHz power. lt is possibleto select any
one of the 150,000constant-voltage
steps by controllingthe bias
currentleveland sourceimpedance.A continuousvoltagescale
can be obtained by fine{uning the frequency.The accuracy of
the voltageat the array terminalsis equal to the accuracyof the
time standardused to stabilizethe Gunn-diodesource.Actual
calibrations,however,are limitedby noiseand thermalvoltages
to an accuracy of a few parts in 1Oe.
The abilityto generateexactlyknownvoltagesbetween - 12V
and + 12Vcan eliminatethe problemsand uncertainties
of poten-

source must only be stable for the short time required to
perform the two measurements of the transfer.
Each of the remaining dc voltage ranges is automatically
gain adjusted relative to the internal 7V reference through
a similar sequence of full-scale-to-t/t0-full-scale transfer
measurements. AII gain errors can then be readjusted relative to the internal reference to remove measurement errors
at any later time. The only gain error that cannot be adjusted
during autocalibration is the time and temperature drift of
the internal 7V reference.
Ohms and DC Current Calibration
Calibration of the ohms functions is similar to that of
the dc voltage function. Traceability for the internal 40-kf,)
reference resistor is established first. The internal reference
resistor is measured relative to an externally applied traceable 10-kO standard resistor. The traceable value for this
internal reference is stored in secure calibration memory
until the next external calibration is performed. Resistance
measurements are made by driving a known current I
through an unknown resistance R and measuring the resultant voltage V. The unknown resistance value R is computed from Ohm's law, R : V/I. Since the dc voltage mea-

l

Fig.2. The layout for an 18,992junction voltage standard array
capable of generating voltage
sleps m the range of -12V to
+ 12V. The horizontal lines represent 76 striplines,each of which
passes lhrough 1187 junctions.
The junctions are too small to be
distinguished on this drawing.

tiometryfrom manystandardslaboratoryfunctions.For example,
Josephsonarraystandardsmake it possibleto performabsolute
calibrationof voltmetersat levelsbetween0.1V and 10V without
the uncertaintyof a resistorratio transferlrom standard cells.
Anotherapplicationis the measurementof voltmeterlinearitywith
an accuracy higherthan ever before possible.
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surement function has been previously traceably adjusted,
only the values of the ohms current sources (I) need be
determined to establish calibration.
Adjustment of the ohms current source values begins by
applying the nominal 100-microampere current source (10k0 range) to the traceable aO-k0 internal resistance standard. The value of the current source is computed from
the traceable measurements and stored in secure autocalibration memory. The 100-pA current source can be remeasured (autocalibrated) at any time to correct for changes in
its value. Residual errors in this autocalibrated measurement are reduced to those of the internal reference resistor
and the autocalibrated error of the 10V dc voltage rangeessentially the drift of the internal voltage reference. For
resistance measurements, only drift in the internal resistance reference will affect measurement accuracies. The
gains of the voltage measurements V and the current
sources I, which are derived from the internal voltage reference, will also change as this reference drifts, but the computed value for R is not affected since the V/I ratio remains
unchanged.
The known 100-pcA current, its value determined in the
previous step, is next applied to an internal 5.2-kO resistor
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(an internal L0-to-1ratio transfermeasurement).The value
of this resistor is determined,again from Ohm's law. This
new resistor R is computed (R : V/I) flom the 100-pA
current previously determinedrelative to known traceable
standards and the previously calibrated dc voltage function. The value of this resistor is stored in autocalibration
memory. This resistor is actually the 10-g.A dc current
function shunt resistor.With the shunt resistorR traceably
determined, traceable dc current measurementscan be
computed from Ohm's law, I : V/R.
Now that the 5.2-kO internal shunt resistor is known,
the 1-mA ohms current source (1-kO range)is applied and
its value computed as a ratio relative to the 100-pA current
source value. The 1.-mAcurrent sourcevalue is stored in
autocalitrration memory. This combined ohms current
source and dc current shunt resistorratio transfer process
continuesuntil all six currentsand all eight shunt resistors
are known relative to the two external standards.
As we set out to show, all gain errors for dc voltage,
ohms, and dc current measurementshave been traceably
adjustedrelative to only two externalstandardvalues:10V
dc and 10 kO. Table I summarizesthe HP 3458A errorsfor
the internal ratio transfer measurementsdescribedso far.
Table I
lnternal Ratio Transfer Errors
ExternallOVdc
InternalTV
10Vdc
External lokCl
Internal 40 kf,)
Internal 40 kf,)
100 pA

-+ InternalTV
+ 10Vdc
- - +l V d c
+ Internal4okf)
--+ 100
fl.A
--+ Internal 5.2 kf,)
-> 1mA

0 . 0 3p p m
0 . 0 2p p m
0 . 3 3p p m
0 . 3 0p p m
0 . 1 5p p m
0 . 5 0p p m
0 . 5 0p p m

AdditionalErrors
Gain and offset variations are the dominant sources of
measurement error in a DMM, but they are by no means
the only sources of error. Measurement errors are also produced by changes in leakage currents in the input signal
path. These may be dynamic or quasistatic leakages. A
more complete schematic of the input circuit of the HP
34584 is shown in Fig. 6. Recall that switches Sr and 52

are used to null the dc offsets of amplifier A1 and its input
bias current. However, the capacitance C1 causes an error
current I... to flow when 51 is turned on. This current,
sourced by the input, generates an exponentially decaying
error voltage I.,.(R + Ri). If Ri is large, as it is for ohms
measurements, significant measurement errors can result.
These errors can be reduced by providing a substitute
source (shown in the shaded section of Fig. 6) to provide
the charging current for the parasitic capacitance C1.
Amplifier ,\2 follows the input voltage so that when switch
53 is turned on between the 52 and 51 measurement
periods, C1 will be precharged to the input voltage. Secondorder dynamic currents flow because of the gate-to-drain
and gate-to-source capacitances of the switches, which are
FETs. The HP 3458A performs complementary switching
to minimize these effects. During an autocalibration, the
offset of buffer amplifier A2 is nulled and the gain of the
complementary switching loop is adjusted to reduce errors
further.
High ohms measurements are particularly sensitive to
parasitic leakage currents. For example, 10 ppm of error
in the measurement of a 10-MO resistor will result from a
change of S pA in the 500-nA current source used for the
measurement. Over the 0'C-to-55'C operating temperature
range a S-pA change can easily occur. During autocalibration, which can be performed at any operating temperature,
several internal measurements are performed with various
hardware configurations. The results are used to solve
simultaneous equations for leakage current sources. Knowing these leakage currents allows precise calculation of the
ohms current source value for enhanced measurement accuracy.
Many other errors are also recomputed during autocalibration. Autocalibration can be performed in its entirety
or in pieces (dc, ohms, or ac) optimized for particular measurement functions. The dc voltage autocalibration, for
example, executes in approximately two minutes. The autocalibration process for the ohms functions, which also
calibrates the dc current function, takes about eight minutes
to complete. If the user is only concerned with correcting
errors for dc or ac measurements. the ohms autocalibration

51: V;n+ Vo"
52: 0 + Vos

Result:(V;n+ Vos)- (0 + Ve5)= V;n
Flg,5. Simplifiedschematic of the dc voltage measurement
function.
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Fig. 6. A more complete schematic of the HP 3458A input
circuit.

lVo't I

lv- |

Vo,, _
Rl
(sa2 + 1)
'..
Vr.
(sa3 + 1)
Rr + R2

t1 = R1C1

r, = R2C2

"'=(*,*".---u)(c'*c")
Fig. 7. RC attenuator gain-versusJrequencycharacteristic.
sequence can be omitted to save time.
AC Frequency Response Calibration
The goals for self-calibration of the HP 3458A extended
beyond the dc measurement functions. Just as the concept
of sampling a signal and digitally computing its true-rms
value goes against traditional DMM methods, so does the
idea of adjusting the frequency response and gain of an ac
voltmeter without applying external ac calibration sources.
Normally, the first step in the calibration of an ac voltmeter
would be to adjust the instrument for constant gain at all
frequencies. This frequency flatness correction is generally
performed by manually adjusting either resistive or capacitive circuit components. Resistive components usually determine gains at lower frequencies and capacitive components usually determine gains at higher frequencies. The
frequency response characteristic of the HP 3458A ac measurement function is dominated by five compensated RC
divider networks, which are used to condition the input
signal for each measurement range. The gain-versus-frequency characteristic of an RC attenuator circuit is shown
in Fig. 7. When the attenuator is properly compensated
G, : rr), the resulting divide ratio is a frequency independent constant determined solely by the resistive elements.
It can be shown using Fourier transforms that if the input
to a linear circuit is a perfect voltage step and the output

of the same circuit is also a perfect voltage step, then the
circuit transfer function is constant with frequency. The
hardware used to implement the digital ac measurement
technique of the HP 34584 is also used to sample a step
output of the RC attenuator. The sampled data is used to
compensate the internal RC divider networks for flat gain
versus frequency without external inputs.
A simplified schematic for the 10V ac measurement range
is shown in Fig. B. The active compensation of the divider
network is achieved by generating a "virtual trimmer" circuit element to allow the adlustment of the divider time
constants. The trimmer is a programmable-gain bootstrap
amplifier connected across resistor R1. The variable-gain
amplifier allows control of the voltage across R1.,effectively
varying R1's value. The resistive divider ratio can be electronically servoed to match the fixed capacitive divider
ratio given a measurable error function. The servo error
signal is generated by applying an extremely square voltage
step to the network. The step output is sampled at least
twice. An amplitude difference between samples indicates
the presence of an exponential component resulting from
miscompensation of the attenuator. The digitally controlled loop servos the difference signal to adjust the virtual
trimmer to achieve precise cancellation of frequency dependent errors. Sample times can be optimized for
maximum sensitivity to the attenuator time constant RC,
thus improving servo-loop rejection of second-order time
constants resulting from capacitor dielectric absorption or
other parasitic effects.
Sampling of the voltage step uses the same internal tools
required to perform the digital ac measurement function.
The flatness autocalibration voltage step is sampled with
the integrating ADC configured for 1.8-bit measurement resolution at 50,000 conversions per second. An internal precision sampling time base is used to place samples with
100-ns resolution and less than 100-ps time jitter. Fig. 9
shows the range of attenuator output waveforms present
during frequency flatness autocalibration. When the attenuator is compensated correctly, the output waveform
will closely resemble an ideal voltage step as shown. Test
data has shown that the automated compensation yields
less than 50 ppm of frequency response error from dc to
30 kHz. Autocalibration of the frequency response will
correct for component changes caused by temperature,
humidity, aging, and other drift mechanisms. Correction

20 pF

Time
+ 10v

Fig. 8. Slmp/ified schematic of
the 10Vac measurementrange.
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A High- Stability Voltage Reference
Autocalibrationin the HP 3458ADigitalMultimeteris a process
of transferringthe gain accuracy of a single voltage reference
to all measurementgains.The design goal for the internalreference of the HP 34584 was to provide long{erm stabilityand
temperature stability comparable to external standards that
would normally be used to calibrate an 8%-digit multimeter.
These goals were achieved by using a temperature-stabilized
solid-stateZener reference.Withouttemperaturestabilization,
the Zener's voltage drift with temperatureis approximately50
ppmfC. A proportionaltemperaturecontrolloop sensesthe chip
temoeratureof lhe referencedeviceand reducesthis driftto less
than 0.15 opmfC.
The long{erm driftof each voltagereferenceassemblyis mea-

60

120
90
Days Since Shipment

of these errors allows a single specification to apply for
extended operating conditions.
AC Gain Calibration
Once the frequency flatness characteristics are adjusted,
the second step of calibration can be completed. Gain correction for the measurement must still be achieved. In Fig.
7 it can be seen that when frequency compensation is
achieved, the attenuator gain can be established equally
well at any frequency as long as the calibration signal
amplitude is precisely known. Adjustment of the circuit
gain using a dc signal is convenient since a traceably calibrated dc voltage reference and a dc voltage measurement
function are available. Gain adjustment of the ac measurement function using known dc voltages allows complete
autocalibration of ac measurement accuracy in much the
same manner as the dc voltage measurement function.
Several mechanisms can limit the accuracy of a dc gain
adjustment. Dc offsets or turnover errors can be minimized
by performing gain adjustment calculations using known
positive and negative voltages. Errors caused by white noise
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sured by an automateddrift monitoringand screeningprocess.
Referenceassemblies,includingthe temperaturecontroller,are
monitoreduntil the aging rate is shown to be less than the 8
ppm/yr stabilityrequirementof the HP 34584. Summarizedtest
data for a number of 8 ppm/yr referenceassembliesis shown
in Fig. 1. Monitoringthe referencesfor additionaltime allowsthe
selectionof assembliesthatexhibitaging rateslessthan4 ppm/yr
for the high-stabilityoption,
David E. Smith
DevelopmentEngineer
LovelandlnstrumentDivision

Flg. 1. HP 34584 intemal voltage
reference drift distribution.

are reduced by averaging40,000 samplesfor each voltage
measurementmade through the wide-bandwidth trackand-hold circuit. Low-frequency1/f noise is minimized by
chopping these 40,000 readingsinto groups of 1000, each
group samplingalternatingpolaritiesof the known internal

Fig. 9. Ihe range of attenuator output waveforms present
during frequency l/atness compensation. The output
waveformclosely resemblesan ideal voltage step when comDensationis correct.

dc calibration voltages. This voltage chop is performed at
a fast enough rate to achieve maximum cancellation of the
1/f noise voltage. A final error mechanism results from
aliasing of internal spurious signals. The internal 10-MHz
clock signal tends to be present in small amounts everywhere. The ac signal path and the track-and-hold circuit
(2-ns sample aperture) each have sufficient bandwidth to
couple the internal clock into measurements. If the sample
spacing is a multiple of the 100-ns clock period, the internal
spurious clock will be aliased or mixed down to contribute
a dc offset in the measurement. A 1O0-pV-peak spurious
clock signal can lead directly to a 100-pV error in measuring
the internal dc calibration signal as shown in Fig. 10. The
HP 3458A uses a random sampling time base mode during
this calibration sequence. The time base generates randomly spaced sample intervals with a resolution of 10 ns.
The chopped groups of random samples, 40,000 in all, are
averaged together to obtain the net gain of the divider.
Errors caused by dc offsets, white noise, 1/f noise, and
clock aliasing are reduced using this internal calibration
algorithm. Gain calibration of the ac measurement function
relative to the internal dc reference is accomplished with
Iess than 10 ppm error for intervals extending to two years.
The residual dc gain calibration error will limit the absolute
measurement accuracy for low-frequency inputs.

and measuring the output in track mode using 7lz-digit
internal dc measurements.A gain ratio is computed using
this measurementand the hold mode gain is determined
by averaging40,000 samplesusing the 6-trr.s,
50,000-reading-per-second,18-bit conversion mode of the integrating
ADC. This gain is critical to the accuracyof the digitally
computed rms ac voltage function and to the wideband
samplingfunctions.Ac current measurementsusethe same
shunt resistorsas the dc currents.A differential amplifier
is used to sample the voltageacrossthe shunt resistorsfor
ac current measurements,and the gain of this amplifier is
computed during autocalibration.
As a result of autocalibration,the ac measurementaccuracy of the HP 34584 is unchangedfor temperaturesfrom
0'C to 55"C,for humidity to 95% at 40'C, and for a period
of two years following external calibration. Execution of
only the ac portion of the autocalibrationprocessis completed in approximately one minute.

Summary
Two-source calibration of a state-of-the-artdigital multimeter provides severalbenefits:
r Increasedprocesscontrol within the standardslabora-

Additional Errors
Besides adjusting the frequency response and gain of
each ac measurement range, other corrections are performed during autocalibration. Offset voltage corrections
are determined for each ac amplifier configuration. The
offset of the analog true-rms-to-dc converter is determined.
The offset of the analog trigger level circuit is nulled. Internal gain adjustments for various measurement paths are
performed. For example, the track-and-hold amplifier gain
is precisely determined by applying a known dc voltage
100 pV
o
o

=o

a)

100 pV

o
(t

=o

b)

Fig. 10. (a) Using the clock-derivedtime base, a 100-pV
spurious clock signal can lead directly to a 100-pV error in
measuring the internaldc calibrationsignal. (b)The HP 3a5BA
uses a random sampling time base mode to eliminate this
error source.

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Traditionalcalibrationchainfor dc and acvoltage.
(b) HP 34584 calibration chain, showing the increased verification confidence that resultsfrom internal calibration.
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tory through the independent ratio transfers of the DMM
r Reduced calibration time
r Increasedmeasurementaccuraciesin real environments
r Increased confidence through complete self-testing.
The greatestbenefit of two-source calibration is seennot
by the instrument end user but by the calibration facility
supporting those instruments. Fig. 11 shows the normal
instrument and two-source calibrated instrument traceability chain. When verifying the results of the two-source
calibration process, the metrologist now has the independent checks of the HP 3458A to catch inadvertent human
errors in the normal process.Technique, cabling, and other
instruments used in the generation of calibration values
are no longer open-loop errors that may propagatethrough
a calibration laboratory. Two-source calibration can identifu errors anywhere within the traceability chain, from
primary standards to final values.
The HP 3458A autocalibration procedures are also performed during the instrument self-test, which takes about
one minute. The only difference is reduced averaging of
the internal results for faster execution. Also, the results
are not retained in memory afterward. The self-test procedures perform highly accuratemeasurementson eachrange
of each function, thereby providing a comprehensive
analog and digital confidence test of the system.
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Designfor High Throughputin a System
DigitalMultimeter
and
High-speedcustomgatearrays,microprocessors,
investmentin
supportinghardwareand a substantial
firmwaredesigncontributedto thedesignof theHP34584
DMM as a sysfemfor movingdata efficiently.
by Gary A. Ceelyand DavidJ. Rustici
ANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC and other
types of productshavelearnedthat high testsystem
throughput is vital to maintaining production capacity. As a primary component of automated test and data
acquisition systems, the system digital multimeter (DMM)
has become a maior factor in determining system throughput. A DMM must not only be able to take and transfer highspeed bursts of readings, but must also have the ability to
reconfigure itself quickly when measuring several different
parameters in rapid succession.
Historically, DMM performance has been hindered by a
number of factors, such as relay switching times, ADC conversion delays, and the Iimited processing power of earlygeneration microprocessors. In addition to controlling the
ADC hardware, taking and transferring readings, and parsing commands, the microprocessor has been saddled with
scanning the front-panel keyboard, updating the display,
and polling various peripheral ICs to monitor and update
status information. Increasing demands on the capabilities
SystemController
Section(Outguard)

of firmware written for these machines have only compounded the problem. Adoption of more English-like programming languageshas added greatly to both bus overhead (becauseof the length of thesecommandsJand parsing
time, which formerly was a minor factor.
Another performance Iimitation in system DMMs has
resultedfrom the needto make floating measurements,that
is, measurementsreferencedto the Lo terminal instead of
earth ground. Since the Lo terminal may be raised to a
potential several hundred volts above ground, the ADC
hardware must also float with this voltage. The problem
here is that the HP-IB UEEE488, IEC 625), and therefore
the hardware that interfacesto it, is earth-referenced,requiring that the ADC hardwarebe isolatedfrom the controlling microprocessor.In many cases,the ADC hardware is
designed around a second microprocessorwhich communicates with the main microptocessorvia an isolated
serial link, forming a bottleneck in high-speedADC programming and data transfers.

FloalingGuarded
Floating
Measurement Section (lnguard)
G

Fig. 1. HP 34584 Digital Multimeter system block diagram
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Considering the history of DMM performance, it becomes
obvious that the design of the instrument as a system in
itself is critical to the performance of the surrounding automatic test system as well. Two key design goals for the HP
3458A were that it be able to reconfigure itself and take a
reading 200 times per second, and that it be able to take
and transfer readings (or store them internally) at a burst
rate of 100,000/s. To achieve these goals, system design for
the HP 3458A focused on expediting the flow of data
through the instrument, both in the hardware and in the
firmware.
Design Overview
A simplified block diagram of the HP 34584 is shown
in Fig. 1. Like previous designs, the DMM is divided into
two sections, inguard and outguard, which correspond to
the hardware inside and outside of the guarded (isolated)
section of the DMM. In this design, however, the bottleneck
of the serial interface between the two sections is overcome
by the use of a high-speed (5 Mbits/s) fiber optic data link
and custom gate arrays on each end to decode and buffer
received data.
Performance features on the outguard side include an
B-MHz MCOBC000 main processor, high-speed RAM and
ROM (requiring no wait states from the processor), a separate 80C51 microprocessor to control the front-panel interface, and a programmable timer used as an operating system
clock. This represents a significant upgrade in the outguard
hardware over previous 6800-based designs, and not only
yields faster execution of instructions, but also frees the
main processor from polling peripherals, since all I/O and
interprocessor communications are now interrupt-driven.
Additional gains are realized through the use of a doublebuffered HP-IB input scheme (the parser reads data from
one buffer while an interrupt service routine fills the other)
and a hardware HP-IB output buffer, which allows the main
processor to write data to the HP-IB in words (16 bits)
instead of bytes (B bits).
Outguard RAM is divided into three sections: an EEPROM
for storing calibration constants, standard RAM (nonvolatile), and optional RAM (volatile). Calibration RAM is
distinct from the rest of RAM because it is protected from
accidental overwrites by a hardware mechanism that also
makes writing to it rather slow. Standard RAM is divided
into program memory, reading memory {10K 16-bit readings), state storage, and system overhead (stacks, buffers,
etc.). Nonvolatile RAM is used here to protect stored instrument states, subroutines, and user key definitions. Optional
RAM is available only as additional reading storage (64K
readings).
Inguard hardware is also under microprocessor control
(an 80C51, in this case),but the heart of the inguard section
is a 6000-gate, 2O-MHz CMOS gate array. Functions performed by the gate array include communications with the
outguard section through a custom UART, trigger logic control, analog-to-digital conversion, and communications between the UART and other parts of the inguard section.
Shift registers are incorporated to minimize the number of
interconnections between the gate array and other inguard
circuits (the ADC, the ac and dc front ends, and the trigger
control logic). Five shift registers containing 460 bits of
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information reduce the number of interface lines to just
three per circuit. Communications are directed by the processor, which also interprets messages sent from the outguard section and generates response messages (see "Custom UART Design," page 36.

FirmwareStructure
The division of tasks between the inguard and outguard
processors is based on the need to minimize the flow of
messages between them. Inguard firmware is responsible
for controlling the ADC measurement sequence, controlling
the trigger logic during measurements, and directing configuration data to the other inguard circuits. Outguard
firmware responsibilities are as shown in Fig. 2. Primary
functions, such as parsing, command execution, display
updating, and keyboard input are performed by separate
tasks under operating system control. Other functions, such
as HP-IB I/O and interprocessor communications, are interrupt-driven, are coded in assembly language for maximum
speed, and communicate with the primary tasks via signals
and message exchanges. High firmware throughput is
achieved by focusing on optimization of time-intensive
tasks, such as data transfer and manipulation, parsing and
execution of commands, task switching overhead, and the
measurements themselves.
Fig. 3 shows the flow of data through the HP 34584.
Data flow is divided into two main paths: the input path
for messages received from the controller, and the output
path for measurements generated by the instrument. When
a controller sends a command such as DCV10, the data flow
is from the controller to the HP 34584 through the HP-IB.
The HP-IB handler accepts incoming data and passes it on
to the outguard processor's parser, which interprets the
command and then passes control to an execution routine.
After determining the necessary actions, the execution
routine sends state change data to RAM and inguard-bound
messagesto the UART. Messages sent to the inguard section
are of two types: measurement messages, which control
the type of measurement (e.g., dc voltage or ac voltage),
and configuration messages, which define the state of the
front ends and the ADC and timer control circuits. Data is
received by the inguard UART and passed to the inguard
processor, which parses the message and either acts upon
it or directs it through the communication controller to
one of the other inguard circuits. Once the configuration
phase is complete, the ADC is ready to take a reading, and
throughput becomes a matter of getting the reading out of
the instrument quickly. Referring again to Fig. 3, the output
data path is from the ADC to the inguard UART, through
the fiber optic link, and on to the outguard processor. The
processor performs any required math and formatting operations, and then directs the data either to reading storage
or to the HP-IB.

DataInput,Configuration,and Measurements
Programming commands coming in over the HP-IB are
received and buffered by an interrupt service routine,
which in turn signals the HP-IB parser/execution task. The
interrupt code is designed to continue reading characters
from the HP-IB chip as long as they continue to come in
at a rate of tOO pslcharacter or faster. In this manner, an

Firmware Development System
Firmwarefor the HP 3458A DMM was developedon four HP
9000 Computers(Models320 and 350) under the HP 64000-UX
microprocessordevelopmentenvironment.Each system was
tullyequippedlo operateas an independentdevelopmentstation, and the systems were networkedto facilitatetransferof
(seeFig.1).A fifthstationwasusedfor consolida!
code revisions
ing code modificationsto be tested using a prolotypeHP 34584
and the HP 34584 productiontest system.Afterpassingan ex-

tensive batteryof tests, code was releasedin EPROMform for
other prototypeinstruments.
Firmwaretasks were divided along linesintendedto minimize
interdependencebetweenthe designers.The areasof responsibilitywere (1) measurements
(2) digitizing,(3)
and calibration,
data processing,formatting,and storage,and (4) parsing,l/O,
and operatingsystem overhead.Fig. 2 shows a breakdownof
the amount of object code generatedby variousmodules.Al-
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FirmwareDevelopmenl
SRM Network

Firmware QAlRelease

entire command or string of commands can be read in
during a single invocation of the interrupt routine, thereby
generatingonly one signal to the parsertask.In reality, two
input buffers are used: one that is filled by the interrupt
routine, and another that is read by the parsertask. After
the interrupt routine signalsthe parserthat data is present
in one buffer, that buffer belongs to the parser task, and
the other buffer is used for the next command that comes
in. When the parser empties a buffer, that buffer is freed
for later use by the interrupt routine. Using two buffers
simplifies pointer manipulation so that data can be read
in and passedto the parser quickly.
To maximize the flow of data to the HP-IB parser/execution task, the instrument must first be programmedto an
idle state(e.g.,using TARMHOLD).
This allows the operating
systemto keep the HP-IB parsertask active so that no task
switching is necessarywhen an HP-IB command is received. The parseris a table-drivenSLR (simple left-right)
design, with all critical components coded in assembly
language.Simple commands can be parsed in as little as

Fig. 1. HP 3458A firmware developmentand QA regressiontest
syslerns.

1 ms; longer commands take as much as 3 ms. For a further
increase in system throughput, command sequences can
be stored as subprograms, in which case they are first compiled into assembly language by the parser/code generator.
Executing command sequences in this fashion eliminates
most of the overhead of bus I/O and parsing and allows
the HP 3458A to perform reconfiguration and trigger operations almost twice as fast as the same sequence with individual commands (340/s instead of 180/s).
In many situations, the HP 34584 will be reconfigured
for a different measurement setup with each test, which
may include only one measurement. The setup changes in
these cases may take more time than the measurement, so
the configuration time must be minimized. To perform 180
reconfiguration and trigger operations per second, the instrument must be able to transfer, parse, and execute a
command in slightly over 5 ms. Of this total, several
hundred microseconds are spent in bus transfer and system
overhead, and up to 3 ms may be spent parsing the command. Given that an additional several hundred microsec-
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System 10.7"/"

Liblaty 6.2"/"

llo 5.50/"

Formatting 11.4olo

Memory 5.1olo

Processing
4.4o/"
Digitizing
1.3"/"

Parsing 14.4"/.

Calibration21.1"/.

Measurements19.87"

Total364,570bytes

Fig.2. Outguard firmware modules.
together,over 28,000linesof C code were written,representing
roughly 80% of the 356K bytes of object code generated.The
remainder(12,000 lines) was written in 68000 assembly language.
Duringthe mostintenseperiodof firmwaredevelopment,code
revisionswere releasedon a weeklybasis.To relievethe f irmware
team of the time-consumingtask of generatingand testingcode
revisions,a fifth team member was given this responsibility.
Firmwaredesigners uploaded source code weekly to the Jifth
system,where it was compiled, linked, and downloadedto an
emulator.Having source code availableon this systemmade it
possible to trace and analyze defects using a dedicated QA
system lo reproducethem. The fifth developmentsystem was
also used tor archivingfirmwarerevisionsusing RCS(UNIXrevision control system).To reduce duplicationof effort, the test
system used for firmwaredevelopmentwas a replicaof the HP

onds will be spent taking and transferring the reading, only
about 1 ms is left for the execution of the command. In
this millisecond, the execution routine must range-check
parameters, calculate the gain and offset values, and configure the trigger controller, the ADC, the front-end hardware,
and the inguard processor. In the worst case, performing
these operations takes considerably longer than a milIisecond. A complete configuration of all the inguard sections takes 1.4 ms, and settling time for the front-end relays
adds another 1.3 ms. In addition, a function command may
require as many as six floating-point calculations, each
taking 0.3 ms. This all adds up to well over 4 ms; therefore,
a number of optimizations have been incorporated to reduce configuration time.
The first step is to avoid reconfiguring the instrument or
a section of inguard if there is no change. For example, if
the present function is ac volts and the new command is
ACV, only the range is configured (if it changes), not the
function. The ADC configuration is the same for dc volts,
ohms, and dc current, so the ADC section is not reconfigured for changes between these functions. The trigger configuration changes only for digital ac voltage or frequency
measurements, so a new configuration is sent only when
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3458Aproductiontest system,whichhad beendevelopedearlier
in the project cycle to be used in environmentaltesting and
prototypecharacterization.
As the firmware constructionphase neared completion,two
engineerswere added to the projectso that test softwarecould
be developed in parallelwith the firmwareeffort.To save test
writersthe troubleof learningthe detailsof test systemoperation,
drivers and utilitieswere writtenthat allowed each new test to
be writtenas an isolatedsubroutine.The test systemexecutive
simply loaded and ran each test as it was needed,therebyproviding an efficientmechanismfor adding new tests throughout
the constructionand test phases. Both hardwareand firmware
designerswrote tests for the test suite. Each was assigned a
to be tested,using both white-box
specific area ol Junctionality
and black-boxapproaches.
In addition to the tests written speciJicallyto verify firmware
operation,each revisionof code was subjectedto the production
test software(whichmainlytestedthe analoghardwarefor measurementaccuracy).Additionaltest coverageincludedthe entire
HP 34584 user's manual,with emphasison the command reference,exampleprograms,and randomlygeneratedcombinations
of valid and invalid syntax.As defects were found, they were
fixed and the test code run again for verification.Followinga
successfulrun through the test suite, code was releasedand
source code was saved using RCS.Saving old code revisions
enabled the firmwareteam to recreateearliercode revisionsto
help track down deiects that may not have been reproducible
on a newer code revision.When a new defect was found, tests
were writtenand added to the test suiteto ensurethat the defect
would not recur. By the end of the project, the test suite had
grownto where 12 hourswere requiredto run all tests.To assess
testing progress and effectiveness,defects were submittedto
HP's DTS (defect tracking system).Metric reportswere generated and analyzedon a weeklybasisto help assessthe lirmware
SIAIUS,

Victoria K. Sweefser
DevelopmentEngineer
LovelandlnstrumentDivision

enteringor leavingthesefunctions. In general,reconfiguration occursonly to the extentrequiredby a given command.
Each combination of function and range uses different
gain and offset values for the ADC readings.The gain and
offset values are scaled by the ADC's aperture, so if the
aperture increasesby 2, the gain and offset are scaled by
2. An executionroutine retrievesthe gain and offsetvalues
from calibration memory and scalesthem by the aperture.
Then the 72oo/oar;.d10%-of-full-scalepoints are calculated
for overload detection and autoranging. The autoranging
algorithm uses a different ADC aperture and has a separate
set of tz0% and t0% points. Thesetwo calculationswere
removed from the execution routine. and are done at calibration time since the autorangingalgorithm always uses
the same ADC aperture.To reduce the effect of the other
four calculations, a data structure is used that savesthe
gain and offset for eachfunction and rangeas it is needed.
If the aperture of the ADC is changed,the data structure
is cleared, and as function and ranges are revisited, the
data structure is filled in. This eliminates recalculation of
values that are constant for a given aperture.
An operationthat is not always necessarybut takesconsiderabletime during a rangeor function changeis a special

sequence of relay closures in the front-end circuitry. This
sequence protects the relays from damage when high voltage is on the input terminals during range changes, but is
not needed when measuring low voltages or if high voltage
is only present when the instrument is set to a high voltage
range. Therefore, the HP 3458A provides an HP-IB programmable command to defeat the protection scheme, speeding
up the relay sequence by a factor of five. If an overvoltage
condition occurs while protection is inactive, an interrupt
is generated and the relay sequence is reversed, thereby
protecting the relays from damage. A delay of 0.4 second
is then inserted to prevent a rapid recurrence of the overload condition, and the instrument reverts to normal (protective) relay sequencing thereafter.
Another technique used to reduce the configuration time
is to defer computations until the last possible moment.
The scale factor used in the format conversion of ADC
readings from integer format to real or ASCII format is an
example of this technique. Many commands cause the scale
factor to change, so instead of each command computing
the scale factor, a flag is set and the calculation is performed
when the scale factor is first used. This eliminates wasted
time from unnecessary calculations when many intermediate configuration changes are sent to the instrument,
and reduces the time spent responding to even a single
HP-IB command.
Data flow between the outguard and inguard sections

(b)

has the potential to be a bottleneck,becausethe UART and
the inguard processorcan only accept configuration data
at a rate of 20,000 words/s. Furthermore, commands to
changerelayscan takea millisecond for the inguard processor to execute. To relieve the outguard processorof the
need to wait on the inguard processor,a buffer was added
to store messagesbound for the UART. This buffer is deep
enough to hold an entire configuration change-1Z8 commands. This allows the outguard processorto overlap its
activitieswith the inguard processor's.If the buffer is empty
and the UART is not busy sending data, the 68000 will
send a command directly to the UART, avoiding the overhead of the buffer. If the UART is busy, data is written to
the buffer instead. In this case, the UART generatesan
interrupt when it is ready to acceptthe next word, which
is then retrieved from the buffer and sent.
In addition to fast reconfiguration, system throughput
dependson the time required to make a measurement.Fig.
4 shows the steps an ADC reading goesthrough before it
is sentto the HP-IB.The first stepis autoranging:if a reading
is less than 10% of the range or greater than 120%, the
instrument switches to the next range,changesthe ADC's
aperturefor a fast measurement,and takesa reading.This
procedureis repeateduntil the correctrangeis found, and
then the final measurementis madewith the ADC's original
aperture.Although this algorithm is very fast (typically B
milliseconds),it usually requiresthat the ADC take several

Fig- 2. HP 34584 tirmwarestructure. (a) Tasks under operating
system control. (b) lnterrupt servtce rounnes.
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Custom UART Design
At the centerof the communicationslink betweenthe inguard
and outguard sections of the HP 34584 DMM is the custom
A serialinUART (universalasynchronousreceiver/transmitter).
terfacewas chosenbecausean isolatedparallelinterfacewould
have been prohibitivelyexpensive.Unfortunately,conventional
UARTsare too slow to meet the HP 3458A's requireddata rate
of 200 kbytes/s,which correspondsto a baud rate of 2 Mbits/s,
countingstartand stop bits.Therefore,fiber optic couplerswere
chosen,which also providethe benefitoJ infiniteisolationresistance.
UARTsrequirea clock ratethat is 16 timesthe
Conventional
baud rate;thus,to generatethe 3458A'srequiredbaud rate,the
clock rate would have to be 32 MHz. The 16x clock rate is
needed to compensatefor mismatchedclock frequenciesand
waveformdistortion.These two factorscan be controlledwithin
the HP 34584, so a clock rate of three times the baud rate is
used.The UARTdesign is implementedas part of a CMOSgate
array drivenby a 10-MHzclock.This clock rate yieldsa baud
rate of 3 3 Mbits/s,which meetsthe design goal with some margtn.
The data formatfor the UARTis shownin Fig, 1. The firstbit
is the start bit and indicatesthe beginningof a message.The
nextbit is the handshakebit. lf this bit is high,a data/command
lf the bit is low,the message
messagewill followimmediately.
is a handshakeand the next bit will be a stop bit A handshake
messageis sent each time a data messageis read by the processor,ensuringthat a new messagewill not be sent untilthe
previousmessagehas been read.The nexlto-lastbit is the interrupt or commandbit, used to indicatewhetherthe preceding
messagewas data or a command.A commandmessagefrom
failure,an end
the inguardsectioncould be an ADC conversion
of sequencemessage,or a changein the frontor rearterminals.
the need
eliminating
Commandmessagesgenerateinterrupts,
for softwareto check the data from the UARTto determinethe
the
messagetype.The middle16 bits of the messagerepresent
data or command,and the last bit is the stop bit.
Fig.2 showsa block diagramof the UARTand the communication controller.Whenthe decoding statemachinedetectsthat
a start bit has been received, it waits three cycles to decide
whetherthe messageis a handshake.lf so, the statemachine
.16
returnsto its initialstate. lf the messageis data, the next bits
are clockedintothe inputshiftregister.The statemachinethen
bit).lf the messageis
examinesthe nextbit (thecommand/data
a command,an interruptis generated.
UART

Data/
Command
Start
Message

Next
Message
Frame

Next
Message
Frame

Message
Stop

Fig. 1. lnterprocessormessageformats.
Fortransmittedmessages,the encodemachinefirstgenerates
a startbit. lf the messageis a handshake,the next bit is set high;
otheruise (if the message is data), the next bit is set low. The
16 bits of data are sent next(if required),and if the messageis
a command,the last bit is set high,
Buffersin the UARTare used both for receiveddata and data
to be transmitted.This allowsthe ADC to leavedata in the buffer
thus maximizingthe overlap
whilestartingthe nextmeasurement,
between outguard and inguard. Once the buffer has been
emptied,the handshakemessageis sent and an interruptcan
be generated.The interruptcan be used as a requestfor more
data to be sent.The buffer queues requestsfrom four sources:
the ADC's error detectioncircuitry,the ADC's output register,
the triggercontrollermessages,and the inguardprocessor.
The input buffer also has a direct output mode to the shiit
registers.
Whendatais sentto the inguardsection,the processor
is interrupted,
the data is parsed,and, if the messageis a configurationmessage,the direct output mode is selectedin the
Thts mode allowsthe next message
controller.
communication
to be sent to both the processorand the shift register,thereby
section.
datadirectlyto theappropriate
sendingtheconfiguration
In this case, the processorreceivesthe messagebut does not
act upon it, therebyeliminatingthe overheadoi processoranterprocess.
ventionin the configuration
Althoughthe use of microprocessorshas enabledinstruments
to offer greatly enhanced measurementcapability, a severe
speed penaltymay be incurredif firmwareis burdenedwithtasks
that are best left to hardware.The HP 3458A'suse of a custom
hardwareoptimizes
UARTcoupleddirectlyto the measurement
performanceby balancingthe workloadbetweenhardwareand
firmware.
David J. Rustici
Engineer
Development
Division
LovelandInstrument

Communication
Controller
ADC Conroller
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Trigger Controller
DC Front End
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ADCError
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the
UART and data communrcatton
portionsof the inguard gate array.

samples to generateone reading. Therefore, a faster measurement will be made if autoranging is turned off.
Throughput is also enhancedby minimizing operating
system overhead.In caseswhere high throughput is not
an issue (e.g.,long integration times), measurementsare
handled by a background task, which runs whenever the
instrument is not actively executingcommands.This task
simply monitors the trigger and trigger arm statesto see if
a measurementshould be taken. When throughput is an
issue,however,measurementsare initiated directly by the
HP-IB command parser/executiontask. In this case, the
overheadof task switching (approximately250 ps) is eliminated, leaving only the overhead of communication between the interrupt service routine and the HP-IB task.
Another speedenhancementis the use of preprogrammed
states,which fall into two categories:predefinedstates(activated using the PRESETcommandJ, and user-defined
states (stored using the SSTATEcommand and activated
command).Since thesecommandscause
using the RSTATE
an extensive reconfiguration, their primary benefit is in
putting the instrument in a known desiredstate.However,
they can also save time when the alternative is to send
long stringsof commandsto programthe instrument to the
same state.
Output Data Path
Once the instrument has been configured and triggered,
a measurement is taken by the ADC and transmitted
through the fiber optic link to the outguardprocessor.The
format for this reading is either a 16-bit or a 32-bit two's
complement result with the range offset subtracted.The
next step is to convert the readings into volts, ohms, or
amperes by multiplying by the gain of the range. If a math

Fig.3. Input and output data flow paths.

operationis active,it is initiated using a procedurevariable
that points to the math subroutine.At this point, the reading
is in a 64-bit floating-point format, and a format conversion
is required for an integer,ASCII, or short real format. The
last step is to display the result and send it to memory or
the HP-IB. Some stepscan be eliminated using the appropriate HP-IB command;for example,the display operation
is deleted using the DISPOFFcommand.
If autoranging, math, and the display are turned off and
the output format matchesthe ADC's internal format, the
measurementcan be sent directly to the HP-IB or memory.
Specialassemblylanguageroutines were written to handle
thesehigh-speedmodes.The time allowed to read the mea(givena maximum reading
surementand sendit out is 10 pr.s
rate of 100,000per second).There are two data paths: one
that sendsreadingsto memory and one that sendsthem to
the HP-IB.
Reading Storage. The memory structure dictated by HP's
multimeter languageis a generalcircular buffer in which
readingsmay be added or removed at any time. This buffer
can be used in either of two modes:FIFO (first in, first out)
or LIFO (last in, first out), the main distinction being that
the LIFO mode will overwrite the oldest readings when
memory fills, whereasthe FIFO mode will terminatewhen
memory fills, thus preservingthe oldestsamples.A general
program loop for receiving readings from the ADC and
writing them into memory is as follows:
I Wait until the ADC has taken a reading.
r Write the readinginto the current fill location and increment the fill pointer.
r Has the fill pointer reached the top of memory ftuffer
pointer wrap-around)?
I If memory is full and the memory mode is FIFO, stop.
r Terminate the loop when the end of sequenceis sent.
Within 10 g.s, the 68000 will allow only about three
decisionsto be made.Evenusing hand-optimizedassembly

Fig. 4. Processing of readings.
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language, a single program loop could not be written to
implement the general memory model in the allotted time.
The solution uses the fact that if enough decisions are made
before the start of the burst, the number of on-the-fly decisions can be reduced. Before the start of a burst of samples,
it is known how many readings can be added before the
buffer pointers wrap around, and how much room is left
before the circular buffer fills. The problem is divided into
a set of special cases. For example, assume that 1000 readings are expected from the ADC. Memory fill and empty
pointers indicate space for 2000 readings, but the fill
pointer is only 100 samples from buffer wraparound. Under
these conditions, the memory fill algorithm can be stated
as follows:
r Fill memory with samples until the buffer fill pointer
reaches the top of memory.
r Wrap around the fill pointer to the bottom of memory.
! Fill memory with samples until the sequence is complete.
r Exit the routine.
Any memory scenario can be expressed as a combination
of the following special-case loops:
I Fill memory with samples until the fill pointer reaches
the top of memory, then wrap around the fill pointer to
the bottom of memory.
I Fill memory with samples until memory is full (fill
pointer : empty pointer).
I Fill memory with samples until the sequence is complete.
Four factors influence the algorithm used: memory mode,
number of readings expected, total available memory, and
number of samples before wraparound. All possible combinations of these factors can be accommodated using only
ten special-case combinations. Any particular special case
can be built out of one to four of the routines listed above.
Routines are linked together by pushing their addresses
onto the stack in the reverse of the order in which they are
to be executed (the address of the exit routine is pushed
first), and the first routine is called. In the example above,
the first routine is called to fill memory until it detects
buffer wraparound. It then loads the fill pointer with the
address of the bottom of memory and executes an RTS (return from subroutine) instruction, which pops the address
of the next routine from the stack and jumps to it. The next
routine continues filling memory until the burst is complete, then terminates in another RTS instruction, which
pops the address of the exit routine. The exit routine performs some minor cleanup (restoring pointers, setting flags,
etc.) and leaves.
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HP-IB Output. The high-speed output routine for the HP-IB
uses some of the same concepts as the rnemory routines.
In this case, the algorithm is as follows:
r Initialize pointers.
I Wait until the ADC has taken a reading, then enter the
readings.
r Wait until the HP-IB buffer is ready to accept more data.
r Transfer the reading to the HP-IB buffer.
r Terminate the loop when the end-of-sequence command
is sent.
The HP-IB buffer accepts a 16-bit word from the processor
and sends the lower eight bits to the HP-IB interface chip.
Once this byte has been transmitted, the HP-IB chip signals
the buffer, and the buffer then sends the upper eight bits
without intervention from the processor. Use of a buffer
relieves a congestion point in the output data flow that
would occur if the processor wrote directly to the HP-IB
chip, since the HP-IB is an eight-bit bus while all other
internal data paths are 16 bits wide. Using this scheme,
the HP 3458A is able to offer complete memory and HP-IB
functionality at the full speed of 100,000 16-bit dc voltage
readings per second.

Summary
Achievinghighthroughputin a systemDMM is a matter
of designingthe instrumentas a systemfor movingdata
efficiently. Hardware and firmware must be designed as
integral elements of this system, not as isolated entities. In
the design of the HP 3458A, experience with DMM performance limitations provided invaluable insight into key
areas of concern. As a result, significant improvements in
throughput were achieved through the development of
high-speed custom gate arrays for ADC control and interprocessor communications. Use of high-performance microprocessors and supporting hardware also contributed
greatly to meeting design goals, as did the substantial investment in firmware design and development that was
necessary to translate increased hardware performance into
increased system performance.
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DigitizingTechniques
High-Resolution
with an IntegratingDigitalMultimeter
Capabilitiesand limitationsof the HP 34584 Digital
Multimeteras a high-resolutiondigitizer are summarized.
Performancedata is presenled for se/ecfed applications.
by DavidA. Czenkusch
ITH ITS INTEGRATING analog-to-digital converter (ADC) capableof making 100,000conversions per second, the HP 3458A Digital Multimeter (DMM) raisesthe possibility that, for the first time,
a voltmeter can satisfymany requirementsfor high-resolution digitizing.
What are the characteristicsof a high-resolution digitizer? Digitizing requires a combination of fast, accurate
samplingand precisetiming. It also needsa flexible triggering capability.The HP 3458A allows samplingthroughtwo
different signal paths, each optimized for particular applications.
Converting a signal using the dc volts function (which
does not use a sample-and-holdcircuit, but depends on
the short integrationtime of the ADC) provides the highest
resolution and noise rejection. The direct sampling and
subsampling functions, which use a fast-samplingtrackand-hold circuit, provide higher signal bandwidth and
more precise timing.
High-Resolution Digitizer Requirements
As the block diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates, a digitizer
consistsof an analog input signal conditioner followed by
a sampling circuit. A triggercircuit and time basegenerator
controls the timing of samples.The output of the sampling
circuit is converted to a number by an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC).Once convertedto a number, the sample
datacan be processeddigitally and displayedto the user.
Many types of instruments fit this definition of a digitizer, including digital oscilloscopes,dynamic signal analyzers,and digital multimeters(DMMs).Digitizing products
can be roughly differentiatedby four characteristics:analog
signal bandwidth, samplerate,signal-to-noiseratio (which
can be expressedas effectivebits of resolution), and type
of data displayed (time, frequency,etc.).In general,digital
oscilloscopestend to havehigh bandwidth and samplerate

and relatively low resolution, while DMMs and dynamic
signal analyzerstend to have much higher resolution and
correspondinglylower bandwidth and sample rate.
Digital oscilloscopesareknown for their high bandwidth,
typically 100 MHz or greater,and their digitizing rates of
50 megasamplesto one gigasampleper second, making
them useful for capturing very fast, single-shot events.
Their resolution of five to eight effectivebits is well-suited
for displaying waveforms on a CRT, since one part in 200
is perfectly adequatefor the human eye.
Dynamic signal analyzers,on the other hand, are used
in applications that call for higher resolution-typically
10 to 14 bits. Examplesinclude dynamic digital-to-analog
convertertesting, telecommunications,SONAR, and seismic or mechanical measurementsthat require digital signal
processing.These applications require higher resolution
and typically involve frequency-domainanalysis. Therefore, to judge the attributes of a high-resolution digitizer,
we should also examine the characteristicsof discrete
Fourier transforms(DFTs)performedon the digitizer's output data.
Digitizer Spectral Attributes
"Effectivebits" is a measureof the resolution of an ADC.
Essentially,it is a measureof the signal-to-noiseratio in a
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digitizing system expressed as a power of two. This can be
expressed mathematically as:
N(effective) :

(S(N + D) - 1,.8)16.02

where S/(N + D) is the ratio of the signal power of a fullscale input to the total power of noise plus distortion, expressed in dB. Notice that the effective bits rating and the
signal-to-noise ratio expressed in dB are both logarithmic
scales related by the constant 6.02. This means that increasing the resolution of a measurement by one effective bit
results in a 6-dB improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio.
The system noise term, N + D, is the rms result of the
power contributions of harmonic distortion and noise from
various sources. For an otherwise noise-free, distortion
free-system, there is minimum noise component because
of the fundamental quantization error of the ADC. If this
is the only source of error, the number of effective bits
approaches the basic resolution of the ADC. Fig. 2 shows
how the number of effective bits decreases as errors from
other sources increase.
Other types of errors will appear as random noise. These
include noise in the input signal, noise in the analog input
circuits, random jitter in the timing of samples, and noise
and differential nonlinearity in the ADC.
Linearity error is a measure of the deviation of the output
of an ADC from the ideal straight-line relationship it should
have with the input voltage. Fig. 3 shows a graph of the
linearity enor of a typical ADC as a function of input voltage. Integral linearity error is the large-scale bow in the
total linearity error plot. This deviation from a straight line
can often be described by a second-order or third-order
function. Differential linearity error, on the other hand, has
no large-scale structure, so it looks very much like noise.
If the noise in a digitizer is truly random, then a point-bypoint average of many independent ensembles of waveform
data taken with the same input signal will reduce this noise
by the square root of the number of ensembles, provided
the different ensembles of data have the same phase relationship to the input signal. Analog noise in the input
amplifier and ADC and noise caused by random timing
errors tend to be uncorrelated with the input signal, and
so can be reduced by waveform averaging. On the other
hand, differential linearity error in the ADC and systematic
timing errors, while appearing like random noise in a single
pass of data, are repeatable from pass to pass, and so are
correlated with the input and cannot be reduced by averaging. This provides a way of determining if the signal-tonoise ratio of a given digitizing system is dominated by
input noise or by differential linearity error.
Effective Bits from the DFT
One way to characterize the signal-to-noise ratio of a
digitizer is to sample a quiet (low-noise) and spectrally
pure full-scale sine wave and perform a discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) on the resulting data. The dynamic range
(in dB) from the peak of the fundamental to the noise floor
of the DFT gives an idea of the low-level signals that can
be resolved. The level of the noise floor depends on the
number of frequency points (bins) in the DFT, and hence
on the number of samples taken, since if the same noise
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power is spread over more frequency bins, there will be
less noise power per bin.
The DFT spectrum can be used to produce an estimate
of the signal-to-noise ratio of a digitizer by performing essentially the same measurement digitally that a distortion
analyzer performs electronically. A distortion analyzer
supplies a low-distortion sine wave as the input to a circuit
under test. A notch filter is used to remove the fundamental
frequency from the output signal. The power in the filtered
signal is measured and a ratio is formed with the total
output power of the circuit under test. A distortion analyzer
measurement assumes that the power in the filtered output
signal is dominated by harmonic terms generated by distortion in the circuit under test. In practice, however, the
analyzer is unable to separate this power from the power
contribution of wideband noise, and hence is actuallymeasuring the signal-to-noise ratio of the output signal.
An analogous operation can be performed on the DFT
spectrum of a digitized pure sine wave. A certain number
of frequency bins on either side of the fundamental peak
are removed from the DFT data. The data in each of the
other frequency bins is squared (to yield a power term) and
summed with similar results from the other frequency bins
to calculate the total noise power. The data within the
narrow band around the fundamental is squared and summed
to give the total signal power. The ratio of these two terms,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.3. Linearity errors in an ADC (a) lntegral linearity errol
(b) Differentiallinearity error. (c) Total linearity error.

function can be approximated by a rectangular window of
time T over which the input signal is sampled.
The Fourier transform of a square pulse defined over the
interval -Tl2 < t < Tl2 in the time domain has the form
[sin(zfT)]/zfT, which is the familiar function sinc(fT). This
means that sampling a signal for a time T is equivalent in
the frequency domain to multiplying the input spectrum
by the function sinc(fT). Fig. 5 shows that the spectral
envelope of the sinc function approximates a single-pole
low-pass filter with a 3-dB corner frequency of f
O.451'l.
":
From this analysis we can conclude that making the sample time as short as possible produces the flattest possible
response because it maximizes the aperture roll-off corner
frequency. A less desirable trade-off, however, is that this
also increases the equivalent white noise bandwidth of the
sampler, thereby increasing its sensitivity to noise. Therefore, in applications where noise is a greater problem than
frequency roll-off, it would be desirable to have a wider
sample aperture to reduce the noise bandwidth.
The transform above was defined for a square pulse extending from -T/2 to Tl2. Since a real sampler cannot
anticipate its input, the sample must actually occur over
the interval 0 < t < T. This implies that any sampler that
acquires a signal over a nonzero time interval T will introduce an apparent time delay equal to TIZ to the output. In
most real applications, however, this distinction is not significant.
Another characteristic of the sinc function that can be
useful is that its transfer function goes to zero at all frequencies that are multiples of 1/T. This means the sampler will
reject all harmonics of a signal whose fundamental period
is equal to the sample aperture. Therefore, a selectable
aperture allows the rejection of specific interference frequencies that may be present in the measurement environment.

expressed in dB, can be used to compute the number of
effective bits of resolution of the digitizer.
Calculations of effective bits from DFT spectra will show
variations if the test is performed repeatedly. This variation
can be reduced if the spectral values from many independent trials are averaged point by point (as opposed to averaging the time-domain data). Spectral averaging will not
reduce the level of the noise floor in the DFT data, but only
the amount it varies. Therefore, if enough ensembles of
spectral data are averaged, the number of effective bits
calculated will converge to a single number.
Fig. 4 shows the DFT for 4096 samples of a mathematically generated ideal sine wave quantized to 16 bits
(*3z,zoz counts). From this, we see that a perfect 16-bit
digitizer will show a noise floor of about -127 dB when
quantization error is the only source of noise. If the signalto-noise ratio is calculated using the method described
above, the result is 97.0 dB, or 16.0 effective bits, which
is what we would expect.
Other types of digitizer errors can show up on a DFT
plot. Distortion reveals itself as harmonic components at
multiples of the fundamental input frequency. This can be
distortion in the input signal, harmonic distortion in the
input amplifier, or integral nonlinearity in the ADC. As
mentioned before, integral linearity error can be approximated by a second-order or third-order term in the transfer
function of the ADC. These higher-order terms generate
spurious harmonic components in the DFT spectrum.
Other spurious signals can show up in the DFT spectrum
besides harmonic distortion. Internal clock signals can produce unwanted signal components (spurs) either by direct
cross talk or through intermodulation with the input signal.
These effects are commonly grouped together into a single
specification of spurious DFT signals.

Effect of SampleAperture
HP 3458A Digitizing Characteristics
Many of the same design characteristics required to make

Another aspect of digitizers that should be considered
is the effect of the finite acquisition time of the sampling
circuit that provides the input to the ADC. This is typically
some type of sample-and-hold or track-and-hold circuit.
For maximal time certainty, an ideal track-and-hold circuit
would acquire a voltage instantaneously when triggered to
take a sample. In reality, of course, all sampling circuits
require some finite time to acquire a sample. This sampling
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Fig. 5. Attenuation of the input slgna/ as a function of frequency resulting from sampling with an aperture of width T.
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Time Interpolation
To implementthe subsampling(effectivetime sampling) required for the HP 34584 DMM's digital ac measurement
with the input signal
technique,some meansof synchronization
was necessary.To minimizeerrors caused by aliasing of the
sampled data, a time base with 1O-nsresolutionwas desired.
However,the internal1O-MHzclock would only allow a sample
resolutionof 100 ns relativeto a synchronizingtrigger event.
Thesedesign requirementsdictatedthe developmentof the time
interpolationcircuitof the HP 34584.
The instrument's1O-MHzclock is used to generatesample
steps.The
timingpulsesof variableperiodin 100-ns(1O-MHz)
time interoolatorextends the resolutionof the time base from
100-ns steps to 10-ns steps for initial burst delays (the delay
from a trigger event to the start of sampling).This enablesthe
HP 34584 to digitizesignalswith spectralcontentup to 50 MHz
withoutintroducingaliasingerrors.
Fig. 1, usesanalogtechniquesto convert
The time interpolator,
time to stored charge on a capacitor.Before an input trigger,
the interpolatoris reset by shortingboth capacitors(Sl and 52
closed)with the currentsourceshortedto ground (S3 and 54 in
positionB). An asynchronousinput trigger, generatedeitherby
the ac path's trigger level circuit or by an exiernaltrigger lnput,
initiatescharge accumulationon Cl by opening Sl and setting
53 and 54 to positionA. This charge accumulationprocesscontinues untilthe next positiveedge of the 1o-MHzclock occurs.
On this edge 53 and 54 switch to positionB, forcingthe accumulatedchargeto be held on C1. Thischarge,Q', is directly

proportionalto the elapsedtime (Tu",,)betweenthe input trigger
and the next 10-MHzclock edge. Likewise,the voltage across
C1 (Vuu,1)
is also proportionalto Tu",,,which varies between50
ns and 150 ns dependingon the timing of the asynchronous
input trigger relativeto the internal1O-MHzclock.
The interpolatorremains in this "hold" state for an integral
number of clock cycles, T6"1"u.
The next positive-goingclock
edge after Tderay
initiatesthe second charge accumulationprocess. At this time, 52 opens and 53 and 54 are switched to
positionA. Duringthistime,the samecharge,Qr, is accumulated
on C1 and C2. This processcontinuesuntilthe voltageon Cl,
V,.-o, crossesthe programmablecomparatorthresholdV,. This
transltiongeneratesan outputtriggerthat signalsthe track-andhold circuit in the ac sectionto enter hold mode,thus acquiring
a sample for subsequentADC conversion.By programmingV,
to variousvalues,the systemcan alter this delay in increments
of 10 ns, allowingprecisetimingof a burstof samplesrelative
to an asynchronousstartingevent.
The outputtrigger also switches53 and 54 to positionB. This
not only turns off the current source, but also creates a loop
betweenC2, R1, and the bufferamplifier'sinput and output.
Feedbackforcesa currentthroughC2, removingits accumulated
charge,Q2.The resultingcurrentflowsthroughboth C1 and C2,
removingthe charge Q2 from capacitorC1. The process completeswith C1 holdingthe originalcharge,Qr, whichis proportional to the delay betweenthe first trigger and the rising edge
of the internal10-MHzclock. Durinothe ADC conversion.(a

T1-", (20 ps min)

Tridder

Oilt

n

Fig. 1. HP 34584 DMM time interpolator block and timing diagrams.
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Fig. 2. The time interpolator'saccuracy is adjusted by calibrating 1,"-p. (a) A digitized 1-MHz
waveformafter I,u-o calibration. (b) Fourier transformof (a), showing a noise floor 80 dB below
the fundamental and spurious slgna/s below -55 dB. (c) A digitized 1-MHz sine wave with
l,u-o misadjusted. (d) Fourier transform of (c).
minimumof 20 ps for subsampling)
the time base circuitwaits
an intervalT,,-", belore repeatingthe charge/dischargecycle.
Theaccuracyof the 10-nsincrements
is ensuredby calibration
absolutedelay
of the circuitgain. Sincethe time interpolator's
is a functionof l,u-0,C.l, and V,, manyvariablescan preventthe
10-nsincrements
from beingexactlyone tenthof a 100-nstime
for ten 10-nsintervalsmust precisely
base step. Interpolation
equal one 100-nsclock period(10 MHz) to minimizesampling
errors.By adjustingl.u-o (Fig.2), the slew rate and threshold
.1O-ns
stepswithin+50 ps. Timejitter
errorsare adjustedto yield
is held to lessthan 100 ps rms. Low temperaturecoefficientsfor
C1 and the DAC that generatesV. ensureinterpolatoraccuracy
is
over the operatingtemperaturerange.The time interpolator
adjustedby applyinga 2-MHzsinewaveto the inputand executprograms100-nsdeing a calibrationroutinewhichalternately
lays intoeitherthe time base or the time interpolator.By adjusting

high-accuracy ac and dc measurements also allow the HP
34584 to perform well as a high-resolution digitizer. For
instance, because it makes true-rms ac measurements using
digital techniques, it has a scope-like trigger level circuit
for waveform synchronization. A precise trigger timing circuit allows sample intervals to be specified to a resolution
of 100 nanoseconds and initial delays from a trigger event
to the first sample of a burst can be specified to a resolution

the DACthat controlsl,u*o,the routineconvergesthe two delays.
This time base performancecontributesto the a noise floor B0
dB belowtheJundamantal
and spurioussignalsbelow- 55 dB.
The designof the time interpolator
circuitwas refinedusing
analogsimulationmethodson an HP 9000 Model320 Computer.
Computer-aided
engineeringprovidedtimelyfeedbackduring
development,allowingrapid evaluationof alternativecircuit topologies.Criticaldesigncharacterizations,
difficultto achieveby
traditionalmeans,were performedaccuratelyand simply using
CAE simulations.
The resultingcircuit performanceexceeded
our originaldesigngoals.
David E. Smith
Development
Engineer
LovelandInstrument
Division

of 10 nanoseconds using an analog time interpolator.
As the block diagram in Fig. 6 shows, the HP 3458A
provides two distinct input paths for digitizing, corresponding to the two amplifiers used for the dc volts and ac
volts functions. Each path has advantages and disadvantages. The dc input path should be used when maximum
resolution and noise rejection are required and the
bandwidth of the input signal is relatively low. Because it
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uses a track-and-hold circuit, the ac input path canbe used
on signals of higher bandwidth or when the signal must
be sampled at a very precise point in time.
High-Resolutaon DC Input Path
The dc input path allows higher-resolution sampling as
well as a higher single-shot measurement speed, providing
16-bit samples at up to 100,000 samples per second. The
bandwidth of this amplifier varies from 50 kHz to 150 kHz,
depending on the range selected. The widest bandwidth
is available on the 10V range, when the amplifier is operating at unity gain. In this path, the sampling function is
performed by the ADC itself with its selectable integration
time (sample aperture). Historically, digital multimeters
with integrating ADCs have allowed only a few discrete
values for integration time. These values were chosen to
be multiples of the power-line frequency-the most common signal to interfere with a high-resolution voltage measurement. In the HP 34584, integration times can be
specified from 500 ns to 1 s in increments of 100 ns. This
allows the rejection of an interference signal of arbitrary
frequency that may be present in the input, and provides
attenuation of other frequencies above the sample rate by
the approximate single-pole roll-off characteristic of the
sample aperture's sinc function. The longer the integration
aperture specified, the more resolution is provided by the
ADC. Fig. 7 shows the resolution that can be obtained for
a given aperture.
Because the dc input path is designed for extremely low
noise, low offset, and part-per-million (ppm) accuracy, the
DFT spectra produced in this mode are quite good. In fact,
it is difficult to determine whether the harmonic distortion
and noise floor measurements are dominated by the HP
34584 or by the input signal.
Fig. Ba shows the DFT calculated on 4096 samples of a
1-kHz waveform aquired at a rate of 50,000 samples/s with
an integration time of 10 microseconds. The noise floor
and spurious DFT signals are below - 120 dB, and harmonic spurs are below - 106 dB. If the signal-to-noise ratio
is computed from the spectral data, the result is approximately 93.9 dB, yielding 15.3 effective bits.
The input signal for this test was provided by the oscillator output of an HP 339,t Distortion Measurement Set,
whose distortion at this frequency is specified to be less

than - 96 dB at the first harmonic. It is unclear whether
the first-harmonic term aI - 1,O7dB is caused by distortion
in the source signal or distortion in the HP 3458A at this
sample rate. However, tests performed at slower sample
rates (and greater resolution) also exhibit this second-harmonic term.
The averaging effect of the relatively wide sample aperture (10 ps vs. 2 ns) reduces random noise contributions
to the DFT noise floor to a level comparable to those of
systematic nonlinearities. Because of this, waveform averaging only provides an extra 4.4 dB improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio, yielding an extra 0.7 effective bit. Fig.
Bb shows the DFT spectrum that results if 64 waveforms
are averaged.
A striking example of the high-resolution digitizing capability of the dc volts sampling mode involves measuring
an ultralow-distortion signal source used to characterize
the performance of seismic measurement systems. The output of the source is a 0.03-Hz sine wave whose noise and
harmonic distortion products are guaranteed by design to
be at least 140 dB below the level of the fundamental.
Superimposed on this is a 1-Hz sine wave whose amplitude
is 120 dB below the level of the 0.03-Hz signal. The goal
of the measurement system two-tone test is to be able to
see the 1-Hz tone clearly in the presence of the full-scale
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Fig. 6. HP 34584 block diagram, showing the two measurement paths.
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Fig.7. HP 3458A measurement resolutionas a tunction ot
aperture time (speed).

(10V peak) input without introducing extraneous distortion
products. The HP 3458A was used to acquire 4096 samples
with an ADC aperture of 20 milliseconds and a sample
interval of s0 milliseconds, resulting in a resolution of 24
bits (7Vz digits).
The DFT plot in Fig. 9 shows the result of this test. Only
a portion of the full 10-Hz bandwidth is shown to make
the component at 0.03 Hz more apparent. The 1-Hz spike
at -1.2o dB is clearly visible above a noise floor of -rsO
dB. If the 1-Hz component is notched out along with the
0.03-Hz fundamental, and the remaining power is considered noise, a signal-to-noise calculation yields 19.6 effective bits. As before, it is not clear whether the DFT noise
floor in this measurement is dominated by noise in the
input signal or noise in the HP 3458A. If the rms noise of
the HP 3458A is characterizedwith the same ADC aperture
(20 ms) and a quiet dc source is substituted as input, measurements demonstrate a performance of 22 effective bits.
The HP 34584 is clearly capable of verifying the performance of this source to the levels guaranteed by its designers. We are told that earlier measurements had never been
able to achieve these low levels of noise and distortion.
In the dc volts mode, the input signal is sampled directly
by the ADC. The sampling is synchronous with the instrument's internal 1O-MHz clock. This leads to a 1OO-nanosecond peak uncertainty in the time latency of a sample
or group of samples relative to an external or level trigger
event. While a time uncertainty of 100 nanoseconds from
an asynchronous trigger event is perfectly adequate for
2e r
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Digital AC Input Path
The ac input path provides a wider analog bandwidth
and more precise timing than the dc path. The bandwidth
of the ac amplifier is 12 MHz on all ranges except the
1O-mV and 1000V ranges, where the bandwidth is 2 MHz.
Autocalibration guarantees a frequency response flatter
than 0.01% (0.001 dBJ throughout the frequency band from
2OOHz to 20 kHz, making this path ideal for characterizing
frequency responsein the audio band. While the maximum
single-shot sample rate of 50,000 samples per second is
somewhat lower than the dc input path because of the
additional settling time required by the track-and-hold circuit, a precise timing circuit allows effective time sampling
(subsampling) of repetitive input signals with effective
sample intervals as short as 10 ns.
Achieving true-rms ac measurements with 100-ppm accuracy using digital techniques requires an extremely
Iinear track-and-hold circuit. This same track-and-hold circuit provides 16-bit linearity in digitizing applications. A
sample acquisition time of approximately 2 ns results in a
3-dB aperture roll-off frequency of at least 225 MHz. This
means that amplitude errors caused by the sample aperture
are insignificant through the entire measurement band. The
timing of the track-and-hold circuit is controlled by an
analog ramp interpolator circuit which operates asynchronously with the internal 10-MHz clock, giving a burst-toburst timing repeatability enor less than 100 picoseconds.
The time interpolator allows programming of delays from
an external or internal trigger with a resolution of 10 ns,
allowing single samples to be timed very precisely.
While the greater equivalent noise bandwidth of the
input amplifier and track-and-hold circuit results in fewer
effective bits of resolution in a single-shot measurement
than the dc input path, the DFT performance for this path
is still quite good. Fig. 10a shows a typical 2048-point DFT
plot for a 1-kHz sine wave sampled at the single-shot limit
of 50,000 samples per second. A signal-to-noiseratio calculation on this data yields 10.4 effective bits. The ac input
path has a greater equivalent noise bandwidth than the dc
input path, so random noise dominates the signal-to-noise
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Fig.9. DFT for a 4096-sampleHP 34584 acqutsitionof a
0.3-Hz sinewave with a 1-Hz, - 120-dB sinewave superimposed. The effectivebits rating is 19.6
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Measurement of Capacitor Dissipation Factor Using Digitizing
No capacitoroutsideof a textbookexhibitsthe theorelicalcurrent-to-voltagephase lag of 90 degrees.This is anotherway of
saying that in the real world all capacitors are lossy to some
extent.These lossesare caused by a number of Jactors,such
as lead resistanceand dielectrichysteresis.
At a given frequency,the dissipationfactor of a capacitoris
definedto be the ratioof the equivalentseries resistance(ESR)
and the capacitivereactance.Dissipationfactor is importantfor
many applications.At high power levels,capacitorswith poor
dissipationfactor can overheat.The precision of capacitively
compensatedattenuatorscan be compromisedby dissipation
factor. Also, the capabilitiesof track-and-holdcircuits are degraded by the dissipationfactorsof their hold capacitors.
Thereare two commonways to measuredissipationfactor.In
the f irstmethod,the impedanceof the capacitorundertest (CUT)
is measured at a given frequency and the deviationin phase
angle from the ideal90 degreesis used to calculatethe dissipation factor.Bridgesare anothermethodusedto measuredissipation factor. In essence,the CUT is in a bridge with three other
capacitors,one of which is adjustablein both C and ESR.When
the bridge is nulled,the valuesof the adjustableC and its ESR
determinethe dissioationfactor of the CUT.
The ac attenuatorin the HP 3458Ausesa 20-pFcapacitorthat
'10
has a dissipationJactorrequirementof 0.0001(0.01%) at kHz.
readingexhibits
Commerciallyavailableautomatedequipment
to-readingnoise of 0.01% and dissipationfactor accuraciesof
to screenthiscapacitorreliably.High0.04%.Thisis inadequate

measurementto a much greaterextent.Becauseof this, the
noise floor can be lowered another 20.6 dB by waveform
averaging,producing 13.8 effective bits as shown in Fig.
10b.
The ac input path supports two digitizing functions: direct sampling and subsampling,which is also referred to
as effectivetime sampling.The article on page15 describes
the subsamplingtechnique. Subsamplingallows the sampling of repetitive waveforms with effective sample intervals as short as 10 ns, thus allowing the user to take full
advantageof the 12-MHz analoginput bandwidth. The subsampling parametersare somewhat complex to calculate
for an arbitrary effective interval and number of samples,
but the user need not understand the details of the algorithm. All that need be specified is the desired effective
sample interval and number of samples,and the HP 3458A
will compute the number of passes,the number of samples
per pass,the delay increment per pass,and the ADC sample
rate required to completethe task most efficiently. Furthermore, if the samplesare directed to the instrument's internal memory, they will be sortedinto the correcttime order
on the fly.
If the number of samplesrequired for a subsampledmeasurement exceeds the size of the instrument's internal
memory, the samples can be sent directly from the ADC
to a computer via the HP-IB. Since the HP 34584 cannot
sort the data in this mode, the samples recieved by the
computer generally will not be in the correct time order.
If this is the case.the waveform can be reconstructedin
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Fig. 1. Measuringphase shiftin a sine wave.
qualitymanualbridges can do this job, but their operationis not
well-suitedto a productionenvironment.
digitizingand precision
By makinguse of the high-resolution
ac measurementcapabilitiesof the HP 3458A, it is possibleto
constructan automateddissipationJactormeterthat is capable
of making accurateand stable 0.001o/"dissipationfactor measurementsand capacitance measurementsthat are stable to
0,001pF.
Circuit Description
In Fig, 1, a methodof determiningthe phase shiftof a sine
wave relativeto an externaltiming pulse occurring at the sine
wave's zero crossingis shown.Theoretically,only Vr is needed
to determinethis phase shift.The advantageol using a second
sample (Vr) spaced one half cycle later in time is that (Vr - Vr)

the computer'smemory using an algorithm requiring three
sorting parameterssupplied by the HP 3458A.
Subsamplingis essentiallythe same as direct sampling
when the effective sample rate is less than or equal to
50,000samplesper second.Why, then, is direct sampling
evenoffered?The answeris that the subsamplingtechnique
only allows sampling based on the internal time base,
whereasthe direct samplingfunction includes all the same
trigger modes as the dc volts function. This meansthat the
user can supply an external time basevia the external trigger input to allow sampling at odd frequenciesthat cannot
be realized with the 100-ns quantization of the internal
time base.An examplewould be the 44.1-kHzsample rate
required by many digital audio applications. Direct sampling is also useful for acquiring single samples with
minimum time uncertainty. Samples can be precisely
placed with 10-ns delay resolution relative to an external
trigger event and with 2-ns rms time jitter. "Measurement
of CapacitorDissipation Factor Using Digitizing" on this
pageshows an example of thesemeasurementcapabilities
of the HP 3458A.
HP 3458A Limitations
Since the HP 3458A must be a voltmeter first and a digitizer second,it is not surprisingthat it has somelimitations
as a digitizer. Perhapsthe most significant is the lack of
an anti-aliasing filter. Becauseno single filter could be
included to cover all possiblesample rates,and becauseit
would degradethe analog performance,the design team
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and C,o*)and the input divider(CUT
the relerencedivider(C6;n6
and Clo*)is the first step towardsdeterminingthe phase shilt in
the input divider resultingfrom the dissipationfactor of the CUT.
The HP 3458A's ExT OUToutout is used to select either the
referencedivideror the inputdivider.Takingthe phasedifference
betweenthe referenceand input measurementsremoveserrors
caused by the bufferamplifierand the comparator.lf Cn'nnhad
zero dissipationfactor,CUT had the same capacitancevalueas
and the switchingrelaywas perfect,this phase difference
C6;n6,
would be entirelya resultof the dissipationfactor of the CUT. lf
this phase differenceis f, the dissipationfactor of the CUT is:
(CUT-+ Cr"*)
DF : tan(@)

--)

External
Triggerln

Fig,2, Circuit to measure dissipationfactor.
is insensrtiveto voltageoffsetson the sine wave.
Fig.2 shows a circuitusing the techniqueof Fig. 1. A sine
wave is applied to one of two capacitivedividers,one formed
by the CUT and C,o* and the other formed by Cnisnand C1o*(R
providesthe dc bias for the buffer amplifier).This sine wave is
also applied to a comparatorthat detects zero crossings.The
output of the comparatoris routedto the externaltrigger input
of the HP 34584 and the outputof the bufferamplifieris applied
to the input of the HP 34584, The HP 3458A can use its ac
section to measurethe rms value of this output waveformand
thus Vo in Fig. 1 can be determinedvery precisely.The HP 34584
can also measurethe period of the outputwaveformand set up
sampletimingparametersto samplethe outputsinewave relative
to the externaltrigger signalas shown in Fig. 1. Thus all the
iniormationis presentto determinethe phase shift of the sine
wave throughthe capacitordivider network.
The absolutephase shift of one side of the capacitordivider
is not the informationdesired, however.What is desired is the
phase shift caused by the dissipationfactor of the CUT in the
divideriormedby the CUTand C,o*.Thiswillprovidethe information needed to determinethe dissipationfactor of the CUT.
Computingthe differencebetweenthe absolutephase shiftof

decided it would be impractical to include one.
Another limitation is the latency from an external or
internal trigger to the start of sampling. The ramp time of
the analog time interpolator produces a minimum delay of
at least 400 ns. This means that if the input frequency is
greater than about 500 kHz, the signal edge that is used to
synchronize the waveform in a subsampled measurement
will not even show up in the output data. Oscilloscopes
typically include some form of analog delay to match the
timing of the signal path to the trigger circuit, but again
this was not compatible with the requirements of a highprecision DMM.
Another effect inherent in the design of the analog time
interpolator is voltage droop. Essentially, the phase of the
input signal relative to the internal 10-MHz clock is represented by a voltage stored on a hold capacitor, which is
captured at the beginning of a measurement burst and held
throughout the burst. Since there will always be some leakage in the circuits attached to this node, the voltage on this

vlow

C6;n6
In general,the CUT will not be the same size as C6;n6,
will not have zero dissipationfactor,and the switchingrelaywill
not be perfect.However,these conditionsare easilycontrolled.
Thefeedthroughcapacitanceof the relayin Fig.2 can be reduced
by implementingthe relay as a T-switch.lf the CUT is different
in magnitudefrom Cn;n6,a phase differencewill be measured
even if the CUT has zero dissioationfactor.This is becausethe
phase shift of the parallelcombinationof R and Cn,nnand C,o*
is differentfrom that of the combinationof R and the CUT and
C,o..Thiserrorcan be removedby appropriatecorrectionfactors
implementedin software.Also, in general,the dissipationfactor
of the CUT will not be zero.A zero calibrationagainsta reference
capacitorcan removethis error.
Summary
The precision digitizing capabilitiesof the HP 34584 DMtil
have been applied to make a traditionallydifficultmeasurement
of caoacitor dissioationfactor.Test resultsshow measurement
accuraciesapproaching0.001%.This correspondsto a phase
error of 0.0005degree or a time errorof 150 ps at 10 kHz. Also,
since the capacitanceof the CUT is computed as part of the
dissipationfactor calculation,accurate capacitance measurements are also generatedthat are stable to 0.001 pF.

Ronald L. Swerlein
Engineer
Development
LovelandInstrumentDivision

capacitorwill slowly leak off, causingan apparentlengthening in the time betweensamples.This producesan apparent frequency modulation in the output data, which continues until the chargeleaks off completely, at which time
the sample interval will again be stable. This droop rate
gets worse as leakageincreaseswith higher temperature.
Measurementson a typical unit at room temperatureshow
a droop rate of about 500 ns/s,which persistsfor about 140
ms. In other words, during the first 140 ms of a reading
burst, a sample interval oI 2O prswill be lengthened by
about 10 ps per sample.
Waveform Analysis Software
One factor limiting the effectivenessof the HP 34584 as
a stand-alonedigitizer is the lack of a built-in CRT for
waveform display. This shortcoming has been addressed
with a software library that turns an HP 3458A and a computer into a real-time single-channeldigital oscilloscope
and DFT analyzer.
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The optional waveform analysis library allows a user
with an HP 9000 Series 200 or 300 workstation or an IBM
PC/AT-compatible computer with HP BASIC Language Processor to display waveforms in real time. In addition,
routines are included to perform parametric analysis,
waveform comparisons, and FFT spectral calculations and
to store and recall waveforms from mass storage.
The real-time oscilloscope subprogram, Scope5B, began
as a means to demonstrate how quickly waveforms could
be acquired by the HP 34584 and displayed. It soon became
an indispensable tool in the development of the ADC and
high-speed firmware. Since the program had proven so
valuable during development, we decided it should be included in the waveform analysis library. A user interface
was added to give the look and feel of a digital oscilloscope,
including horizontal and vertical ranging, voltage and time
markers, and an FFT display mode. The program can acquire and plot waveforms at a rate of approximately 10
updates per second-fast enough to provide a real-time feel.
The heart of the Scope58 subprogram is a set of
specialized compiled subroutines for fast plotting, averaging, and interpolation of waveforms. Since speed was the
overriding design consideration for these routines, most of
these subroutines were written in MCGB000 assembly language rather than a higher-level language like Pascal or
BASIC. The fast plotting routine, in particular, required
certain design compromises to achieve its high speed. It
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uses a simplified plotting algorithm which requires that
there be one sample per horizontal display pixel, which
means that the only way to change the horizontal scale is
to change the sample rate unless the waveform data is
interpolated to increase its time resolution before plotting.
Also, the plotting routine bypassesthe machine independent
graphics routines and writes directly to the bit-mapped
frame buffer of the graphics screen. This makes the routine
fast, but it complicates the programming task, since a special version of the routine must be written for every supported display interface.
In addition to the Scope5S subprogram, the waveform
analysis library includes routines that help with waveform
acquisition, analysis, and storage. Since the HP 3a5BA is
capable of synchronizing with external switching instruments like a normal DMM, it can be switched to acquire a
waveform per channel in a multichannel data acquisition
system. This feature, combined with the waveform analysis
library, can be used to make many complex measurements
in automated test applications.
The library's analysis capabilities include routines to
extract parametric data such as rise time, pulse width, overshoot, and peak-to-peak voltage, and routines to compare
waveforms against high and low limit arrays. There is also
a compiled utility for calculating Fourier and inverse
Fourier transforms. This routine can compute a 2048-timepoint-to-l024-frequency-point transform in as little as L.2 s
if the computer's CPU includes a 68881 floating-point coprocessor. Finally, routines are provided for the interpolation of waveforms using the time convolution property of
the sinc(x) function. This technique is common in digital
oscilloscopes, and allows the accurate reconstruction of
waveforms with frequency components approaching the
Nyquist limit of half the sampling frequency.
The precision digitizing characteristics of the HP 345SA
and the display capabilities of the waveform analysis library combine to form a powerful waveform analysis tool
in R&D or automated test applications. For instance, an HP
3458A together with a digital pattern generator can be used
to test digital-to-analog converters (DACsJ. The waveform
comparison capability of the waveform analysis library can
be used to provide a pass/fail indication. Assuming a DAC
settling time of 10 ps and an HP 34584 measurement time
of 20 p.s (only 10 ps of which is spent integrating the input
signal), all codes of a 14-bit DAC (16,384 levels) can be
acquired in approximately 328 ms.* The dynamic characteristics of the DAC can be tested using the FFT library
routine. The DAC can be programmed to output a sine
wave, which the HP 34584 can digitize. A DFT on the
resulting data can be analyzed to characterize the DAC for
noise floor and total harmonic distortion [THD).
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Fig. 10. (a) TypicalDFT for 2048 samplesof a 1-kHz sine
wave sampled at the HP 34584 ac pafh's stng/e-shotlimit of
50,000 samplesper second.Effectivebitsare 10.4.(b) Effective bits can be increasedto 13.8 by averagingdata for several acquisitions.
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The capabilities of a high-resolution digitizer can best
be characterized by examining its performance in the frequency domain. To be able to resolve very low-level
phenomena, it must have a wide dynamic range and very
low levels of distortion and spurious signals. The excep'lf you multiply 16,384 by 30 ps, the result is actually 492 ms. However,tor at leasl 10 ps
of each ADC conversion,the HP 3458A is not measuring the input, and provides a TTL
signalindicatingthisfact.Thistimecan be overlappedwiththe DAC'ssettlingtime,thereby
reducingthe total acquisitiontime.

tional DFT performance of the HP 3458A results from its
combination of precise timing and the nearly ideal noise
rejection capability of an integrating ADC. Also, its highresolution track-and-hold circuit allows very fast sampling
with maximal time certainty. These features, combined
with the display capabilities of a host computer, are all
that is needed to implement a high-resolution single-channel oscilloscope or DFT analyzer.
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AStructuredApproachto SoftwareDefect
Analysis
An effectivesoftwaredefect analysisrequiresthat the
betweenprogramfaults,humanerrors,and
relationships
flawsin the designprocessbe understoodand
beforecorrectivemeasurescan be
characterized
implemented.
by Takeshi Nakajo, Katsuhiko Sasabuchi, and Tadashi Akiyama

ROBLEMS THAT OCCUR IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT because of human error negatively affect
product quality and project productivity. To detect
these problems as early as possible and prevent their recurrence, one approach is to identify flaws in present software
development methodologiesand procedures and recommend changesthat will yield long-term defect prevention
and process improvement. Typical approachesto software
defect prevention have been to:
I Investigate only design methodologies and procedures
and then recommend such things as different languages
or more tools as defect prevention measures.
r Analyze the problems resulting from current design
methodologies and procedures and develop solutions
for each class of problem.
The first approach is the most widely used and has
tended not to be data-driven, thus making the investigation
tedious and the results ambiguous. In contrast, the analysis
of problems tends to produce less ambiguousresults and
data collection is easier,but it has typically beenused only
to solve immediate problems and therefore has produced
only short-term solutions.
To break out of the status quo, the instrument division
of Yokogawa Hewlett-Packard (YHP) joined with Kume
Laboratory of Tokyo University to analyze 523 software
defects that occurred in three products developed by YHP.
We tried to identify the flaws hiding in our current software
design methodologies and procedures, and examine the
impact of using the structured analysisand structured design (SA/SD)methods.l'2This paper discussesthe results
of this joint investigation.
Projects Investigated
The 523 software defectsused for our investigation occurred during the development of three projects at YHP,
which shall be called projects A, B, and C in this paper.
Project A is a large all-software measurementsystem for
analog-to-digitaland digital-to-analogconverters,and projects B and C are firmware for measurementinstruments.
360 defectswere studied from project A and 163 defects
from projects B and C. These software systems have the
f ollowing common characteristics:
r They are intended to control hardware,that is, initialization, settingregisters,dataretrieval,and so on. Therefore,
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they are greatly affected by the accuracy and clarity of
hardware specifications.
Their main parts are intrinsics, which are functions that
can be used in measurement programs, or commands,
which can be used sequentially to control devices.
They are used to control hardware status, which means
that they need many global variables to keep track of
hardware states.

Examples
. Wrongnamesof globalvariablesor constants
. Wrongtypeor slructureof moduleargumenls
. Wrongnumberof hardwareunits
. Wrongprocedures
for writingdatato hardware

Examples
Omissionof proceduresto preventinvalidinput
or ouloutdata
. Wronglimitvaluefor validitycheckof arguments

Examples
Omissionof savingdatato globalvariables
Unnecessary
callingof modules
Wronglimitvaluefor judgingwhetheror not
hardwareis set

Examples
. Beferenceof undefinedlocalvariables
. Omissionof loopvariableincrementation
. Logicexpressions
that are alwayslrue

@
Examples
. Comparisonof localvariablesof differenttypes
. Omissionof commentmarks

Fig. 1. Iypes of program faults

Analyzing Software Defects
Three types of information useful for a defect analysis
can be derived from a softwaredefect:the human error (on
the part of the developer),the program faults causedby
the human error, and the flaws in the processcausingthe
human error. Human error is an unintended departure from
work standards or plans. Program faults are outright errors
in the softwarewhich result in the system'scrashing,producing wrong results, and in general not behaving as
specified. Flaws are imperfections in the design methodologies or development proceduresthat affect the occurrence rate of human errorsand the possibility of detecting
human errors before they becomeprogram faults. Examples
of flaws include no documentation, confusing specifications, nonstandardcoding practices,bad methodology,no
inspections,poor test planning, and so on.
To identify the flaws hiding in the designmethodologies
and procedures,we need to understand the mechanisms
that causehuman enors, and determine the relationship
of these errors to program faults. This analysisis not easy
becausethe human error processcannot be observedby
objective methods, and usually, there isn't enough error
datato analyzethe relationshipto programfaults.However,
the flaws must have some common factors, and they are
reflectedin the programfaults causedby the human errors
that occur during the design process.By design process
we mean the portion of the software life cycle devoted to
the definition and design of a product's features,software
architecture,modules, and data structures.
Program Faults
To identify the types of faults that occur in programs,it
is necessaryto study what causedthe problem and what
correctionswere made to fix the problem. Classificationof
faults based only on their outward appearancedoes not
work well. Categoriesof faults such as "wrong range of
loop countersin DOstatements"or "omission of conditions
in lF statements"define the coding problem, but they do

Prolecl A
360 Faults

Prolect C
56 Faults

Proiect B
97 Faults

not provide a clear correspondence between the fault and
the design process. We still need to know the role of each
program segment in the system. For instance, in the DO
Ioop range problem, was the range error related to the
number of hardware units, or the length of the data file?
Understanding program faults from the designer's point of
view can help us link program faults to flaws in the design
process. Fig. 1 shows our categorization of program faults
along with examples of each category. Module interface
faults relate to transferring data between modules, global
variables, and hardware. Module function faults relate to
a module's performing the wrong function. Module internal
process faults correspond to logic errors, internal inconsistency, and programming rule violations.
Based upon the program fault classification given in Fig.
1, Fig. 2 shows the distribution of these faults among the
three projects studied in this paper. The percentages of
module interface faults and module function faults are
and B5%). Since
similar for all three products (91o/o,B1.o/o,
our design process was relatively the same for all three
projects, we guessed that there must be some flaws in our
design process associated with the way we do module interface definitions and module function definitions. Since
module internal process faults had the lowest frequency
of occurrence and because these faults are more directly
related to the coding phase, they were not given further
analysis.
Module Interface Faults. From Fig. 1, interface faults can
be further classified into matching faults (mismatched data :
transfer between modules or hardwarel, and restriction
faults (omission of checks on transferred data). The ratio
of the number of matching faults to restriction faults turns
out to be the same for all three proiects and is about four
to one. Consequently, we decided to focus our attention
on matching faults for further study. Fig. 3 shows the five
types of matching faults and their distribution for project
A." These five types of matching faults are defined as follows:
I Wrong correspondence between values of data and their
meanings (e.g., storing the value r into a global variable
that is supposed to contain the value r- 1, or selecting
the wrong destination hardwareJ
I Wrong data type, structure, or order (e.g., mismatch in
the structure or order of arguments passed between programs, or mismatch in the order of arguments read from
a data file or a hardware interface)
r Wrong correspondence between names and their mean-

A
6ZAr[A
\tb/\6y vD/

lorprojects
BandC
"Thesamefaulttypesandverys milard strbutonswered scovered
'182Faults

[-l

Interface

T l Function

f

l InternalProcess

Name and -

Meaning
19.2"/.
Dala Typeand Structure
29.7"/"

.182MatchingFaultsand42 Restriction
Faulls
*KNCSS= thousands
ol noncomment
sourcestatements
Fig.2. Distilbutronof program faults for the three projects tn
this study.

Process
Methods
14.3/"
-Name
3.3"/"

Data Value
and Meaning
33.5%

Fig.3. Distributtonand types of module interfacematching
faultsfor ororectA.
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ings (e.g., using the wrong argument in a calling sequence, reading from the wrong global variable, or setting
the wrong hardware registers)
r Wrong method of processing data (e.g., omission of certain steps when setting up hardware for some task such
as a DMA transfer, or omission of initialization conditions or variables when calling other routines)
r Wrong name (e.g.,using the wrong name to call a module
or to access a global variable).
Module Function Faults. Function faults are program faults
resulting from a module's performing the wrong internal
operations. Fig. 4 shows the four types and the distribution
of module function faults for project A.* These four types
of function faults are defined as follows:
r Missing or unnecessary operations (e.g., failure to save
calculated data to a global variable, or unnecessary calibration of hardware)
r Missing condition checks (e.g., saving data to a global
variable before checking to see if it is permitted to save
data to that particular variable)
r Wrong behavior of functions (e.g., making the wrong
decision, or calculating the wrong value because the
wrong coefficients are used in an equation)
r Wrong order of functions (e.g., checking whether a
hardware unit exists after setting it).

The DesignProcess
Our designprocessfor instrument control softwareconsists of the following steps:
r Definition of unit functions and product featureswhich
are documentedin the systemexternalreferencespecifications (ERSI
r Definition of data structures and module interfaces
-Thesamefau
t typesand verysimilardistributlons
werediscovered
lor projectsB andC.

Behavior
15.5olo
-

order
10.70/o

Unnecessary
Operations
44.70/o

Fig. 4. Distributtonand types of module function faults for
project A.

which are documented in the internal reference specifications (IRS)
I Coding of each module
r Iteration through the previous steps as necessary.
Each of these steps includes the appropriate deliverables
(specifications, test plans, etc.), and verification activities,
such as design reviews and code inspections. Design reviews are done on the external and internal reference
specifications, and code inspections are performed on
selected modules.
These documents and procedures are intended to ensure
that a defect-free product is eventually produced. However,
this goal cannot be attained if we do not have a clear knowledge of the types of human errors that occur in the design
process and of the features of the documents and procedures that affect the error occurrence rate and error detection. Consequently, we need to identify the types of human
errors that cause program faults, the flaws in the present
design documents and procedures, and the relationships

Flaws

I

Fig.5. Relationshipbetween program f aults,human errors,and deslgn process f/aws.
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between them. From this perspective, we used the information gathered from investigating the two prevalent program
fault types-module interface matching faults and module
function faults-to derive the human errors associated with
each fault type. These relationships were derived from interviews with the design engineers and our own analysis' Fig.
5 summarizes the relationships between the two main types
of program faults, human errors, and flaws in the design
process.

HumanErrorsand ProcessFlaws
Fig. 6 showsthe distributionof the differenttypes of
human errors we discovered during our analysis. The
human error that caused each software defect was not always clearly recorded. However, as we did for deriving the
information in Fig. 5, we analyzed various documents and
interviewed the designers and progtammers who developed the system to come up with the numbers and percentages shown in Fig. 6.
Human Errors and Matching Faults. The human errors
responsible for causing module interface matching faults
are defined as follows:
I Module or Variable Specifications. Module interfaces
and global variable definitions are missing or misunderstood.
r Hardware Specifications. Software developers overlook
and misinterpret hardware specifications or other technical requirements of the hardware.
r Design Changes. Changes to the hardware interfaces,
other related systems, or module interfaces are not communicated properly.
r Related System Requirements. Technical requirements
are not communicated clearly between development
groups and other related systems.
As shown in Fig. 6a, human errors associated with
hardware interface specifications and module interfaces
were the most frequent. Therefore, we examined the design
process and found the following flaws associated with
these error types.
r Hardware Specifications. Hardware specifications are
difficult to read and understand for software engineers,
and as a result, some important technical requirements
about their interfaces were omitted. This flaw affected
our external and internal design steps. We found that
hardware interface information for writing software drivers was being derived from circuit diagrams, which were
difficult for software developers to use without error.

Hardware
Specifications
28.6/"-.

Oesign
Changes
9.9"/.

17

Belated
System

I n t r i n s i ca n d
/.
Q,6r1';.1n7nl-rz/
Specifications/
29.1"/o i
30

I

i

Requirements
9.3"/"

(a)

Module or Variable Specifications. The results of defining interfaces in the lower-level modules were not welldocumented before defining internal algorithms and
coding modules. Therefore, it was difficult to find module interface mismatching faults in design reviews. There
was a lack of uniformity in the definition of certain features, and complicated interfaces between modules were
not taken into consideration. These flaws also affect our
internal design activities.
Human Enors and Function Faults. The human errors responsible for causing module function faults are defined
as follows:
r Module Specifications. Errors in the translation from
external specification to internal module specifications
or misunderstanding of module specifications.
r Commands and Intrinsic Specifications. Misunderstanding the system external specification and providing the
wrong or incomplete functionality for system features.
r Status Transition. Missing or misunderstanding the values of global variables that define the different state
transitions of the system or hardware.
r Related System Requirements. Missing or misunderstanding the technical requirements of other related systems or hardware, resulting in such mishaps as the use
of the wrong information from another subprogram to
set hardware.
As shown in Fig. 6b, human errors associated with commands, instrinsics, and module functions were the most
frequent. Therefore, we examined the design process and
found the following flaws associated with these error types.
r Commands and Intrinsics. During the first part of our
design process, when the external specification is defined, the independence between the functions of the
commands and intrinsics was not sufficiently defined.
For example, functions associated with the user interface
were not partitioned properly, resulting in overlap in
functionality, thereby causing program faults. Another
problem was that the external specification documenting
the commands, intrinsics, and other system requirements was not systematic. The specifications were
mainly written in natural languages, which resulted in
ambiguity regarding the uses and functions of commands
and intrinsics.
r Module functions. During the internal design phase of
our design process, when the modules and data structures are defined, developers designed the module structures based mainly on considerations about system per-
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Fig.6. Dlstrlbutionof humanerror
types and frequency of occurrence for project A. a) Human errors related to module inbrtace
matchingfaults.b) Human errors
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formance. This resulted in modules that had no clear
correspondence with the system external specification.
Another problem was that module functions were not
completely specified before the internal algorithm and
coding of each module were started. Internal design
specifications also suffered from a lack of systematic
documentation, resulting in ambiguous module functions.
Design Process lssues
In the previous section we determined the flaws in our
design process that caused the human errors resulting in
program faults in our products. Based upon what we
learned about these flaws, three issues were derived from
our analysis. Fig. 7 shows an example of the relationship
between these issues and our design process.
Issue 1. A systematic method is needed to translate system features defined during product investigation into the
details of a clear system external reference specification.
Issue 2. A systematic method is needed to translate external specifications into module structure and module functions.
Issue 3. A systematic method is needed to specify the
technical requirements of hardware and to translate these
requirements into software module interface specifications.

The above issues are vital to our design process. Since
most of our products have similar characteristics, any solutions to these issues would pertain to all our software products. Issues 1 and 2 indicate that we need a method to
translate from one level of abstraction to another, with each
translation making it easier to perform a systematic engineering analysis of the system. With a good analysis
methodology we can check the independence and sufficiency of functions and review their specifications to find
unsuitable function definitions. Issue 3 requires that we
have a methodology that enables hardware engineers to
communicate hardware interfaces effectively to software
engineers, and enables software engineers to communicate
module interfacesand other system interfacesamong themselves. With such a methodology, module structure and
design can be effectively reviewed by the hardware and
software engineers of the design team as well as those who
must test and support the product.
SA/SD and Design Process lssues
Our investigation led us to believe that the structured
analysis and structured design (SA/SD) methodology is the
most suitable candidate for dealing with the three design
process issues.We believe that SA/SD design methods can
help prevent program faults by enabling us to detect and
correct these problems before they become real defects.

Investigation
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ERS- ExternalReferenceSpecifications
IRS- InternalReterenceSpecilications

Fig.7. An example of where the
designrssuesoccurtn lhe design
process.

tion.
Proposed Solution for Issue 2. The system external specification can be smoothly translated to the module structure
by using the transformation analysis technique provided
by SA/SD. Transformation analysis enables us to take each
data flow diagram and transform it into more detailed data
flow diagrams or module structure. By applying this
method, we can make a module structure that has a clear
correspondence to the system external specification.

Fig. B shows the correspondence between the three design
issues and the solutions offered by SA/SD methods.
Proposed Solution for Issue 1. The key elements of structured analysis we found useful for dealing with issue 1
include:
r Context diagrams, which define the relationship between the software system and its environment (e.g.,
relationship between the hardware and the firmware elements in an instrument)
r Data flow diagrams, which define the actions of processes (modules or functions) in the system, and the data
and control flows between these modules
r Process specifications, which define the functions and
behavior of the processes in a precise structured lan-

Proposed Solution for Issue 3. The key elements of structured design we found useful for dealing with issue 3 include:
I Structure charts, which define the module hierarchy
within a data flow diagram or within a module
r Module specifications, which define in a structured language the function of each module
r Data dictionaries, which define the data that flows between modules.
Among these elements, the data dictionary provides us
with the greatest leverage to solve issue 3. With the data
dictionary we can systematically specify the interfaces to
the hardware and the interfaces between the software modules. With these interfaces consistently defined we can

8uage.
The functions we define for our systems are organized
based on their relationship with data. The functions that
depend on each other are difficult to classify into simple
groups. In structured analysis, detailed functions of each
intrinsic or command and their relationships can be represented by data flow diagrams. Also, the data relationships
are clearly specified, and the operation of each function is
defined in a structured language in the process specifica-
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easilydetectmismatches
betweenmodulesandhardware.
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Conclusion
In this investigation,
we triedto identifytheflawshiding
in our current software design methodology and procedures and examine possible countermeasures against them.
We analyzed about five hundred actual problems that occurred during software development for three instruments
and used these defects as a basis for our investigation.
We believe that SA/SD methods can solve some of our
design problems. However, there are still some challenges,
which include:
r Elimination of the inconsistencies between the present
specifications using natural languages and the new
specifications using the SA/SD methods
r Installation of automated tools for using the SA/SD
methods
r Establishment of an appropriate education and training
system on the SA/SD methods for the software engineers
r Preparation of other groups in our division for dealing
with documents written using SA/SD methods
r Establishment of design review methods based on the

I

SA/SD methods
Investigationand use of other tools and techniquesprovided by SA/SD, such as state transition diagramsand
transactionalanalysis
Investigation to find ways to model software behavior
that cannot be analyzed with current SA/SD methods.
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CORRECTIONS
Author David Chu has sent us two correctionsfor his article, "Phase Digitizing:A New
Methodfor Capturingand AnalyzingSpread-Spectrum
Signals,"in the Februaryissue.
Page 32, second column, last paragraph (just above Fig. 7) should read "Advanced
phasemeansearlierin time,so 66(ti)and E(ti)are alwaysoppositein sign." In Fjg.2,
the signalshownis BFSK,not BPSK.
Also in the Februaryissue,in Fig.2b on page 7, AE shouldbe 2rAE in threeplaces,
and in Fig.4a on page 9, f. shouldbe 2z{..
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DissectingSoftwareFailures
Beyond colle cting software defect datai ust to study defect
frequency,thispaper outlinesa qualitydata collection
process,an effectiveanalysisprocess,and a methodto
processbased
justifychangesin the software
development
on the defectanalysis.
by RobertB. Grady
OST PEOPLE DON'T LIKE TO BE TOLD that
they've made a mistake. It's only human not to
want to be wrong. On the other hand, software engineers don't intentionally make mistakes,so if we can understand why mistakes occur without accusing individuals,
we might eliminate the causesof those mistakes. Unfortunately, discussions concerning software defectsare confusing because different people describe them from different
perspectives.
This paper discussessome of the terminology of these
different views. It then examines some simple data collection and analysis techniques that help identify causes of
defects and point to areas where improvements can be
made. Finally, it presents some guidelines for justifying
changebasedupon the results of analyses.
"A defect is any flaw in the specification, design, or
implementationof a product."l Suchflaws causemanagers
to lose control by reducing their ability to predict when
development or maintenance will be completed. Thus, we
encounter another human trait: people like to be in control
of a situation. The opportunity, then, is for software developers and managers to record sufficient defect data
while analyzing and resolving defects to understand and
remove the causesof those defects.
Defect Perspectives
Fig. 1 illustrates three views of a defect. Each of these
views is characterizedby its own terminology and focus.
When users of a product have a problem, they know that
they can't get their job done becausethe software product
isn't performing the way they expect it to, The level of
their concernreflectshow much their businessis impacted,
and terms like critical or serious mean that they stand to
lose substantial time and/or money if something isn't done
soon.
On the other hand, individuals responsible for communicating defect information and status to and from customers refer to which component is at fault, whether a
patch exists, and when a permanent fix can be expected'
They must extract enough detail from customersto discover
workarounds and to provide maintainers enough information to seek a permanent fix.
The third perspectiveis that of the people responsible
for maintaining and enhancing software. They speak in
terms of what code was at fault, the priority associated
with correcting the defect, how difficult it will be to fix,
and when to expect the fix.

If we draw an analogy to medicine, the patient describes
the problem in terms of what hurts and how much. The
nurse setting up the appointment must ask enough questions to tell the doctor enough to form preliminary conclusions and to determine how urgent it is for the doctor to
see the patient. The doctor must run tests to discover the
real cause of the ailment and must prescribe the correct
treatment to heal the patient.
Data Collection
The first step in treating software defects is data collection. Most organizations already gather much of the necessary data. What is proposed is a method to use the data for
a long-term quality improvement effort, not just to solve
the current problems.
For example, there is always justifiable pressure to fix
urgent problems. The goal is to maximize customer satisfaction (with an emphasison timeliness,in this case).In pursuit of that goal, data is collected to optimize the flow of
information from the customer about a defect (seeFig. 2).
Additional data is collected as engineersinvestigatethe
problem to provide information to the customer regarding
status and possible fixes. Once customer satisfaction is
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achieved and the customer has a workaround or permanent
fix for the problem, data collection should not stop.
If we want to learn from past mistakes to improve development or support practices, then a small additional
amount of time must be spent to collect additional data.
What are some of the questions that this long-term goal
prompts, and what data is needed to answer the questions?
Some of the more obvious questions are:
1. What development or maintenance process failed?
2. How often do such failures occur?
3. How expensive is it to fix such failures?
4. Which components are most subject to failure?
5. What process change will detect or eliminate these
failures?
Fig. 3 shows an example of the additional data needed
for the defect described in Fig. 2. The numbers in Fig. 3
are related to the questions above. Question 2 could only
be answered by analyzing the defect type information for
a number of similar defect fix reports.
Resistanceto data collection when defectsare being fixed
is natural, because there may be a backlog of defects and
strong schedule pressures.A common request is for additional automation aids to capture the information suggested
in Fig. 3, and until then, no data is collected. Such requests
sometimes miss the point, however, and fall into the trap
of what we'll call the "automation syndrome." In fact it is
unlikely that entry of such data into an automated system
would shorten the time involved on the part of the engineers reporting it. The problem with the automation syndrome is that it can prevent the collection of needed data
for years if simple solutions and firm management don't
prevail.
We need to ask what it costs fin time) to collect this
additional data. Let's take a typical product of 100 KNCSS
(thousands of noncomment source statements). We have
seen averagepostreleasedefect densities from less than 0.1
to as high as 1 or 2 defects per KNCSS in the first year after
release of a product. For the sake of calculations, let us
assume a very high value of 1 defect/KNCSS.For our product, then, we would expect 100 defects in the first year. If
we look at the data requested in Fig. 3, it seems likely that
it would take between five and ten minutes per defect to
provide the fix information requestedin Fig. 3. This means
that the total incremental engineering hours for our defectplagued 100-KNCSS product might vary from one to
slightly over two days (see Fig. a). Not a very large investment for such valuable data.

Suppose the product that you are going to perform postrelease analysis on is ten times as large, or that you want
to perform your analysis before product release (where we
typically see about ten times the number of defects as in
postrelease). Data collection time is always a sensitive
issue, so you should consider how to capture the information that you need while minimizing the data collection
time. This is done by collecting sufficient samples of defect
data to yield an effective distribution of causes. The total
will be adequate as long as the sample size is large enough
(probably 100 to 150 samples) and sufficiently random.
For example, you might restrict the capture of the additional data shown in Fig. 3 to just critical and serious defects, or turn selection into a game by rolling dice before
starting work on each defect.
The goal of the data collection scheme is to optimize the
amount and quality of information and to minimize the
time (cost) spent by those supplying the information,
whether the collection method is manual or automated.
Data Validation
When you initiate the collection of a new set of data,
adjustments are needed in people's activities and existing
processes.It is particularly important at the start to include
procedures to ensure valid data.
A common cause of invalid data is different interpretations of definitions. These are somewhat alleviated by
proper training before collection begins, but all too often
we incorrectly assume that everyone will interpret instructions in the same way. For example, two different HP divisions reported that many defects labeled as coding defects
were really caused by changed requirements or design. The
incorrect labeling occurred becausethe defectswere discovered or fixed during the coding phase.
It is desirable to reinforce initial collection of defect information with subsequent interviews. These should be
initiated by the project manager or a representative to ensure that the data is accurate and to emphasize the importance of accuracy to the engineers reporting the data. These
checks should examine a large cross section of the data in
depth. Once this is accomplished, spot checks are probably
all that are needed to maintain the flow of sood data.

DataAnalysis
In the previous

sections, the focus was on collection

Fixed by: Lynn Smith
Date fixed: 9/19/84

Submitter:
BruceDavis

DateSubmitted:
8i22i84

Company Name: Hewlett-Packard
Support Engineer:John Michaels
Computer/SystemModel: 3000/930
DefectiveSoftware:MPE-XL
Severity(Critical,Serious,
Medium,Low): Serious
Workaround?(Y/N):Y

Dept.: SEL
Support Office: Factory
ldenlificationNo.: 0-13-821844-7
FteleaseVersion: MIT X.86.06

@ EngineeringHours to Find and Fix: 66
O OefectOrigin: Design
@ Oefect Type: Data Definition
Category of Detect
(Missing,Unclear,Wrong, Changed,Other): Wrong

(easy/ditficutt)?:Difficutt

Tabte5
@ Modules Changed: Disc_to,
Other modules affected: tnterx

Symptoms:Systemcrasheswith aborl numberof 1072.This has
happenedtwiceinthe last week. At the time of the crash,
there was one user on the system, mgr. official. The job running
was newiobxl.
Fig.2.

Srmplified defect report
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@ How could detect have been found earlier:
Design walkthrough; more complele test coverage;
more timely data dictionary updates.
Fig.3. Defect fix rnformation. The numbers refer to the ot Fstions in the article.

valid data. The next step of the process is the analysis of
the data collected. Again, there is a danger that nothing
will happen, because many managers have never taken the
time to perform such an analysis. They believe that the
time involved will be too great. Perhaps this belief is as
unfounded as the one concerning the data collection time.
What are the steps involved in a typical analysis? The
following estimates assume that the analysis is begun with
100 one-page completed defect reports and is done manually.
1. Sort the data collection forms by defect origin. Count
the number in each group and total the number of engineering hours to fix the defects for each group. Arrange the
totals in descending order of total engineering hours (30
min).
2. Calculate the averagefix time for each of the totals from
step 1 (5 minl.
3. For the top two or three totals in step 1, count the defects
sorted by defect type and multiply by the appropriate average fix times. Limit the number of types to the largest
totals plus a single total for all others (15 min).
4. Add up the defects sorted by module changed. Limit
the number of choices to the five most frequent plus a
single total for all others (15 min).
5. Review the defect reports for ihe defects included in
the largest totals from steps 3 and 4, and summarize the
suggestions for how the defects could have been found
earlier [1 hour).
Following the procedure above, proiect managerswould
know several valuable facts after only about two hours
time. They would know what the most costly defects were,
when they occurred, where they occurred, and the most
likely stepsto take to prevent their occurrence in the fuiure.
But even two hours of a project manager's time is some-
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=
1'l' HoutDefect 8 1/3 Hours
"f I 1.'6 HourDetect = 16 2t3 Hours

Fig. 4. Samp/e calculattonof the cost of collectingdefect
cause data.
times difficult to find. Other useful alternatives that have
been successfully tried are to use engineers from a quality
or metrics organization or to hire a student from a local
university to perform the analysis.
A Model for Analyzing Defect Causes
Various reports have documented successful efforts to
analyze defects, their causes, and proposed solutions.2-11
But the terminology among them has differed considerably,
and the definitions could possibly mean different things
io different people. In the fall of 1986 the HP Software
Metrics Council addressed the definition of standard
categories of defect causes. Our goal was to provide standard terminology for defects that different HP projects and
labs could use to report, analyze, and focus efforts to eliminate defects and their causes.
Fortunateiy, the IEEE had a subcommittee working on a
standard for defect classification,l2 so it was possible to
start from their working documents. The IEEE definitions
covered all phasesof defect tracking in an extensive general
way. These will undoubtedly be of value to the people
supporting defect tracking systems. Unfortunately, the
IEEE document at that time was very long and too general
to be applied specificaliy to any proiect. As a result, the
metrics council extracted onlv the material related to defect
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causes and produced a metrics guideline that is easier to
use.13 Fig. 5 illustrates a model of defect sources taken
from the guideline, and the box on page 62 gives the definitions from the guideline.
The model is used by selecting one descriptor each from
origins, types, and modes for each defect report as it is
resolved. For example, a defect might be a design defect
where part of the user interface described in the internal
specification is missing. Another defect might be a coding
defect where some logic is wrong.

o

8 aoo
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o
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Weighting Factors:
300
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Design
Code
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3 200
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An Example
Let us look at a specific example using the model presented in Fig. 5. The data for this example is taken from a
detailed study of defect causes done at HP.11In the study,
defect data was gathered after testing began. Fig. 6 shows
the data sorted by the primary origins of defects.
It is desirable to focus attention on the causes of defects
that cost the most to fix. The net cost of any given classification is represented by the total defects for the classification times the average cost to fix those defects. This study
didn't accurately record the engineering times to fix the
defects, so we will use average times summarized from
several other studies to weight the defect origins.la In particular, the average engineering cost to fix coding defects
that are not found until testing is about 2.5 times the cost
of those found during coding. The factors for design and
specification defects that are not found until testing are
about 6.25 and'14.25,respectively. Fig. 7 shows the relative
costs to fix the defect population from Fig. 6 when the
weighting factors are applied. For the sake of this example,
the other origins are assumed to have a multiplier of one,
and we will normalize all fix times to assume that a coding
defect fixed during coding takes one hour. The weighting
factors then simply become engineering hours to fix the
various defect categories.
These two figures illustrate step 1 of the five-step procedure described earlier and the weighting factors in Fig. 7
represent step 2. The study from which this data was taken
only provided defect type data for coding and design defects. Therefore, we will perform step 3 of our procedure
with a breakdown of data for only coding and design. This
is shown in Fig. B. It suggeststhat efforts should be focused
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o
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Fig.7. Weighteddistibution of defect origtns.
on eliminating logic errors, computation errors, and process communication errors before final test.
These brief examples show how easy it is to apply the
analysis procedure to discover where changes with the
greatest impact can be made. They also show how incomplete data can force us to make assumptions that might
impact the accuracy of our conclusions. In this example
we didn't have complete data regarding specifications defects or data detailing engineering hours for all defects,
These are probably not serious drawbacks in this case, but
one must be certain to identify such uncertainties and their
potential effects every time an analysis is performed.
Here is an interesting note to conclude our example. The
use of weighting factors in the analysis above emphasized
working on eliminating causes of problems that cost the
most to resolve. The assumption was that we would institute process changes to eliminate the causes of those defects. An excellent source of these changes would be the
suggestions collected when defects are resolved. If the emphasis is to reduce the defect backlog as quickly as possible,
then the effort must be focused on those oroblems that are
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Fig. 8. Weighted distibution of defect types (coding
design defects only).

easiest to fix quickly. In that case, we would simply view
the data differently to Iearn the answer. We would look for
defect groups consisting of large numbers of defects that
can be resolved quickly (e.g., documentation or some types
of coding defects).
Justifying Change
Once you have collected the data necessary to understand which defects impact your operation and analyzed
the data to determine what your tactics should be, you
encounter the most difficult step. This step is to recommend and implement change based upon the discovered
facts. It is the most difficult because of another human
characteristic: resistance to change. There are many facets
to such resistance that span the entire implementation process. These are discussed in detail elsewhere,ts so this
paper will focus on the first step in the change process
only, that of initial justification of change. Recommendations for change take many forms, but most successful
changes are based upon a cost/benefit analysis built from
components such as those outlined in Fig. 9.
Most of the entries in the benefit column of an actual
table would be represented in measurable units based on
data already collected and analyzed using the techniques
described earlier. The remaining items would be estimates.
The entire table should be bound to a specific time period,
such as one year. A summary table can be constructed from
an appropriate subset of items, costs, and benefits given in
Fig. 9 that should be convincing by itself. For extra emphasis, it can be supplemented by benefits beyond a year
and by more-difficult-to-measure customer satisfaction
benefits and increased sales.

Estimatednumberof designdefects(averageol 8 defects/KNCSSTs)
i n 10 0 K N C S So f c o d e :
1 0 0 K N 6 S Sx

Average number of design def ects : 1B% of total def ects.
The second study evaluated various factors related to
design and code inspections.lt It found:
r Optimum number of inspectors : 4 to 5
I Ratio of preparation to inspection time > '1,.75
I Inspection rate : 300 to 400 lines of design text/hour
I Average number of defects found per inspection hour
Items

Costs

KNCSS

1 8 d e s i g nd e f e c t s . 1 4 4d e s i g n
delects
100 defects

x

Timecostto findthe designdelectsusinginspections
(assume55%
m i g hb
t ef o u n d ' " ) :
144 design
defectsx 0.55
-x
2.5 defectsfound/
i n s p e c t i ohno u r

4q
.engrneers

(1.75 preparation
+
1 Insoectron
hour)
1 inspectionhour

?92 .
=englneerlng
hours

Timeto find the same79 1144t 0.55)designdefectsduringtest (same
c o s tr a t i ou s e di n F i g .7 ' " ) :
392 design-.
^
find hours

6.25find/tixhourstn test
1 find/1,.,
h*. infts,gn

_ 2450engineering
=
holrs

N e ts a v i n g s :2 4 5 0e n g i n e e r i nhgo u r s- 3 9 2e n g i n e e r i nhgo u r s= 2 0 5 8
engineeringhoursto find defects
(a)

Items

Costs

Benefits

Training

48 engineering
hours

Start-upcosts

48 engineering
hours
0.5 month

findingtime

2058engineering
hours
2 to 4 months

Time to market

1 - 1 l 2t o 3 - 1 / 2m o n t h s

Florl

rnorl

rlafonr

(b)

Fig. 10. Resu/tsol using informationfrom several studies to
a) Analysisoftimes
design inspectlons.
showa justrficatronfor
to find design defects. b) Sample costlbenefit analysis ot
deslgn lnspections.

An Example
Let's build a case for change based on data from two
studies done at HP. The first study investigated the number
of engineering hours used to find and fix different defect
types primarily during implementation and test.16It found:

8 delects

: 2.5.
Fig. 10 shows the results of combining the information
from these two studies into a justification of design inspections for a 10O-KNCSSproject.
Note that neither costs nor benefits were specified for
the item management. For simplification we assume that
roughly the same management time will be needed to introduce the new concepts to a project team as would have
normally been needed to manage the additional engineering hours using the old techniques.
In summary, the introduction of design reviews seems
Benetits

Training

ClassCosts
ReducedTime Devotedto Projecl

FutureExpertise

Management

Increased Management Time

Reduced Manaqemenl Time

Engineering

Start-UpCosts

Beduced Defect-Finding Times
Beduced Defecl-Fix Times
Reduced Number of Defects
Beduced Number of Factory Engineers
Feduced Number of Field Engineers
Shorter Development and/or Build Cycles

uaprrartrxpenses

Purchased Hardware
Purchased Software

Time to Market

ProductAvailableSooner

Job Complexity

Less Experienced Engineers Required

Fig. 9. Faclorsto considerwhen
recommendtngchange and measunng progress.
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Defect Origins and Types
Enhancement.A change that could not possiblyhave been detected,or, if detected,would not have been corrected.
An enhancementis not a defect. Restraintmust be exercised
when a softwarechange is labeledas an enhancement.The use
of the term enhancementshould be restrictedto those cases
wherethe customer'sneedsand/orthe productscope havetruly
changed since the releaseof the product,therebycreatingnew
requirementsthat could not havebeen anticipatedin the original
developmenteffort.For example,the performanceof a software
product was competitiveupon release,but it needed to be improvedtwo years later to remaincompetitive.Such a change is
an enhancement.lf the oerformancewas not comoetitiveat the
originaltime of release,then any subsequentchangeto improve
performanceis considereda delect fix.
SpecificationDefect,A mistakein a specificationthat sets forth
the requirementsfor a systemor systemcomponent.Such mistakes can be in functionalrequrrements,performancerequirements, interface requirements,design requirements,development standards,etc.
r Requirementsor Specifications.The specificationsdo not
adequatelydescribe the needs of target users.Also includes
the effects of product strategy redirectionand nonexistent
product specifications.
I Functionality.
Problemswith the productfeatureset (e.9.,incorrector incompatibleleatures).Includescases wherefunctionalityis increasedto add marketvalue.
I Hardware,Software.and User Interface.Problemswith incorrect soecificationof how the oroductwill interactwith its environmentand/or users.
r FunctionalDescription.Incorrectdescriptionof whatthe product does.Generallydiscoveredduring requirementsor design
inspection.
Design Defect.A mistakein the design of a system or system
component.Such mistakescan be in systemor componentalgorithms,controllogic,data structures,data set use information,
input/outputformats,and interfacedescriptions.
r Hardware.Software.and User Interface.Problemswith incorrect designof howthe productwill interactwith its environment
and/or users. For example,incorrectuse ol libraries,design
does not implementrequirements,device capabilitiesoverlookedor unused,or design does not meet usabilitygoals.
r FunctionalDescription.Design does not effectivelyconvey
what the intendedmoduleor product should do. Generallya
defect found during design inspectionor during implementation (coding).
I Processor InterprocessCommunications.Problemswith the
interfacesand communicationsbetweenprocesseswithinthe
oroduct.
r Data Definition.Incorrectdesign of the data structuresto be
used in the module/oroduct.
r Module Design. Problemswith the control (logic) flow and
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executionwithin processes.
r Logic Description.Design is incorrect in conveyingthe intended algorithmor logic flow.Generallya defectfoundduring
designinspectionor implementation.
r ErrorChecking.Incorrecterror conditionchecking,
r Standards.Designdoes not adhereto locallyaccepteddesign
standards.
Code Defect.A mistakein entry of a computerprograminto the
symbolicform that can be accepted by a processor.
I Logic.Forgottencasesor steps,duplicatelogic,extremeconditions neglected,unnecessaryfunction,or misinterpretation
errors.
I ComputationProblems.Equationinsufficientor incorrect,precision loss, or sign conventiontault.
I DataHandlingProblems.Initializeddata incorrectly,accessed
or stored data incorrectly,scaling or units of data incorrect,
dimensioneddata incorrectly,or scope of data incorrect.
I Moduleinterface/lmplementation.
Problemsrelatedto thecalling of, parameterdefinition
of, and termination
of subprocesses. For instance,incorrectnumberof, or orderof, subroutine
arguments,ambiguousterminationvaluefor afunction,or data
types incorrect.
r Comments.Insufficient
or lncorrectcommenting.
r Standards.Code does not adhereto locallyaccepted coding
standard.
I Miscellaneous
(other):Thisclassification
shouldbe usedsparingly,and when it is used,the defectshouldbe verycarefully
and extensivelydescribed in associateddocumentation,
DocurnentationDefect.A mistakein any documentationrelated
to the product software,except in requirementsspecification
documents,designdocuments,or code listings.Mistakesin the
latter three are assumed to be specificationsdefects, design
defects,and coding defects, respectively.
Operator Defect:Any situationthat involvesthe operator'smisunderstandingof procedures,hittingthe wrong button,entering
the wrong input,etc. Does not necessarilyimplythat the product
is in error.
Environmental Support Defect, Defects that arise as a result of
the systemdevelopmentand/ortestingenvironment.
I Test Software.Problemsin softwareused to test the product
software'scapabilities.For example,anotherapplicationprogram, the operatingsystem,or simulationsoftware.
r Test Hardware.Problemswith the hardwareused to run the
test software,not the hardwareon which the productsoftware
runs.
r DevelopmentTools.Problemsthat are a resultof development
tools not behavingaccordingto specificatlonor in a predictable manner.
Other. This classificationshould be used sparingly,and when
it is used, the defect should be very carefullyand extensively
described in associateddocumentation.

to be very desirable. The benefits in this example totally
overwhelm the costs, so why aren't inspections more
widely used today? It gets back to the issue of resistance
to change. Remember that while this example is based on
real data, it is suspect since the data was measured by
someone else and is derived from several sources. When
you justify change, you must organize your arguments as
clearly and persuasively as possible, and you must be prepared to continue trying to persuade the people involved
until the change has occurred.
The example was selected to illustrate the process of
justifying change. The core of the justification was the data
recorded in previous studies of defects and the times taken
to resolve them. You can use such published data to help
guide your decisions, but ultimately you must also collect
enough data that is specific to your process or products to
,n" the problems you pursue are the most important
;i."11
Conclusion
Managers of software development cannot afford to continue producing and supporting products with the same
old techniques and processes.The field is changingrapidly,
and improvements in both quality and productivity are
necessary to remain competitive. The history of the application of software metrics includes the continuous application of basic scientific methods. We collect data and establish hypotheses for improvements. We take additional measurements to prove or disprove the hypotheses. And we
revise our hypotheses accordingly and start the process
again. The major problem of management without the use
of data is that the hypotheses can never be really validated
and institutionalized.
If we return to our medical analogy, it is like medical
doctors having to practice medicine without understanding
the human body through dissections and autopsies. For
over a thousand years before the fifteenth century, medical
doctors were prevented from dissecting human bodies because of fear and superstition. When the rules against dissections were eased, great progress occurred in a relatively
short time. We must experience a similar renaissance
period in software development. Perhaps it is time that our
schools began to teach "software autopsies."
The techniques described here for collecting, analyzing,
and presenting data are simple, yet effective means to improve software development. We saw that the collection
of a small amount of additional data can yield a large
payback in terms of useful information that fits into a standard framework for analysis. A five-step process for data
analysis was given that organizes this information to point
to areas and methods for improvement. And a framework
for justifying change to both management and engineers
suggests how changes are proposed initially and justified.
What remains is for managers to use these techniques as
quickly as possible to promote positive change.
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SoftwareDefectPreventionUsing
Mccabe'sComplexityMetric
HP'sWalthamDivisionhasstartedlo use thismethodology
and its associafed lools fo catch defect prone software
modules eaily and to assisf rn the testing process.
by William T. Ward

AND QUANI T IS POSSIBLE TO STUDY, MEASURE,
I TIFY many aspects of the software development process,
I and if sufficient data about good practices used in recently
released projects is available, real-time adjustments can be
made to ongoing projects to minimize past mistakes and
to leverage ideas from past successes.
HP's Waltham Division has maintained an extensive software quality metrics data base for products developed here
over the past three years. We have been able to use this
data base during project postmortem studies to provide
insight into the strengths and weaknesses of Waltham's
software development process.
Fig. 1 lists the basic software quality metrics for two
major Waltham Division products that have been released
within the past two years. Based on the extensive amount
of code, both of these products can be classified as largescale firmware projects. These projects had a short development time and a very low postrelease defect density. Since
these products are considered technical successes, it was
suggested that the software development data we had about
them could be studied to improve our understanding of
Waltham's software development process. This resulted in
a formal effort to examine the project data in more detail.
A substantial amount of software process data was
evaluated during the course of the study. This data represented each phase of the development process and ad-

1 . C o d es i z e( K N C S S - )

dressed both quality and productivity issues (e.g., defect
density and engineering hours). The results of the evaluation resulted in a set of recommendations that covered code
inspections, development tools, testing, and people and
process issues such as code reuse and code leveraging.
Since every issue could not be addressed at once, we
decided to find one area in the development process that
had the greatest need for improvement and would provide
the greatest return on our process improvement funds. We
wanted to select methodologies and tools that could be
used to improve the weak process area and could be easily
integrated into our development environment.

ProcesslmprovementArea
Fig. 2 shows the relative percentage of prerelease software defects based on the development phase where the
defect was inserted. The data shown here is from Prolect
B, but similar results were found for Project A. Initially we
were surprised by this data. It might be assumed, for instance, that defects are introduced into a product in equal
amounts throughout each phase of development, or that
the product design phase might be the most troublesome.
However, the data presented here accurately represents the
Waltham process, which of course may be different from
other environments.
Since 60% of the total prerelease defects were introduced
into the product during the implementation phase, it was
obvious that any improvement in this phase would yield
the greatest benefit. During the implementation phase the
activities that occur include coding, inspections, debug-

2. Numberol prerelease
defects requiringfix
3. Prereleasedefect density
(detects/KNCSS)

Design 28.2"/.(35)

4. Calendarmonths for
prerelease QA

Other 4.0% (5)

5. Total prerelease QA
test hours

Specification 2.47" (31
Optimization2.41" (3)
R e p a i r1 . 6 % ( 2 )

6. Numberof postrelease
detects reported after one year
7, Postreleasedefecl density
(defects/KNCSS)
8. Calendarmonths from
investigationcheckpoint
to release
-XflCSS, Thousandsof lines of non*r.*G*a"

lmplementation61.3% (76)

ataf".*t".

Fig. 1. Basic software quality metrics for two HP Waltham
Divisionproducts.
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Fig,2. Summary of defects by phase for project B

ging, and all testing.
Finding a Methodology
Closer investigation of our metrics data base revealed
that some modules were more defect-prone than others.
These troublesome modules consumed a great deal of time
and effort during the implementation phase. Therefore, we
needed a method to identify these modules early so that
we could take the appropriate corrective measures, such
as more intensive code inspections.
After examining the current software engineering literaturel'z'3 and further scrutinizing of our project data, we
found McCabe's cyclomatic complexity metric and its associated methodologies best suited our needs. This metric
provided us with a measure for detecting error-prone modules and a methodology that fit right into our development
process. The McCabe metric is a number that represents
the complexity of a module. It is based on the number of
decision statements in the module. It has been found that
if the complexity measure of a module exceeds 10 the
chance of that module being error-prone also increases.
See the article on page 66 for more details.
Fig. 3 shows some of the project data we used to help
us evaluate the utility o{ the McCabe metric. This graph
shows a comparison between prerelease defect density and
the complexity metric for programs belonging to project B
(similar results were found for project A). Each program
in Fig. 3 is a collection of many small modules and the
complexity value shown is the sum of the complexity measures for all of the modules in a particular program. From
this data we were able to compute a 0.8 (or 64%) statistical
correlation between complexity and defect density.
Methodology and Tools
The McCabe metric has been around for a while and its
correlation between the metric and defect-prone modules
has been validated in the literature.''u'u We found the following additional issues during our investigation of the
McCabe metric and its associated methodology.
I The algorithm for calculating the McCabe metric for each
module is very simple and the process for gathering the

data to compute the metric can be automated.
r The McCabe metric is expressed as a unitless number.
Industry experience suggests that a complexity measure
in the range of t to 10 per code module is optimal for
producing quality code. In fact, some organizations place
a limit of 10 on all modules.
r The McCabe metric can play an important role in the
module testing process. A methodology has been developed that allows determination of test paths and test
casesusing the complexity metric and the accompanying
program flow graphs.
r The cyclomatic complexity of a code module can be
presented graphically as well as numerically, and there
are tools for plotting representations of modules as cyclomatic flow graphs.
lmplementing Process lmprovements
The primary goal of this effort was to find a methodology
that would help reduce the number of defects introduced
into a product during the implementation phase of development. Once a methodology was found, our next goal was
to integrate it into the real, heavily loaded, often skeptical
R&D environment. We have successfully incorporated the
McCabe methodology into our software development process by using it in early recognition of code quality, testing,
t"rn""rtons, and the software quality engineering pro::3;
Recogition of Code Quality. As mentioned previously, the
cyclomatic complexity of a module can be represented
either numerically or graphically. As an example, consider
Fig. a. This diagram is the flow graph of a module written
in C, which is part of a current development project at
Waltham. This module has a cyclomatic complexity value
of seven, which indicates a well-constructed module that
may have a low defect density, or possibly no defects at
all. The flow graph has been constructed using specific
shapes to represent various programming structures. For
instance, in this example lF statements are shown as
branches and WHILE statements are shown as loops. The
complete syntax of a language such as C can be illustrated
in this manner. The numbers on the flow graph correspond

I r:l Defects/100KNCSS
f

l Mccabe's Complexity

TReusedcode

Fig. 3. Comparisonof defect denslfies and McCabe's complexity
for programs in project B. The
McCabe complexity value is the
summation of all the complexities
for the modules in a particularprogram. Reused code is code that
is used withno changes,and leveraged code is modified reused
code.
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The Cyclomatic Complexity Metric
The quantificationof program complexity is related to the
numberof decisions(changesin control)in the program.This
is opposedto the viewpointthat complexitycan be quantified
programpaths.
fromprogramsizeor the numberof independent
Programsizeis misleadingbecausea largeprogrammay have
very few decisionstatements.For example,a 2-KNCSSprogram
may haveonly one or two decisionsimplyingone or two paths,
whereasa 50-lineprogramwith25 itthen statementsin sequence
couldgenerate33.5millionpaths.Basingcodecomplexity
strictly
on the numberof pathsis alsomisleadingbecausethe number
of paths can be infinitefor programsthat have loops.
To providea metricthat indicatesa meaningfulset of program
paths, the cyclomatic complexity metric quantifies a basrc
numberof paths that have the followingproperties:
r They visit every node (programstatement)in a graph of the
program,and they visiteveryedge (changeof control)in the
graph.
r Whentakentogetherthe basic pathscan generateall possible
pathsin the program.
To develop these concepts, a definitionand theorem are
neededfrom graph theory.
Definition
1. The cyclomaticnumberv(G)of a graph G with n
nodes,e edges,and 1 connectedcomponentis:
v(G):e-n+1
A connectedcomponentis a code module (functionor procedure) from start to end.

Theorem1. In a stronglyconnectedgraph G, the cyclomatic
numberis equalto the maximumnumberof linearlyindependent
paths.
To apply this theory a program must be representedas a
directedgraph in which a node representsa sequentialblock
of code,and an edge correspondsto a branch(transfer
of control)betweennodes (see Fig. 1). lt is assumedthat each node
is enteredat the beginningand exitsonly at the end
The programflowgraph in Fig. t has sevenblocks(a through
g), entryand exit nodesa and g, and ten edges.To apply the
theoremthe graph must be stronglyconnected,which means
that,grventhe two nodesa and b, thereexistsa path from a to
b and a pathfromb to a. To satisfythis,we associate
an additional
edge with the graph that branchesfrom the exit node g to the
entrynode a as shownin Fig. 1b. Theorem1 now applies,and
- ' i7s +
itstatesthatthemaximalnumberofstatesinG
1 11 : 5 .
The implicationis that there is a basic set of five independent
pathsthat whentaken in comblnationwlll generateall paths.The
five sets of paths for G' are:
bl : abcg
b2 . a(bc)'29 { (bc)'2 meansiterateloop bc twice }
b3 : abefg
b4 : adefg
b5 : adfg
lf any arbitrarypath is chosen,it shouldbe equalto a linear
combinationof the basis paths b1 to b5. For example,the path
abcbefg is equal to b2 + b3 - b1, and path a(bc)-39equals
2.b2 b1.
The generalform of the complexitymetric for a module is
v(G) : e - n + 2. The association
of an additionaledge from
exit to entryfor each moduleis implicit.Therefore,
we have:
v ( G ): ( e + 1 )

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. a) Programflow graph for a program with seven nodes
(blocks of code) and ten edges (branches). b) Samecontrol
graph with added edge to satisfy the reguirement that the
graph must be strongly connected.
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n + 1 : e - n + 2

Applications of v(G)
The cyclomaticcomplexitymetrichas applications
in the folrowrngareas:
I The cyclomaticnumberhas often been used in limitingthe
complexityof modulesin a softwareproject.Experienceand
empiricaldatal have suggestedthat there is a step function
in defect density above a complexityof 10. Therefore,it is
good practiceto limitthe complexityof each softwaremodule
to 10.Theoneexceptionto thisruleis a casestatement,
which
paths.Thisstruccontainsan arbitrarynumberof independent
ture can have a high cyclomaticcomplexityand have a low
defect density.
I Thecyclomaticnumbercan be usedas a predictorof deiects.
Various projectshave correlatedcyclomaticcomplexityand
defect densityand have reportedcorrelationsof 0.8 as in the
accompanyingpaperto 9.6.2
I The cyclomaticnumberand the accompanying
programcontrolf lowgraphcan be usedto identifytestcases.Thecyclomatic numbercorrespondsto the numberof test pathsand the
test paths correspondto the basic paths derived from the
controlflow graph.Withthis information,
test conditions(test
cases)can be generatedfor a program.This entireprocess
can be automatedwith a languagedependentpreprocessor.
The followingexample illustratesthe derivationof test paths
and test cases using the cyclomaticnumber and the control

grapn.
The followingprocedure in C solves the well-knowntriangle
graph problem,which takesthree integersand determineswhat
type of trianglethey represent.

Node numbers
in Fig.2
0
1
1
1

main0 {
int

al

o,

scanf ("o/od%d%d" &a,&b,&c);
ll(a>:b+c)
printf("no triangleM");
4
7
etse
7
if(b>=a+c)
printf( "no triangle\n");
8
10
else
'10
if(c>=a+b)
printf("no triangle\n");
1l
13
else
IJ
if(a:b)
14
if(b:c)
") ;
printf("equilateral\n
15
1B
erse
printf("isosceles\n");
16,18
19
else
19
if(a:c)
") ;
printf("isosceles\n
20
zz
else
za
il(b:c)
") ;
printf("isosceles\n
23
25
else
25,24,21,17,12,9,6,5printf("scalene\n");
5,6
)
z

This programhas 32 edges and 26 nodes giving a complexity
of eight (see Fig. 2). This means there are eight test paths for
this program.The followinglist showsthe firstfive test pathsand
the test conditionsfor each Dath.
TestPath

Node

TestConditions

o1 23456

3

(a>=b+c)+TRUE

012378956

3
7

(a>:b+c)+P4155
(b >= a + c) + lfl[Jf

to actualC sourcestatements.This representationprovides
a useful referencebetween the flow graph and the code.
Fig. 5 is a similar diagram for another C code module
from the same development proiect. Note here that the
cyclomatic complexity is 36, and that the flow graph for
the code is more complex. Since this module's complexity
metric exceedsthe optimal value of 10 it is likely that this
module will be error-prone.In addition, Fig. 5 provides
visual evidence that a complex module may be hard to
understand,test, and maintain.
Our experienceat Waltham indicates that the graphical
representationof codecomplexity is a very effectivevehicle
for focusing lab-wide attention on code quality. The visual

Fig.2. Program flow graph for the triangle graph problem.
3.012371011 12956

3
7
10

(a>=b+c)+FALSE
(b>:a+c)-FALSE
(c>=a+b)+TRUE

4 . 0 1 2 3 7 1 0 1 3 1 9 2 0 2 11 7
12956

3
7
10
19

(a>:b+c)+FALSE
(b>=a+c)+FALSE
(c>:a+b)+FALSE
(a=b)+FALSE
(a:6)+lflUf

3
7
10
13
19

(a>:b+c)+FALSE
(b>:a+c)+FALSE
(c>:a+b)+FALSE
(a=b)+TRUE
(a:c)+FALSE

IJ

5. 01237101314181617
1 2 1 56

Thesymbol+ indicates
thattheconditions
in parenthesis
mustbe set
to TRUEor FALSE.
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impact of an image of tangled code appearsto attractmore
interest than mere correlation of numbers.Therefore,current projectsare actively using cyclomaticflow graphsduring the coding processto focus engineeringand management attention on code quality.
Testing Process.The test casegeneration capability of the
McCabemethodologyhas been very useful in establishing
rigorous module testing procedures.The cyclomatic complexity values have been used as an indicator of which
modules should be subjectedto the most active scrutiny
by the test group. Modules with abnormally high complexity values are selectedas candidatesfor the most extensive
test activities.
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Cyclomatic 36
Cyclomatic 7

Edges
'Loop Exits

1

to4

Fig,4. Theprogramflowgraphfora modulewitha cyclomatic
complexityof 7.
Code Inspections. Recent studies have suggestedthat one
of the most effective techniques for software defect prevenThe
tion and detectionis the use of formal inspections.T'8
complexity data and the flow graphs can be used to help
evaluatevarious code paths during an inspection, and to
help determinewhich modules should be given an inspection.
The Software Quality Engineering Process.The software
quality engineering (SQE) group at Waltham has been actively promoting the use of McCabe's technology within
the lab. Specifically, the SQEgroup is working with current
projects so that all code is subjectedto calculation of the
cyclomatic complexity of each module. This processhas
been establishedas part of our software product release
criteria. In addition, the SQE group has purchased and
maintains a tool* that computescomplexity and generates
program flow graphs. As each project completes major
blocks of code, the SQE group generatesthe flow graphs
for that codeand then providesfeedbackto projectmanagement and team members.
Conclusion
The McCabe methodology and toolset have been integrated into the Waltham software development process
over the past year. This processhas been accomplished
with no disruption to cunent lab projects and has resulted
in the following successes:
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Fig.5. Theprogramflowgraphfora modulewitha cyclomatic
complexityof 36. Thehigh complexityvalueand the visual
presentationindicatesthat this moduleis error-proneand
verylikelyhard to maintain.
r Automatic identification of potentially faulty software
before actual testing is started
! Automatic identification of code modules that could benefit from code inspections
I Automatic generationof test case data for all software
modules
r Well-defined coding standardsacceptedthroughout the
lab
I Effective code defect prevention strategiesbasedon restructuring of overly complex code.
Each of these successeshas contributed to the overall
success of the software defect prevention program presently underway at the Waltham lab. By identifying and
correcting software code defects very early in the coding
phase of product development,the McCabe methodology
and toolset continue to have a major impact on our efforts
to improve the productivity of the Waltham development
processand the quality of the resultant products.

'ACT@ (Analysisof ComplexityTool), a product ol N,4ccabeand Associates.
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Object-Oriented
Unit Testing
HP'sWaltham
Divisionhastakena firsfstepin applyingnew
andtraditional
unittesfrngconcepfstoasoftwareproduct
implementedin an object-oriented
language.
by Steven P. Fiedler
LTHOUGH OBIECT-ORIENTEDENVIRONMENTS
are being used more frequently in software development, little has been published that addressesobject-oriented testing. This article describes the processes
and experiences of doing unit testing on modules developed with an object-oriented language. The language is
C + + 1 and the modules are for a clinical information system. Becausethe system must acquire real-time data from
other devices over a bedside local area network and the
user requires instant information access,extensions were
made to the language to include exception handling and
process concurrency. We call this enhanced version Extended C+ +. Test routines were developedand executed
in an environment similar to that used in development of
the product. This consistsof an HP g000 Series300 HP-UX
6.01 system.
Unit Testing
Unit testing is the first formal test activity performed in
the software life cycle and it occurs during the implementation phase after each software unit is finished. A software
unit can be one module, a group of modules,or a subsystem,
and depending on the architecture of the system, it is generally part of a larger system. Unit tests are typically designed to test software units, and they form the foundation
upon which the systemtestsare built. Sincesoftwareunits
and unit tests are fundamental entities, unit testing is critical to ensuring the final quality of the completed system.
The unit testing processinvolves test design, construction, and execution. The test design activity results in a
test plan. Becausethe primary intent of unit testing is to
find discrepanciesbetween unit specifications and the
coded implementation,2the unit specification is the primary referencefor the test plan. Test construction involves

building the test casesbased on the test plan, and test
execution involves performing the tests and evaluating the
results.
Both structural (white box) testing and functional (black
box) testingtechniquesareused in unit testing.Sincestructural testing requires intimate knowledge of the design and
construction of the software, unit testing requires intense
developerinvolvement in the process.

Obiect
lnstan.ce
oblr

Message
J/

obix.move-ifem(xn6w,ynow)

(a)

@

r
II
(b)

l
Unlt
Fig. 1. (a) Object instance oblx being sent the message
move_ilem(xnew,ynew)
lo invoke the method to move a graph|
cal item from one location to another.(b) Thesame operation
berng processed in a procedural language environment.
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Obiects

Class:Slfing

An object is the fundamental building block in an objectoriented environment and it is used to model some entity
in an application. For'example, in an office automation
system, objects might include mail messages, documents,
and spreadsheets. An object is composed of data and
methods. The data constitutes the information in the object,
and the methods, which are analogous to procedures and
functions in non-object-oriented languages, manipulate the
data. In most applications, there are many objects of the
same kind or class (e.g.,many mail messages,devices, etc.).
C + + defines the data and methods for these similar objects
in a data type called a c.lass.Each obiect in an obiectoriented language is an instance of a particular class. Also
in C + + , a data item is referred to as a member and the

DerivedClassi Sequence<char>

methods, member functions.
One of the main differences between obiect-oriented and
procedural languages (non-object-oriented languages) is in
the handling of data. In a procedural language environment
such as Pascal, C, or Fortran, system design is based on
the data structures in the system, and operations are performed on data passed to procedures and functions. The
primary data items are typically global and accessible to
all the modules in the system. In an object-oriented environment, the object's internal data structures and current
values are accessible only to the methods within the object.
The methods within an obiect are activated through messages passed from other objects. The messagesindicate the
method to be activated and any parameters required.
Fig. 1 illustrates these diferences in architecture between
object-oriented systems and procedural-language-based
systems. In Fig. 1a, to move a graphical item (objx) from
one location to another, the message move-item(xnew,ynew)
is sent to the object instance objxto perform the operation.
The current location and geometric characteristics of the
item are contained in the data structures of oblx. The
methods in objxwill handle the transformation and translation of the item to a new location. Fig. 1b depicts the same
operation in a procedural language environment. The
graphical items's data structure and current values are kept
in a global data structure which is accessible to all the
modules in the system.

Objectsand Unit Testing
The issuesrelatedto obiectsand unit testinginclude:
r When should testing begin? In a procedural language
environment, a complete unit may not exist until several
functions or procedures are implemented. In an objectoriented environment, once a class has been defined and
coded, it can be considered a complete unit and ready
for use by other modules in the system. This means that

lncludeFile i #include"include/generlc/Slilng.h'
Role

sequence0l characlersts
: Stringmay be usedwhenevera general.purpose
characterslings of any size.
requi.ed.lt can be usedto storeand manipuiale

AbslraclInvarianls:(statemenls
aboutthe propeilesof a classlhat helpto explainils
oenavorJ,
1. ThecharactersinStringareterminatedbyanullcharacler.Thlsnullisnolaccesslble
lo lhe user.
2. Length:(lnl,0 <= Lenglh)numberof characlersin Stringnot includingthe nu I
lerminalor.
3. Fifstlndexi(int)indexot the lirsl characterin the characlerportionof String.
4. Lasllndex:(int)indexoi the lasl characterin lhe characlerponionol Stfing.
PublicFunctions: Slrlng -Slring Append Delelesring
== l=
LowercasePrint
[ +
AddF[st Capacity Empty Flush Size Slofe
InheritedFunclions:
PublicFunctionSpecilications:
Slring

0
(String)
Felurns
(s = String0)
Conslructor
with Length=0and characterstring
Slringis constructed
podionset to null.

-String
Relums
Desiruclor

0
0

lf lhe characterportionof Sling is not nul, Deletestrlng.is
calledto ffee the allocatedheaparea.
Append
Returns

(constStrings1)
void

Appendss1 lo chafactersin Strlngthis.Length= this.Length+
sl.Length
Deletesting
Betums
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(constintStartlnder,
constint Nchars)
void
(lnvalidNumberofchars,
InvalidSlarllnder)
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Lowercase
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0
void
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0
void

of String.
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Operalor[
Belurns
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char
(lnvalidlndex,
Emplystring)
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of Slfing.ll index
> this.Lasllndex
then lnvalidlndex
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Relurns

(consiStrings1)
String

Thisiunciionhasthe samebehavioras String:iAppend
Operalor=
Fleturns

(constSlrings1)
void

Assignsthe valueol s'l to lhis Slring.
Operalor= =
Reluns

(conslStrings1)
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ii this.Size= s1.Sizeandeachcharacierin Sling is matched
RelurnsTRUE
by the corespondingcharacterin s1, olheMiseil retumsFALSE.
Operalorl=

(constStrings1)

in Slringis not
RetumsTRUE
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matchedby the corresponding
characterin s1, otheMiseit relurnsFALSE

Fig.2. An example of parameterizationin extended C+ +.
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Fig. 3. C/ass specification for the c/ass string.

unit testing must be considered much earlier in an objectoriented environment,
I What testing techniques should be used? Since the
paradigm of object-oriented programming emphasizes
the external behavior of data abstractionsrather than the
internals, one would expect to employ only black box,
functional testing techniques. However, a more robust
testing structure employing complete path testing is actually needed.
I What should be tested?In an ideal situation, the answer
to this question would be that all classesshould be completely path tested, particularly for critical application
systems. However, the resources required to meet this
goal may be substantial and, in working towards it, tradeoffs are likely to be made. Nonetheless,refinements can
be added to the testing processthat simplify labor intensive phases and improve chances that a minimal set of
tests will be executed.
r Who should do unit testing? To answer this question,
we need to consider what is being tested and the expertise required of the tester. Rememberthat units are typically modules that eventually become part of a larger
system and only the developers know the detailed internals of the units they are responsible for building. As a
result, an independent tester or a developer who is not
involved in the design and generationof code for a specific class may find it difficult to perform adequatetesting on that class.For example, a developermay design
a data base class which is intended to make it easierfor
a user to perform transactionsin a database.The methods
within the data baseclass are responsible for performing
the data baseinterface tasks. An independent tester who
is unfamiliar with the way in which these low-level functions work would certainly be ineffective in testing the
internals of this class.
In the clinical information system, knowledge of Extended C+ + was sufficient to become an effective tester
for certain classesin the system. This was because of the
formulation of generic classes.A generic class in the clinical information system is a class that provides general
functionality. It can be considered an extension of the language's built-in data types that fills a utilitarian purpose

for other components of the system. Strings and linked
lists are examples of objects that provide such universal
functionality.
To build on this generic concept, parameterizedtype
classeswere introduced.3 Parameterization permits a general definition of a class to be extended to create a family
of type-safe classes, all with the same abstract behavior.
For example, suppose we design a class called Arraywhich
contains pointers to some object. Through parameterization, we can extend this class definition to create arrays
that point to characters, auays that point to strings, or
arrays that point to any other type of object (Fig. 2J. The
testing of a parameterized type class can provide a high
level of reliability for a growing family of similar classes.
From the experience gained in testing generic classes,we
have developed an approach to the testing of other C+ +
classes.
Test Process
The tasks associatedwith the testing process for objects
are the sameasfor regular unit testing: design,construction,
and test execution.
Design. During the design phase, the tester determines the
test approach,what needs and does not need to be tested,
the test cases,and the required test resources.The inputs
required to conduct the design phasefor objectsinclude:
I The header and sourcefiles of the targetclass(the class
being tested), and a well-defined specification of the
class.nAn example of a class specificationis shown in
Fig. 3.
r An analysis of the effects of inheritance on the target
class.When a classuses anotherclassas a baseto build
additional functionality, it is said to be derived from
that class and consequently inherits data and methods
from the base(parent)class.If the targetclassis derived,
we want to know if the base class has been thoroughly
tested.Provided that the functionality of the baseclass
has been proven, any member function of the target test
class that leverages directly from a base class member
function will require minimal testing. For example, the
specification in Fig. 3 shows that Stringis derived from
The functions that
a parameterizedclasscalled Sequence.
(AddFirst,
etc.) require
Capacity,
Stringinherits from Sequence

Path Test Cases:
1. stringcontains no characlers.
2. Stringcontains only lowercasecharacters.
3. stringcontains both uppercaseand lowercasecharacters
Flg.4,

Path lest cases for the function Lowercase.

Fig. 5. Dependencies for c/ass string.
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only a basic functionality test.
r The cyclomatic complexity metrics of the individual
member functions belonging to the target class. The complexity measure and its accompanying testing methodology play a key role in the implementation of this test
strategy. Through their use, we can ensure that all the
independent paths in the target member functions are
tested. Fig. 4 shows an example of path test cases for
the member function Lowercase.
In our project, the predicate method6 of calculating cyclomatic complexity has
been built into the Extended C* * parser.
r A hierarchy or structure list which shows member function dependencies. In simple terms, what member functions call what other member functions of this class?
Private member functions, which are not accessible to
the end user directly, should also be included in this
list. For example, in Fig. 5, the function operator *
performs its task by invoking the Appendfunction, which
indicates that Appendshould be tested first.
I The signals or exceptions that are raised (not propagated)
by each function. Extended C+ + includes linguistic
support of exception handling,T which permits a special
kind of transfer of control for processing unusual but
not necessarily erroneous conditions. These signals
should not be confused with HP-UX operating system
signals. Signals are defined for the various member functions in a class specification. For example, the specification for Stringindicates that the member function DeleteStringraises a signal called lnvalidStartlndex
if the Startlndex
parameter passed to the member function is not valid.
The last step of the design phase is to determine the
approach to use to verify the test results. There are a number
of options in this area. One approach is to print out the
expected results for a test case and the actual results generated by the target class test to two different files. At the
end of the test, the two files can be compared using the
standard UNIX@ tool difi (see Fig. 6). A second option for
results verification uses similar ideas, but may require less
actual programming time. An expected results file can be
constructed by hand and the file can be used for comparison
with actual target class output. If these two approaches
prove impractical because of the behavior of the class being
tested, a third alternative might be to include the expected
UNIX s a registeredtrademarkof AT&Tin the U.S.A.and othercountries.

observations in a test plan using the class specification as
a basis for deriving these observations.
Fig. 7 shows an excerpt from the test plan for the class
String. A test plan is the culmination of the test design
process, and in addition to guiding test activities, it is an
excellent respository of information regarding what was
done to test an object.
Construction and Execution. The strategy for developing
test cases for execution is to determine all the paths in a
module that require test coverage, and then to create test
cases based on the class specification (black box approach)
and certain features in the code (white box approach). The
white box strategy is based on the structured testing
methodology resulting from McCabe's work (see article on
page 64 for a discussion of the use of the McCabe complexity metric in our division). In this methodology, test casesare
created to execute each decision path in the code. In the
clinical information system, except for paths that contained
code for exception handling, test cases were written to
ensure complete path coverage of each member function.
Exception handling situations were dealt with separately
because they disrupt the normal control flow of a program.
Based on the class specification and source code, test cases
designed to ensure path coverage were derived using the
other well-understood methodologies of equivalence partitioning and boundary-value analysis.z
In creating test casesfor valid equivalence classes,realistic input values for the member functions were preferred
over those that lacked relevance from an application
standpoint. For example, if the primary use for our sample
String class is to hold a single line of information on an
electronic index card, we might expect it to hold, on average, 12 to 50 characters. Our test case would be to create

Test Planfor Class:String
Date& Revision:87/08/12
Rev.1.9
Source:#include"include/generic/String.h"
Linkiload: EC $1.0 'lGC -lofte -leorte-o $1
Test ltems:Stringis the only item undertest. Stringis derivedhom Sequence<chaf>.
Featuresto be Tesled:All of the functionsand operatorsot the classare tesled.
Featuresnot to be Tesled:No lunclionsol this classwill go unlested.
Approachto Tesling:Alter one or moreStringmemberfunclionsare called,the String::Prini
memberlunctionis usedto veify the successolthelunclions.St.ing::P.inl
usescout<<form.
Anolherdaia struclurelhat emulatesthe operalionbeing perlormedon the Stringis also
constructed.lt, too, is outpul and lhe resultsol the Stringand emulatorare compared.At
times,Stringmay also acl as an emulatorit ihe neededfuctionshave been tested.
Pass/FailVeificalion:The resultsof eact! Slringlesl are comparedto the resultsfrom the
emulalor,usingthe HP-UXditf comand.No dillerencesshouldbe detecled.

Actual |

| Messages

Tesl Environmenl:
No workstationinteractionis requiredfor lhese tesls.Tests run on
HP-UX6.01, HP 9000 Model350.
Tesl Descriplion:
The lollowingtests veritylhe operationol String.
StrTesto.c.This modulelests the following:
r Appendwith char'parameter
r PrinlwrthSlringemptyand with StringNoTempty
StrTesl1.c.This moduletestsall ol the Stringconstructors
usingthe heapand stack-based
vanaDtes.

Fig.6, Data flow diagram for creating verification files and
performing the result comparisons.
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Fig.7. Portion of the test plan for lhe c/ass String
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a string of 40 characters rather than 140.
Boundary-value analysis dictates that tests be built that
create objects of extremes. Instances of null strings
(size : 0) should respond as any non-null string would
unless the specification states otherwise. Clearly, a null
string appended with the value abc should yield the same
result as the string abc appended with a null value. At the
other extreme, tests should exist to stress objects (usually
in size) beyond all expectations of normal use. For example,
in HP-UX, main memory is managed in pages of +090 bytes.
Therefore, it should be valid to create a string that holds
4097 characters.
Tests to invoke exception handling capabilities were also
included in class test suites. Boundary-value conditions
were used to invoke these facilities. For example, if an
exception is encountered when we index beyond the legal
boundary of a string, the test case invokes the exception
by trying to access the character just past the end of the
string, not ninety-nine characters past it. Special care must
be taken in coding exception test cases, because if a signal
raised by a member function is not handled correctly, an
aborted test program may result.
There are other areas for test cases that do not show up
using the structured technique. For example, the effects of
implicitly and explicitly invoking a class's constructor and
destructor' functions should be examined for consistency.
Initialization and casting operations should also be tested.
In addition, defects have been discovered by applying associativity rules to member functions. That is, if string s1
is null, and string s2 is not null, st > sz should yield the
same results as s2 < st.In addition, the use of the object
itself as a member function input parameter proved valuable in uncovering subtle implementation errors. For instance, given sl is a string, the test sl.Append(s1)
becomes a
legitimate and creative way of triggering certain test conditions. Much of this type of testing can be integrated into
standard testing without creation of separate tests.

Results
The methodology presented here was applied to testing
several generic classes after the development group had
completed their testing using black box testing techniques.
The results show the shortcomings of strict black box testing. Even though development group testing was extensive
and appeared to be thorough, defects were still uncovered.
tln C + + a constructor
for class
and a destructorperformthe initialization
and termination
objects,respectively

Defects were found in each of the generic classes tested.
The number of defects found seemed to be related to the
composite (total) complexity of all of the class member
functions and more directly to the number of noncomment
source statements (NCSS) contained in the source and include files. The general relationship of complexity to defects is shown in Fig. Ba, and the correlation between defects and the NCSS of each class is shown in Fig. 8b. Each
point represents a generic class. On average, a defect was
uncovered for every 1 50 lines of code, and correspondingly,
the mean defect density exceeded 5.1 per 1000 lines. Only
the code contained in the source and include files for each
class was counted for this metric. Code from inherited functions was not considered. These defect rates pertain to a
small set of actual product code produced during the early
stages of development. Another interesting relaticnship
was observed when the NCSS values of source and test
code were compared (see Fig. 9).

Conclusion
There is a cost associated with class testing. A significant
investment of time is required to perform the testing proposed here. Assuming testers are already competent with
the object-oriented environment, they must acquire familiarity with McCabe's complexity concepts as well as a basic
understanding of the class being tested. Because testing so
far has taken place concurrently with development, time
estimates for the testing phase have been somewhat incon-
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Class Name
Slring
Bytestring
Array<'T>
Stack
Bag
Set
IntvlTime

Numberol
Test
Composite Development MemberFunctions
Complexity
Hours
Public Private I Inline
112
40
36
2
11
114
36.25
37
2
13
t44
45
42
13
11
q
2S
23
0
17
r10
29
28
14
13
36
6
28
1
22
27
0
17
0
9

Detects
4
3

7
1
1
0
0

sistent and do not yet suggestany clear conclusions.Fig.
1.0summarizesthe metricswe have collectedthus far. (The
classesare listed in the order they were tested).
In the object-orientedenvironment,objectsand their definitions, rather than procedures,occupy the lowest level
of programspecification.Therefore,it is necessaryto focus
on them when implementing a thorough test methodology.
Practicesusedin testingtraditional proceduralsystemscan
be integrated in the approach to object-orientedtesting.
The main differencewe havefound so far is that eachobject
must be treatedas a unit, which meansthat unit testing in
an object-orientedenvironment must begin earlier in the
life cycle.Through continued collection of the classmetrics
and test results,we hope to gain more insight and continue
to improve our obtect-orientedunit test efforts.
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NCSS
Source I Tesl
598
733
945
158
696
217
'142

1047
1241
1526
JJJ

7'12
391
247

Flg. 10. Metrics for testinggener/c c/asses.
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Validationand FurtherApplicationof
SoftwareReliabilityGrowthModels
After two years of use, a software reliabilitygrowth model
hasbeen validatedwithempiricaldata,and now it is being
expanded to estimatefesf duration before it begins.
by GregoryA. Kruger
T HP'S LAKE STEVENSINSTRUMENTDIVISION,
a software reliability growth model* has demonstrated its applicability to projects ranging in size
from 6 KNCSS to 150 KNCSS fthousand lines of noncomment source statementsl, and in function from instrument
firmware to application software. Reliability modeling
curves have been used to estimate the duration of system
integration testing, to contribute to the release-to-sales decision, and to estimate field reliability. Leveraging from
the basic model, project managers are beginning to plan
staffing adjustments as the QA effort** moves through the
defect-fixing-limited phase and into the defect-finding-limited phase.
Basic Model
In the fall of tga6, a software reliability growth model's
good fit to historical data on a previous firmware product
led to the development of a set of release criteria, with
defects per system test hour (QA hour) as the principal
quality measure.t The model and release criteria were then
applied in real time to a new application product. The
modeling effort aided in predicting when the product was
ready for release to customer shipments and provided estimates for the number of defects that might be found in
the field.
'SoftwarereiiabilitygroMh modelng s based on the prem that as
se
softwares tested
gets better(grows)
and defectsremoved,the reliability
.'QA effortor QA phase In th s paper refersto the systemrntegration
test phase of the
softwareife cycle

The basic exponential model is based upon the theory
that the software defect detection and removal effort will
follow a nonhomogeneous Poisson process.2In this process
the defect arrival rate is assumed to decrease with every
hour of testing (or at least with every code correction). The
model has two components.
The cumulative number of defects found bv time t is
given by
m(t) : a(L-s)-(k/a)t,
and the instantaneous new defect-finding rate at time t is
given by
l(t1 :

1" ttr'tt'

Fitting the model requires the estimation of parameters
k, the initial defect discovery rate, and a, the total number
of defects. The data required is obtained by recording on
a daily or weekly basis the time spent executing the software and the resulting number of defects discovered. The
model parameters may be estimated by the least squares,
nonlinear least squares, or maximum likelihood method.
In most cases, the maximum likelihood method is preferred.
Considering typical software development and system
testing practices, the assumptions necessary for the
applicability of Poisson theory would seem to negate the
use of the model. Key assumptions of the model and the
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correspondingly realities are:
r Assumption: AII functionality is completed before the
start of system testing'
Reality: Many products enter system testing without all
the features in Place.
I Assumption: Testing can be considered to be repeated
random samples from the entire input domain.
Reality: There is some random testing, but typically testers are more structured and systematic in the selection
of test cases.
r Assumption: Defects found are removed with certainty
and no new defects are introduced (a perfect repair).
Reality: A defect repair may introduce new defects.
r Assumption: The times between failures are independent.
Reality: When a defect is found in a particular area of
the software, because of the suspicion that there may be
more defects in the same area, the area is probed for
more defects. This process usually finds more defects,
which is good, but makes the arrival rate of defects dependent on when the last one was found.
As has been said, with such a set of assumptions, it
would seem unlikely that this model would fit real-world
data. However, some aspects of the testing process at Lake
Stevens approximate these conditions. First, our life cycle
calls for all functionality to be completed by the time we
start formal system integration testing. Typical projects
have 95% or more of their functionality complete by this
time. Second, the entire set of functionality is subdivided
and assigned to different individuals of the testing team.
Therefore, while the testing process cannot be considered
to be repeated random samples from the input domain, it
is at least sampling from the entire functionality set as time
progresses. This is in contrast to a testing process wherein
some subset of the functionality is vigorously tested to the
exclusion of all others before moving on to another subset
and so on. Regarding the third assumption, strict revision
control procedures at least maintain some control over the
rate of defect introduction. Finally, nothing about the Lake
Stevens development process justifies the assumption that
the times between failures are independent. After finding
a serious defect in a portion of the product, testing effort
often intensifies in that area, thus shortening the next time

to failure.
The model's successin describing the projects at LSID
demonstratessome degreeof robustnessto these assumptions. Our pastand continued application of softwarereliability theory is not based on a fundamental belief in the
validity of the assumptions,but in the empirical validation
of the model. Therefore,we have continued to use software
reliability growth models with the following objectivesin
mind:
r To standardizethe application of the model to all software products produced at LSID
r To put in place a set of tools to capture and managethe
data and obtain the best fit curves
r To use the defect-findingrate and the estimateddefect
density to define the releasegoal
I To predict the duration of the QA phasebeforeits start
r To understandthe relationshipbetweenmodel estimates
and field results.
Standardized Application
To date, software reliability growth modeling has been
conductedon elevenprojectsthat have sincebeenreleased
for customershipment. Two demonstratedexcellent fit to
the model, two very good fit, four showed a fair conformance to the model, and three showed a poor fit. Fig. 1
showsthe curvesfor one of the projectson which the model
gave an excellent fit. Contrastthese results to the model's
performanceon the project shown in Fig. 2. Note that time
in this caseis measuredin calendar days rather than test
hours. Here the cumulative defectsbegin to taper off only
to start up again.Theseresults reflect inconsistenttesting
effort, which is not picked up by simply measuringcalendar daysof testingeffort.The curvesin Fig. 2 were obtained
by independently fitting the basic model before and after
the changein testing effort.Thesetwo best-fitmodelswere
then tied togetherto form the piecewise curves shown.
Tools
The defect tracking system (DTS),3an internal defect
tracking tool, is used by all project teams to log defects
found during systemtesting.In softwarereliability modeling
it is important to record all time spent exercisingthe softwareunder testregardlessof whether a defectis discovered.
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DTS has proven to be unsatisfactory for capturing QA hours
that do not produce a software defect. Therefore, project
teams separately log test hours at the end of each day.
The DTS data is loaded into an Informix data base so
that it can be sorted and retrieved as desired. On projects
using DTS for tracking QA time as well as defect statistics,
Informix reports generate files with weekly (or daily) QA
hour and defect total data pairs. On projects tracking QA
time separately, the weekly (or daily) defect totals are retrieved from the Informix data base and matched with the
appropriate QA hours. In either case, the file of cumulative
QA hours and cumulative defects found is submitted to a
program that obtains the best-fit model parameters by the
method of maximum likelihood. At the present time, plots
for distribution are generated using Lotus@1-2-3@.Future
plans call for using S, a statistical package that runs in the
HP-UX environment, to generate the graphics, thereby conducting the data manipulation, analysis, and plotting all
on one system.

ReleaseGoal
The software modeling process provides two related metrics that help support a release-to-customer-shipments decision: the defect-finding rate and the estimated number
of unfound defects. A specific goal for one of these two
metrics must be established if the model is to be used for
predicting the conclusion of system testing.
The defect-finding rate is a statistic you can touch and
feel. It can be validated empirically-for
example, 100
hours of test revealed four defects. On the other hand, one
can never really measure the number of defects remaining.
This metric can only be estimated. Although the two measures are related, it is not true that two projects releasing
at the same defect-finding rate goal will have the same
number of defects estimated to be remaining. Couple this
fact with the recognition that the size of the product has
no bearing on the model fit and the resulting estimated
number of residual defects and it is clear that two projects
releasing at the same find rate could have quite different
estimated residual defect densities. Because of its observability, the defect-finding rate has been used as the principal
release goal on all projects to date except one. However,
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Fig. 3. QA hour estimateson project E.
both the failure rate and the estimated residual defect density are monitored and used in aiding the releasedecision.

The ProjectE Experience
The one project to date using a goal of ending system
test with a certain residual defect density wiII serve as a
good illustration of the contributions and limitations of
software reliability growth models. Project E is an application software product of t56 KNCSS. This project represents a new release of a previously developed product and
is roughly two-thirds reused or leveraged code. The stated
goal at the start of system integration testing was to achieve
an estimated residual defect density of O.SZ defects per
KNCSS, a goal derived from the performance of the first
release of this product. Such a goal means that the best-fit
model should be estimating 5B residual defects.
A team of engineers was assembled to conduct testing
while the project team fixed defects. The data was plotted
at roughly 30-hour testing intervals and the model refit
each week. The most recent curve was used to estimate
the QA hours required to achieve the obiective and these
estimates were plotted weekly with statistical confidence
limits as shown in Fig. 3. In mid-April, the decision was

Lotusand 1 2 3 are U.S.registeredtrademarksot LotusDevelopment
Corporatron
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made to releasethe project for customer shipments and to
continue futher testing and refinements for a final release
in fune. The team had all but reached the goal and the data
had tracked the model very well. At this point, the engineers on the testing team disbanded and returned to their
original proiect assignments. The design team then took
on the task of conducting both continued testing and defect
resolution. With only the designers looking, the defect discovery rate lumped up rather than continuing to follow the
curve as can be seen in Fig. a. The designers were testing
specfic areas of the code (directed testing), so an hour of
testing now was not equivalent in intensity to an hour of
testing with the previous test team. The testing process
was not meeting the assumption that testing can be considered to be repeated random samples from the entire user
input domain.
What is clear from this project is that the failure rate data
and curves are modeling more than the software product
alone. They are modeling the entire process of testing. The
estimates of failure rates and residual defect densities are
estimates only as good as the testing process itself. The
degree to which these statistics match field results will
depend upon the degree to which the testing matches the
customer's use profile. The identification of the customer's
use profile and the incorporation of that information into
the testing strategy is a topic for further investigation.
Before QA Begins
Naturally we would like to estimate the duration of the
QA phase before it begins. But fitting a model to do estimation must wait for testing to begin and for enough data to
be collected before an effective statistical analysis can be
conducted. However, it is possible to use results from past
projects to estimate the two model parameters a and k.
In preparation for testing a recent software product, Project F, we reviewed the total number of defects discovered
during system integration testing on past projects. Defect
densities appeared to fall between 12 and 20 defects per
KNCSS. Project F had 28,5 KNCSS, so the likely range for
the first model parameter, a, was calculated to be 342 to
570 defects.Again looking at past projects, the initial defect
discovery rate averaged around one defect per hour, so the
other model parameter, k, could be set to one. Given a goal
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for the failure rate of 0.08 defects per hour, an expected
range of 864 to 1440 QA hours was calculated.
Management ultimately needs an estimated date of completion so the expected QA hours required for system testing must be converted to calendar time. To accomplish this
we again reviewed the data on past projects and discovered
an amazing consistency of four QA hours per day per person doing full-time testing, and an average of 2.3 defects
fixed per day per person doing full-time fixing. Given the
number of team members capable of fixing, the number
capable of finding and those qualified to do both, the required QA hours for testing could now be converted to
calendar time. Fig. 5 shows the final QA projections for
Project F and the staffing levels used to convert the QA
hours into calendar time. Note that the staffing levels given
correspond to the midrange assumption of 16 defects per
KNCSS.
Recognize that as testing proceeds, testing and fixing
resources will have to be shifted. Early in the process, the
project is fixing-constrained becausea few testers can find
enough defects to keep all available fixers busy. Over time
this changes,until late in testing, the project is finding-constrained since it takes many resources looking for defects
to keep only a few fixers working. AIso, the finders cannot
be allowed to outstrip the fixers, creating a large backlog
of unresolved defects. Such a situation only causesfrustration for the finders because of testing roadblocks created
by defects already found.
Our experience to date with using the model to estimate
the duration of the QA phase before its start demonstrates
the difficulty in estimating the two required model parameters without actual system test data. Project F concluded
system integration testing with a total QA effort that was
2251o of the original effort. Over twice the expected number
of defects were found and resolved. Not all of this error in
estimation can be blamed on the failure of the model. In
hindsight, we completely disregarded the fact that this was
not a stand-alone project. Many of the problems encountered were because Project F had to be integrated with
another 130-KNCSS product.
These resulis indicate that adjustments are necessaryin
the way values for the model parameters are derived. For
instance, currentlv the values for the parameters are aver-
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aged from a heterogeneous population of previous software
projects. Fixing this problem means that if we want to
estimate the QA duration for project X then we must base
the model parameters on projects similar to project X. Project characteristics such as complexity, team experience,
and the development language must be formally factored
into any early estimates of QA duration.
Field Failure Results
Although the modeling process is helping to monitor
progress through system testing and is aiding in the release
decision, based upon limited defect data from our field
defect tracking system it appears that the curves may be
overestimating the number of defects customers will discover by as much as forty times.l However, it is likely that
only a portion of the actual field failures find their way
into the tracking system.
Our experience testing one firmware project that was an
enhanced version of an old instrument puts an interesting
perspective on estimated residual defect densities. This
particular product had been shipped for ten years at an
average volume of over 200 units per month. Since a market
opportunity existed for an updated version of that product,
both hardware and firmware enhancements were incorporated into a new version. During system test, an obscure
defect in a math routine was discovered that had not only
existed in the original product since introduction but in
several other products shipped over the last ten years. To
the best of our knowledge, no customer or HP personnel
had previously found that failure. Its existence was further
argument that the information coming back from the field
is not giving a true perception of residual defect densities.

Not only do customer observed failures go unreported, but
it is highly likely that some failures will never be encountered during operation. It was reassuring to note that LSID's
current testing process was uncovering defects so obscure
as to be unobservable in ten vears of field use.

Conclusion
With data collected during system integration testing,
we have been able to use a software reliability model to
estimate total testing effort and aid in assessinga project's
readiness for releaseto customer shipments. Although the
model appears to be somewhat robust to its underlying
assumptions, future successwill depend upon the integration of customer representative testing techniques into our
existing testing process.In addition, there remains the challenge of using the model to estimate test duration before
system integration begins. This will require a thorough
analysis of data on past projects and key information on
the current project to derive better early estimates of the
model's parameters. Our ultimate objective remains to
achieve validation of the modeling process through accurate field failure data. All of these areas will continue to
be investigated becausethey are important in determining
project schedules and estimating product quality.
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GomparingStructuredand Unstructured
Methodologiesin FirmwareDevelopment
havebeenpromotedas a
Structuredmethodologies
solutionto softwareproductivityand qualityproblems.At
HP'sLogic SysfemsDivisionone projectused both
structuredand unstructuredtechniques,and collected
metricsanddocumented
oberservations
forcomparingthe
two methodologies.
by WilliamA. FischerJr. and JamesW. Jost
TRUCTURED METHODOLOGY in software development tends to be very much a religious issue
with many practitioners. They are either strongly
for or againstit, but they can point to very little data that
supports their point of view. The purpose of this paper is
to presentsomeobjectiveand subjectivedataon the relative
merits of structuredand unstructured(traditional)methodologies.
The datafor this comparisoncamefrom the development

of a medium-to-large-scale
firmware project at HP's Logic
SystemsDivision. It was the first project at this division
to use structuredmethods.The project consistedof an embedded68000microprocessordesign,codedin C and using
a C compiler running on the HP-UX operatingsystem.The
firmware consistedof about 47 KNCSS (thousandlines of
noncommentsourcestatements)of new code and about 12
KNCSSof reused code.
At the start of the project, a goal was establishedto use

MODULEMAINPROGRAM,B,C,D,E,F,H;
SYSTEMG;
EXTERNALI;
HARDWAREJ;
DATA K;
RECURSIVE
L;
MAINPROGRAM
BEGIN
B(TO-PARM);
BEGIN
D
BEGIN
t;
.J;

END;
E;
END;
F(/FROM_PARM);
-LOOP
BEGIN
G;
K;
END;
-CONDL(TO-PARM/FROM_PARM);
END;
(b)
Fig. 1. (a) An example of a simple hierarchy chart showing the different types of modules.
MAIN PROGRAM,B,C,D,E,F,and H (not called) are modules. G is a system module. I is an
external module. J is a hardware module. K is a data module. L is a recursive module. Module
names can be up to 32 characters long. HCL draws each module name on up to thrce lines
within a symbol. (b) The commands used to create the hierarchy chart.
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structured methodologiest'' to improve the software development process and increase product quality, but the
decision of whether to use structured methods on each
subproject was left up to the individual engineers. As a
consequence, three of the subprojects were developed
using structured techniques and the other six used traditional methods. Software designers using structured techniques did their analysis using data flow diagrams (DFDs)
and structure charts for their design. They also did inspections on most of the analysis and design documents. HP
TeamworkJSA, a graphical tool designed for structured
analysis that also performs consistency checking, was used
for structured analysis. HCL (Hierarchy Chart Language)3
was used for structured design. HCL is an internal HP tool
that plots a program structure from Pascal-like statements
(see Fig. 1).
For engineers who used the traditional methods, the
analysis phase typically consisted of creating a written
specification. InJormal design methods were used and coding was started earlier in the product development cycle.
Inspections were generally not part of this process.
This was not a scientifically designed experiment to determine the better of the two methods. Rather, we simply
collected data on the two groups of engineers as the project
developed. As such, our data suffers from many of the
common problems that beset unplanned experiments.
However, since the data was collected from a single work
group, many of the variables that are factors in most comparisons of project experiences have been eliminated. For
example, lines of code and time expended were measured
and reported in the same way. Intangibles, such as work
environment, computer resources, complexity of task, and
management attitudes are also identical.
Many experts say the most important variable influencing programmer quality and productivity is individual
skill. The difference in the experience level between our
two groups was not substantial. However, the unstructured
group was more highly regarded by management than the
structured group. It is possible that those in the unstructured group had already demonstrated winning techniques
for which they had been rewarded, and so they were reluctant to try newer methods, while the structured group was
more willing to try new methods to improve their overall
skill level.
Data Collection
The data in this report was collected from the following
sources:
r Engineering Time. The time spent by each engineer was
reported to a central data base on a weekly basis. The
time the engineer spent doing such things as system
administration, meetings, and classes was not included
in the reported time. Only time spent in analysis, design,
test, or coding on the engineer's primary software project
was included. Time data was reported by the individual
engineers.
I Defect Data. The defect data was collected by DTS (defect
tracking system),4 an internal defect tracking tool. Defects were reported from the beginning of system integration testing. The defects discussed in this paper are
only unique, reproducible defects. Duplicate, nonreproducible defects, operator errors, and enhancements

were not included in the defect count. Defect data was
reported by the individual development engineersand
the formal and informal testers.
r KNCSS and Complexity. All the KNCSS counts and
McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity metrics were computed by an internal tool called Ccount.
r Design Weight. Design weight,s a measure of the effort
of coding and testing, was calculated from the C code
by an internal tool. This tool counts all the decisions
and the unique data tokens that are passedinto and out
of a function. Any system calls (e.g.,printf)are not included in the token count.
Comparison Results
To facilitate the comparisons,the project was broken
down into subprojectsthat closely correspondedto the
efforts of individual software designers. Each subproject
was then categorizedas being representativeof either the
structured or the traditional methodology. The results of
the two methodologieswere comparedon the basisof productivity and quality. Development effort, manageability,
communication, and reusability were the criteria used for
productivity measurement.The FURPS(an acronym standing for functionality, usability, reliability, performance,
and supportability)model was usedasthe basisfor comparing quality.
We have used metrics to evaluatethese factors wherever
possible.Where metrics did not exist we have presented
the subjective views of the authors who observedthe project team throughout the developmentof the product.
All statisticaltests referencedin this paper were made
at the 95% confidence level. Since the sample size used
for the comparisons between the structured and traditional
methods is small, all conclusionsare very tentative.

Productivity
Achieving productivity in software development requires using tools and techniquesthat yield optimal return
on developmentmoney.
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Fig. 2. Engineering hours versus design weight. Design
weight is a measure of the effort of coding and testing. lt is
calculated bv an internal tool.
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Development Effort
Project managers tend to be most concerned with the
completion of a project on schedule. Consequently, one of
the first questions asked by managers considering the use
of structured methods is whether it will shorten the development cycle.
Since a learning curve was involved with the structured
methods, we expected that since they were being used for
the first time, the structured team would be less productive
than the unstructured team. To verify this assumption, two
measures of productivity were used, design weight per engineering hour worked and NCSS per engirreering hour.
These graphs are shown for the various subprojects in Figs.
2 and 3. It can be seen that the three structured subprojects
have lower productivity than the unstructured subprojects.
A statistical test using general linear hypothesis techniques6 showed that indeed a statistical difference did exist
in the productivity rates between the two methodologies.
Using the structured methods, the average productivity rate
was 2.40 lines/engineering-hour, while using traditional
methods resulted in an average productivity rate of 6.87
lines/engineering-hour.
A central problem with analysis performed with DFDs
is that it is an iterative process. The DFDs were leveled
until the lowest-level bubbles could be completely described in a minispecification of about one page as recommended by the methodology. This is a rather subiective
requirement and we discovered that every designer using
DFDs for the first time leveled them more deeply than
required. A project review also confirmed that too many
intermediate layers were created to keep the complexity
per page of DFDs to a minimum. At the project postmortem,
it was discussed that a major contributing factor to lower
productivity with the structured methods was the lack of
an on-site expert. Consultations were needed at various
points in the analysis and design phases of the project to
verify the proper application of the techniques.
Manageability
The structured work habits seemed to help the project
manager and engineers understand the software development life cycle better. Designers had a better idea when to

end one phase of the project and begin another, helping to
make their own process better understood and easier to
manage. Figs. 4 and 5 show the times spent in various
project life cycle phases for structured and traditional
methodologies, respectively. The structured methods
graph shows cleaner, better-defined phase changes. These
clear phase changes aid the management planning process
by creating a better understanding of the state of a project.
Plots showing the same data as Figs. 4 and 5 were done
for each engineer, and these individual plots showed the
same characteristics.
The regularity of the structured life cycle can be used to
improve schedule estimates. Once the percentagesof time
spent in the phases are historically established, the time
taken to reach the end of a phase can be used to project
the finish date. For example, if it takes four months to
complete the analysis phase and the historical figures indicate that 33 percent of the time is spent in analysis, then
it could be estimated that the project would be completed
in eight more months.
It is important to measure the progress of projects against
the established schedule.TKeeping track of the actual completion time of each phase can provide an independent
verification of establishedscheduling methods. If problems
in meeting schedule commitments are uncovered, corrective action, such as adding additional resources, can be
applied to the project.
Taking a project through the system test phase is unpredictable. The time it takes to complete the formal abuse
testing is dependent on the quality built into the product.
If the product is well-designed and coded, less time is spent
repairing defects found during abuse testing and during
the completion of formal regressiontests.A reduced testing
phase can shorten the overall project development time.
More important, if fewer defects are embedded in the product, less time will be spent inthe maintenance phase,which
can consist of SO%ofthe proiect's overall cost. Fig. 6 shows
a comparison of the times spent in the various development
phases for the project. The graph indicates that a greater
percentage of time was spent in the analysis and design
phases with the structured methods. However, a very small
percentageof time in comparison to the traditional methods
was spent in testing.
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Reusability
Reusability of code is a major productivity issue at HP
in general. Several of the products at our division have
already reached reuse figures of 50% and we are working
to increase that figure in the future. Experts suggest that,
on average, reusing a piece of software requires only 20%
of the effort of writing it from scratch. Thus, any activity
that leads to greater reuse of code will have major benefits
for productivity. Code developed using structured techniques encourages more reuse in the future because it has
better documentation on each function. In addition, the
interface between that function and the outside world is
more clearly stated by the structured design documentation.
A maior concern is the maintenance of the software
documentation. Documentation that is not kept up to date
is of less value than no documentation, since it can be
misleading. There is a very weak connection between structured analysis and structured design. This makes it difficult
and often impractical to keep the structured analysis up
to date because of changes in the design and coding. The
structured team chose not to keep the structured analysis
documentation up to date when design and coding changes
were made later in the project. This takes away some of
the documentation benefits provided by the structured
methods. As back annotation methods are incorporated
into the tools, this deficiency will be corrected.
Communication
One of the positive attributes cited in the literature about
the structured methods is that they serve as a good communication tool between team members. The project saw
some of this benefit, but not as much as was originally
expected. Structured methods are not a team communications panacea.
Each software designer on this project was assigned a
nearly autonomous subproject. Although there were interactions between the subprojects, the subprojects were
defined to minimize these interactions. The structured
analysis documentation for each subproject was large
enough to cause difficulty in obtaining the number of design reviews that were necessary. For another team member
to understand the analysis, much additional verbal expla-

nation was required. However, the structured analysis was
very useful to the developers of that analysis in fully understanding their own subprojects.
Fig. 7 shows the staffing profile of hardware and software
engineers during product development. The staffing of software engineers lagged behind hardware engineers because
of an initial underestimation of the software task and the
shortage of software engineers. As a result, there were some
problems discovered during the hardware/software integration that cost valuable schedule time. Since we were developing a system that consisted of both hardware and
software, it would have been beneficial to have included
the hardware interfaces into the structured analysis. This
capability would have aided the hardware/software integration by providing additional communication links between the hardware and software groups.
There is probably a strong benefit in communication with
structured analysis if the whole project team uses the
methodology to develop the same system model. This enables each team member to have a better understanding of
the product's requirements, and helps designers understand the task in the sarne wav.

Quality
High product quality improves customer satisfaction,
decreasesmaintenance costs, and improves the overall productivity of the development team. The FURPS model was
used as the basis of comparison between the two methodologies.
Functionality
Functionality can best be measured by custorner acceptance of the product. The product resulting from this project
is still in the early stages of its product life and customer
acceptance of its functionality is yet to be determined. It
would also be difficult to separate the functionality of the
code generated by the two methods.
However, we believe that the rigor required by the structured methods is an important contribution to the development life cycle. Structured analysis was a valuable exercise
for the software designers in obtaining an understanding
of the customer requirements. Although the structured
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analysiswas not used directly as a communicationtool, it
helpedthe softwaredesignersidentify the correctquestions
to askwhen issuesrelatedto functionality were addressed.
Thesebenefits assistthe product definition, and enhance
the chancesthat the product will meetall userexpectations.
We also believe that the entire team benefited from the
efforts of the structured group. Since much of the initial
product definition was performed using structured
methods,softwaredesignersjoining the project later benefited greatly from the initial structured work.
Usability
The look and feel of the user interface was of prime
importance to the project. Structured analysis was useful
in breakingup the interfacefunctionality into its elemental
commands.However,manual pagescombined with verbal
discussionproved to be more effectivein defining the details of the interface.
Neither methodology appeared to enhance usability
more than the other. However,the structuredmethods can
help the softwaredesignerdefine user interfacefunctionality. Another method that appearsto be a bettermethod for
communicatingand testing of user interfaceideas is rapid
prototyping. This method was not used on the user interface.
Reliability
Reliability is measuredby the number, types, and frequency of defectsfound in the software.The defectsfound
in code createdusing the structured methods were compared with those using the traditional methods. Table I
outlines the defectrate normalized to defectsper NCSSfor
both prereleaseand postreleasedefects.Prereleasedefects
were found during formal abusetesting,casualuseby other
individuals, and the code's designer.Postreleasedefects
include prereleasedefectsand the defectsfound in the first
four months after product release.All the postreleasedefects were found internally either by abusetesting or by
casualuse. No customer defectshad been reported at the
time of this studv.
Table I
All Defects

Unstructured
Structured

Prerelease
Defects/NCSS

Postrelease
Defects/NCSS

0.0041
0.0036

0.0052
0.0050

Table ll
Serious and Critical Defects

Unstructured
Structured

Prerelease
Defects,AlC.SS

Postrelease
DefectsA.iCSS

0.0009
0.0007

0.0010
0.0008

Again, the structured code shows a slightly lower density
but the difference is not significant. We knew that the code
designers' rigor in logging defects that they found themselves varied a great deal. Since this might affect the quality
results, we examined only the defects logged during formal
abuse testing. It was again found that there was no statistical
difference between the methodologies.
Our theory, developed from these results, is that the final
reliability of a product is mainly a function of environmental factors, including management expectations and peer
pressures. For example, reliability can either be designed
in at the beginning using structured methodologies or
tested in at the end of the project with thorough regression
tests.

Performance
In the designof structuredmodules,oneis encouraged
to reducecomplexityof the modulesby breakingup functionality. This results in more function calls, and increases
the processing time of critical functions.
The software for this project had critical performance
requirements for communication rates. The processing of
the bytes of data by the firmware was the critical path. The
critical functions had to be recoded using in-line assembly
code. Although structured methods were not used on this
communication firmware, it is our opinion that the structured methods as used on this project would not have
helped to identify performance-critical functions or to improve the performance of these functions.
A newer form of structured analysiss has been developed
and is based on modeling of the problem data as the first
step. The data is represented in an information model with
the state control diagrams showing the data control. This
may in fact prove to be a better model for real-time applications that have critical performance requirements.

3
,s
o
o

Although the structured code shows a slightly lower defect density than the unstructuredcode,the differencesare
not statisticallysignificant (usinga statisticaltestthat comparestwo Poissonfailure rateso).
Low-severitydefectsare consideredto be causedby typical coding errors that occur at the samefrequency,independent of the analysis and design methods used. Thus,
using all the DTS defects is not truly indicative of the
underlying defect density. Another way of characterizing
the defect density is to look only at severedefects,those
classified as serious or critical. Table II examines these
defects.
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Attribute

Structured

Unstructured

longer
better
easiertoreuse
slightly better

shorter
worse
harderto reuse
slightlyworse

better
nodifference
no difference
worse
better

worse
nodifference
no difference
better
worse

Productivity
DevelopmentTime
Manageability
Reusability'
Communication.
Quality

Funclionality.
Usability'
Reliability
Performance'
Supportability

.Theseitemshadno obiectivemetricskepton them.
Fig.8. Summaryof comparison between structured and unstructured methodolooies.

Supportability
A large part of the costsof softwaredevelopmentand
maintenance can be attributed to maintenance activities.
Software that is supportable will have lower maintenance
costs. Maintenance not only refers to the repair of defects,
but also to software enhancement and modification.
One factor that relates strongly to software supportability
is the complexity level of each function. Functions with
lower complexity tend to make it easier to modify and
repair defects. For this project, the average complexity of
each module of the structured code was less than the average for the unstructured code. Table III shows a summary
of the complexity statistics for the two code types.

Table lll
McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

Mean
Number of Functions

Conclusions
Our analysis of structured and unstructured techniques
produced mixed results. It was apparent that the structured
methodologieson this project did not provide improvement in the project development time. In fact, a longer
development time was measured.This was partially because of the time required for learning the structured
methodologies. However, the manageability of designers
using structured techniques is higher becauseof well-defined development cycles. Also, the structured code appearsto be more reusable,so it should improve the productivity of future projectsreusing this code.
In this project, structured methods didn't appearto improve the reliability of the final code significantly. It is our
opinion that reliability is more a function of the team's
environmental factors. The structured code appears to be
more supportable since module complexity was lower.
Structured methods do not appear to be a major benefit in
developing code where performancefactorsare a main requirement. No significant benefit was seen for the areasof
functionality and usability except in those projectswhere
the techniques were used to enhance communication of
the product design and specification.
Someaspectsof the structuredmethodologywere disappointing. However, what was most important for our development team was the discipline that the structured
methods added to the early phasesof the product definition. We feel the results of the structuredmethodsare positive enough to continue using these methods on future
projects.Fig. 8 summarizesthe results of the comparison
of the two methodologies.
References
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Modules with a cyclomatic complexity greaterthan 10
may be too complex and should be reviewed for possible
restructuring.uOnly 13% of the structuredcodehad a complexity greaterthan ten, while the unstructured code had
2O%.A statistical test (comparisonof two binomial fractionse) showed this to be a significant difference.
The discipline of the structured methods helps the designer to write consistentdocumentationthat can be used
by those who must support the product.
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Methodologyfor
An Object-Oriented
SystemsAnalysisand Specification
Amethodologyis proposedthatenablesanalysfsto model
processing,and
and specifyasystem'sdata,interactions,
externalbehavior before design.
by BarryD. Kurtz,DonnaHo,andTeresaA. Wall
S SOFTWARE SYSTEMS BECOME LARGERANd
more complex, the task of systems analysis continues to increase in effort and difficultv. Traditional methodologies for systems analysis sometimes fail
to meet the analyst's expectations because of their limitations in properly capturing and organizing all of the information that must be considered. Object-oriented systems
analysis (OSA) is an approach to systems analysis and
specification that builds upon the strengths of existing
methodologies and, at the same time, addresses their weaknesses.This paper describesthe basic concepts of the OSA
methodology.

SystemsAnalysis
A system is an organized collection of people, machines,
procedures, documents, data, or any other entities interacting with each other to reach a predefined goal.t Analysis
is the study of a problem, prior to taking some action.z
Systems analysis is the study of a collection of related and
interacting objects (existing or proposed) for the purpose
of understanding and specifying its data, processing, and
external behavior.
Object-oriented systems analysis (OSA) is a systematic
approach to the study of a system problem. The foundation
of OSA's conceotual model is the set of components or

oblects in the system. The study of these objects is organized and conducted in a manner that does not unnecessarily constrain implementation. In fact, we believe
that designs based on OSA specifications can be procedureoriented or object-oriented with equal success.
Objects in the OSA Methodology
An object is an abstraction of entities or concepts that
exist in or are proposed for a system. For example, the
rectangle in Fig. 1 depicts an OSA object called Jet Plane.
This object represents a class of things where each member
has the attributes and behavior of a jet plane. Two possible
members of this class are a jet fighter and a jet passenger
plane. In object-oriented terms, each member is called an
instance of the object class. Fig. 2 further demonstrates the
community of attributes and behavior required of each
member of the object class. The circle on the top in the
figure represents all of the attributes and behavior of a jet
fighter. The circle on the bottom in the figure represents
all of the attributes and behavior of a jet passenger plane.
The shaded area represents the common attributes and behavior that allow each plane to be a member of the jet plane
object class.
The key eiements of a system are the objects that exist
in the system, the data that must be processed, and the
desired behavior of the system. Traditional methodologies
offer two basic approaches to modularize these elements:
a function-oriented approach which organizes the analysis

,4?

Fig. 1. An OSAobject.Each memberof this obiecl c/asshas
the behaviorand attributesof a jet plane.
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Fig,2. Commonalityof attributes and behavior of obiects of
c/assJetPlane.

H
Real Obiect in System

Obiect's Representation in OSA Model

model through a hierarchy of functions, and a data-oriented
approach which emphasizesa hierarchy of data structures.
OSA imposes a natural modularization on the system
model through the emphasison objects (seeFig. 3). Each
object has associatedattributes (data) and behavior (legal
statesand functions). An object in the OSA systemmodel
has a one-to-onecorrespondencewith an actual object in
the system.This provides an easy mapping between the
analysis model and the components of the system under
study.
Collecting Preliminary Specifications
Beforeattemptingto construct an OSA systemmodel, it
is important to collect or generatea preliminary list of
specifications.Thesespecificationsare gatheredfrom discussions and interviews with users and managersof the
system under study. The preliminary specifications are
rather informal and are usually documentedwith natural
languagetext and hand-drawn graphics.These specifications should answer most of the following questionsthat
may be posed by the analysisteam:
r What is the subjectof the analysis?Is it an existing system, a proposed system,or a combination of both?
I What are the specific problems that need to be solved
and what are the objectivesfor the solution?
r What are the logical boundaries of the system study?
Does the entire system need to be studied in detail or
can a smaller subsetbe studied?
r What arethe known constraintsof the system?Are there
special performance constraints, interface constraints,
hardware constraints,and so on?
I What are the major components of the system?What
needs to be done with each component?What should
each component do in the system?
The specificformat of the preliminary specificationsmay
vary from project to project. The important factor here is
that the preliminary specificationsarecollectedbeforeconstruction of the formal OSA specifications.The following
is a small example of a preliminary specification that an
analystmight use to gain a basicunderstandingof a system
problem.

Fig. 3. Fepresentation of an object's data and behavior characteristicsin the OSA systemmodel.

A vending mochine must be produced for distributing products to customers. The customer
begins the vending process by depositing o token
in the mochine's coin receptocle.The token must
be checked for size, weight, thickness, and type of
edge. Volid tokens (coins) ore quorters, dimes, or
nickels, ond onything else is considered o s.lug.
Slugs ore rcjected ond sent to the coin return slot.
When o volid coin is occeptedby the mochine ond
sent to the coin box, the omount of current customer
poyment is incremented by the vdue of the coin.
Eoch product dispenser contoins zero or mote
products. All of the products in one dispenserhove
the some price. The customer'sproduct selectionis
mode by identi/ying the dispenserto be activated..If
the dispenseris not empty ond the current customer
poyment equols or exceedsthe cost of the product,
the product should be dispensedto the product delivery slot ond ony chonge due returned to the coin
return slot. If the dispenseris empty, coins equoling
the current customer poyment should be dispensed
to the customerin the coin return slot.
If the customer poyment is less thon the price of
the products in the selecteddispenser,the mochine
should wait for the customer to deposit the proper
payment. If the customer decides not to moke a
selection the current omount deoosited should be
returned.
Building Object-Relationship Diagrams
After preliminary specifications are gathered for the
major components of the system, the analyst can begin
building object-relationshipdiagrams (ORDs).The ORD
portion of the analysis provides a formal repository for

related by <rel1r' to <Obiect2 "
<Objeci2> is related by <rel2r' to 'iObiectl >'
<M2> designates how many instances ot <object2" are
associated with each instance of <obiectl i-'
''obiectl I are
<Ml> designates how many instances of
':Obiect2 >'
associated with each instance of
<Obiectl:'is

Fig.4. An example of an object-relationshipdiagram. The
coin box holds many (M) coins.

Fig. 5. Formal definitionsin object-relationshipdiagrams.
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Flg. 6. Partial object+elationship
diagram for the vending machine
example. /t shows that a token enters the vending machine through
the coin receptacle, and that a
token may be a coin or a slug. The
only objects considered to be a
legitimate coin in the syslem are
nickels, dimes, or quarters.

answersto the following questions:
I What are the components of the system (both abstract
and concrete)?
I What are the important formal relationships between
the system components?
The first step for producing ORDsis to make a list of the
nouns contained in the preliminary specification. These
nouns are classified by the analyst as objects (systemcomponents), attributes of objects, or synon)rns for other obiects or attributes. Synonyms must be eliminated and attributes must be associatedwith existing objects. From our
vending machine example, some of the nouns that represent objectsare token, coin receptacle,slug,coin, coin box,
nickel, dime, and quarter. Also from the same example,
the nouns that would be considered attributes include
weight, thickness,and price.
Objects are depicted in object-relationship diagrams by
the object name enclosed in a rectangle. An ORD showing
a relationship between coins and a coin box is shown in
Fig. 4. The ORD in the figure statesthat a coin box holds
one or more coins. The capital M in the figure is shorthand
for one or more. A relationship line without an M signifies
that the relationship is one-to-one.ORDsare similar in use
and meaning to entity-relationship diagrams.sThe formal
meaning of ORD relationships is shown in Fig. 5, and Fig.
6 shows a partial ORD for the vending machine example.
Object-relationshipdiagramshave a subcomponentcalled
conceptdiogroms.Conceptdiagramsprovidea quickmethod
for capturing the information relationships and interactions between objects.For example, Fig. 7 shows a concept
diagram stating that a coin receptacle needs to know the
thickness of a token. A dotted arrow depicts an informational relationship between objects. The information may
be an attribute of an object or an event that another object

E

Thickness

S ource

*@

Natural Language Obiect Descriptions
The object-relationship diagramsidentify classesof components in the system and formal relationships between
the components. The next step is to provide more information about each object and its attributes. The object description is documented with natural languagetext and contains
the following information:
I Name. The name of the class of system components represented by the object.
I Description. A brief description of the general characteristics for instances of the object.
I Assertions. Things that must always be true regarding
attributes or behavior of instancesof this class.For example, an objectmay need to be kept at a certain temperature
to ensure the desired behavior.
I Attributes, Required attributes for each instance (such
as identifiers, status variables, etc.). The domain or legal
rangeof values for eachattribute must be specified here.
The specific format of the object description may vary
from project to project but it should include at least the
above information. Fig. 9 shows a natural languagedescription'for the vending machine example.
Building Behavior Specifications
Using the foundation of object-relationship diagrams
and individual object descriptions, the analyst builds a
behavior specification for each object. Since internal behavior is usually a function of implementation, the analyst
concentrateson the external behavior of each object. Exter-

Destination

Fig-7. An example of a concept diagram. The coin receptacle needs to know thicknessof the corn. Theconcept diagram
showsthe informationalrelationshipand interactionsbetween
objects. The dashed line indicates informationflow.
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needs to know about.
Fig. B shows a concept diagram that statesthat a customer
deposits a token into the vending machine. A solid arrow
is used to show an action that an object performs upon
another object. Since informational relationships and object interactions are relatively easy to extract from the preliminary specifications, concept diagramsmay be used frequently at the beginning of the analysis.

Flg. 8. A concept diagram that showsan action of one objecl
on another. The solid line indicates action.

Obiect Name: Token
Description:
A token is something the customer deposits into a vending machine
to purchase a product.
Assertions:
The diameterand thickness are small enough to allow it to fit in the
coin sloi.
Attribules:
DiameterDomain: 0 < diameter < height of coin slot
ThicknessDomain:0 < thickness< width olcoin slol
WeightOomain: notyetdefined
Edge Type Domain: (smooth, serrated)
Ffg. 9. A natural language description for a token object in
the vending machine example.

nal behavior has three components:
I The externally perceived states or conditions of each
object
I The actions that must be performed on each object
I The actions that each object must perform.
Each of these components may be specified by natural
language text. However, experience has shown that such
an approach leads to ambiguity and confusion. To help
ensure consistent interpretation of behavior specifications,
a more formal method is required.
There are several existing formal methods for describing
external system behavior. These methods include finite
statemachines,decision tables,Petri nets, R-nets,precondition/action/postconditiontuples and others.a'sThe following criteria were usedto choosea behaviorspecification
method for OSA:
I The method should encourage the analyst to identify
and classify system components before specifying behavior.

Fig. 10. Sfatenef showingthe behaviorof a tokenobject.
Whena tokenis deposited,it transfersfromthe customer's
possesslon
to thecoinreceptacle.lf thetokenis a validcoin,
it is transferred
tothecoin boxasa coin.Otherwise,
a reiected
tokenis returnedto the returns/otas a s/ug.
I The method should allow the analyst to specify an object
that exhibits multiple action conditions (concurrent activities).
I The method should provide forhightraceabilitybetween
the actual system components, object-relationship diagrams,and behavior specifications.
The behaviorspecificationtechniquedevelopedfor OSA
is called stotenets. Statenets arebasedon a restrictedform
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of Petri nets. There are several possible configurations of
state nets that use the full power of Petri nets for expressing
concurrent activities. For this overview, however, we will
limit the discussion to a model similar to a finite state
machine.
A sample state net representing some of the states and
actions required for a token is shown in Fig. 10. The states
or conditions of the token object are represented by ovals
in the figure. The states are typed with the name of the
object being specified (token in this example). Labeling the
state with the object name means that instances of that
object may exhibit the specified state. The transitions between states are represented by short horizontal bars. The
labels next to the transitions specify the events that cause
instances of the obiect to transition from one state to
command causes the
another. In Fig. 10, the Token-Deposited
machine to transition from the In CustomerPossessionstate
to the In CoinBeceptaclestate. The actions required to establish a new state are shown as labels on the input arrow
connected to the new state. For example, the state net diagram states that the action Move TokenTo ReturnSlot must
be performed before the machine is in the In ReturnSlotstate.
System Behavior Simulation
Once the state nets for the system have been completed,
the analysis team is prepared to simulate executions of the
system. The simulation is performed using state nets to
follow conditions and states exhibited by the system. The
object-oriented nature of state nets aids in hiding complexity during simulations. This allows the analysis team to
achieve good behavior coverage even when automated
simulation tools are not available.
During system simulation, several classes of enors may
occur that require modifications to the current OSA model
or specifications. Simulation will aid the analyst in discovering the following problems:
r Missing or ambiguous information in the preliminary
specification
I Missing or incorrect object-relationship diagrams
r Missing objects or incorrect object descriptions
I Missing or incorrect behavior specifications
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Any of these errors will require another pass through
one of the analysisphasespreviously discussed.The objectoriented nature of the OSA model enhancestraceabilityto
the componentsof the systemrelated to a particular error.
Fig. 11 shows the processflow for the OSA methodology
and shows possible interactions between the various
methodology steps.
Conclusion
The contributions of the object-oriented analysis
methodology include:
r It provides tools for capturing the key elements of a
system----components,
data, and behavior.
r It emphasizesanalysisbeforedesign.
r It supportsa natural modularization schemeby organizing the entire analysis around objects.
r Its systemmodel provides high traceability betweenthe
model components and the actual components of the
system under study.
The methodologyis currently under researchand verification. It has been applied to severalproblems involving
hardware and software componentswith encouragingresults. A prototype tool is being developedto aid analysts
in processing textual specifications and capturing the
meaning of systemsproblemsusing the OSA methodology.
The goals now are to finish the tool, develop training materials,and continue to verify applicability of the methodology to real-world projects.
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Vxlbus:A NewInterconnection
Standard
for ModularInstruments
Thisstandardwillallowuserstomixmodulesfromdifferent
manufacturers
in a sysfemcontainedin asinglemainframe.
by KennethJessen
HE GOAL OF THE VXIBUS is to provide a technically sound standard for modular instruments that
is basedon the VMEbus (defined later) and is open
to all manufacturers.It is a specification for interconnecting
and operating various modules from a variety of manufacturers within a single mainframe to satisfy the need for
high-performance,high-density instrumentation.
Users are able to select from four module sizes and are
free to choose modules and a mainframe from different
suppliers based on price and performance.The VXIbus
standard ensurescompatibility of all the elementswithin
a VXIbus system.For example,a user may find that a particular digital multimeter module offersthe best combination of price and measurementcapability for a particular
job, but that the bestfunction generatorfor the application
comesfrom anothermanufacturer.The usermay then select
a third manufacturer for the mainframe. This amounts to
unprecedentedflexibility in the creation of an instrumentation system.
VXlbus Evolution
Many yearsagotherewere only benchinstruments.They
had front panels for control and displays for data output.
As computersenteredthe picture, digital interfaces(such
as binary-codeddecimal) came into use. Thesewere typically offered as options to the basic bench instrument and
varied from instrument to instrument and from manufacturer to manufacturer.In the early 1970s,a better interface
standard,the HP InterfaceBus, or HP-IB, was developed
by Hewlett-Packard.This became an industry standard
(IEEE4BB,IEC 625) and is currently used by a wide range
of manufacturers.
Instruments continued to retain their front-panel controls, but as applicationsmoved toward automatictest and
measurement systems, the need for front panels diminished. Instrumentsbeganto appearon the marketeither
without front panels or with detachablefront panels used
only during initial setup.
To reducethe size of a test system,modular instruments
have grown in popularity, but until recently there were no
industry standardsfor such systems,so there was no possibility of mixing modules from different manufacturers
within a mainframe. Often modules from a manufacturer
were not compatible with different mainframesfrom that
samemanufacturer.
In 1979,Motorola SemiconductorProductsCorporation
published a description of what it called the VERSAbus.
It defined a computer-typebackplarreand cards.Eurocard

board sizes were proposed and the VERSAbus-Eversion
was renamed the VMEbus. In 1982 the IEC (International
ElectrotechnicalCommissionJproposedthat the VMEbus
be acceptedas an international standard.
There was a great deal of pressure from both military
and commercial users to have an open architecture for
modular instruments.The U.S Air Force askedthe MATE
User'sGroup,formed in 1984,to developrecommendations
for the standardization of instruments on cards and expresseda desireto use as much commercial equipment as
possible.Out of this activity came the need for a standard
for all instrument manufacturers.
Consortium Formed
In fuly 1,987,a group of five instrument manufacturers
committed to the development of a modular instrument
standardbasedon the VMEbus standard.The original five
are Colorado Data SystemsCorporation,Hewlett-Packard
Company,RacalDana InstrumentsCorporation,Tektronix
Corporation, and Wavetek Corporation.Other companies
have since joined this consortium including Brtiel & Kjer
Corporation, National Instruments Corporation, Keithley
Instruments Corporation, fohn Fluke Manufacturing Company, and GenRadCorporation.
The major limitations of the original VMEbus standard
for instrument manufacturers were insufficient board space
Standard
VME

A

%

Module
Sizes

Slol
Spacing

1 0x 1 6 c m
(3.9 x 6.3in)

zcm
(0.8in)

2 3 . 3x 1 6 c m
(9.2 x 6.3 in)

2cm
(0.8 in)

Additional
Sizes
J77777777)

c

o

V'%:2
%

WZ

{///////A
'%

23.3x 34cm
(9.2 x 13.4 in)

3cm
( 1 . 2i n )

36.7 x 34cm
(14.4 x 13.4 in)

3cm
( 1 . 2i n )

VXI Additions
Mechanical:
Card Sizes
Compatibility
Cooling
Electrical:
Connectors
Triggering
Clocks
Power/EMC:
Voltages
Radiation
System:
Autoconfiguration
Selt-Test
Message Passing

Fig. 1. Ihe VXlbus standard (VMEbus Extensionsfor lnstrumentation) includes the two original VMEbus module
sizes,A and B, plustwo new largermodules,C and D. Smaller
modules can be inserted into mainframes designed for the
larger sizes.The C sizemainframeis expected to be the most
popular for lesl sysfems.
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and the lack of an adequateconnector definition for instrumentation. Spacebetween modules was restricted to
0.8 inch. The VXIbus standard (VMEbus Extensionsfor
Instrumentation)adds two new larger module sizesto the
two module sizesset up under the VMEbus standard.With
the new modules,the spacebetweenmodules is increased
to 1.2 inches to permit adequateshielding and cooling.
The VMEbus was developed for computers and did not
define a backplanespecifically for instrumentationneeds.
The VMEbus standard also did not addressthe problems
of electromagneticinterference(EMI), power dissipation,
or chassiscooling,and left someconnectorpins undefined.
The new VXIbus standard covers these items as well as
other issuessuch as protocolsbetweenmodules,configurations, memory allocations,and commands.
As mentioned before,the generalconceptof the VXIbus
standard is an open architecture for modular electronic
instrumentation that allows a variety of manufacturersto
supply modulesto operatetogetherin the samemainframe
chassis.The intention is for the standard to be open to
anyone who wishes to use it whether they are among the
original founders or not. In keeping with its objective,the
VXIbus standard is in the public domain. There are no
copyrightson the documentation,and there are no patents
or licensing requirements.Manufacturer ID numbers are
provi.dedfree from the VXIbus consortium, and over 70
manufacturershaverequestedand beengrantednumbers.
The idea of VXIbus instrumentation is not to replace
traditional instruments but rather to offer distinct advantagesfor certain applications,including:
r High-speedcommunicationsbetween modules
r Multichannel data acquisition
I Precisiontiming between modules
I Smaller size for a typical instrument system
r Easeof integratinga test system.
The VXlbus Standard
There are four basic module sizesincluding the original
two sizes that were part of the VMEbus standard.These
original sizesare renamedA and B in the VXIbus standard.
The largertwo sizes,C [123in'z)and D [193in2),can include
additional connectors,as shown in Fig. 1. All the connectors are 96-pin DIN-type and are referredto as P1, P2, and
P3. The A size board has the P1 connector.SizesB and C
may have the P2 connectoras well as the required P1 connector.The largestmodule size,D, may havethe P3 connector in addition to the P1 and P2 connectors.The idea is to
provide improved capability asa function of increasedsize.
A VXIbus mainframe may accept up to a dozen C or D
size modules in addition to a required Slot 0 module. For
very complex products,a module may spanmore than one
VXIbus slot.
To ensurecompatibility, all pins on all three connectors
are defined by the VXIbus standard. The P1 and P2 pin
definitions are shown in Fig. 2. Their functional use and
protocol are called out,.Also defined are the interfacingof
a module to the backplaneand the electricalcharacteristics
of the backplane.The capabilities of each connector can
be viewed as a pyramid, with P1 covering the VMEbus
specification.P2 adds capability required for instrumentation, such as more ground pins and more power supply
pins. A 10-MHz clock and ECL and TTL trigger Iines are
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P1 Pin
Number
'I
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
I J

14
tf,
to

17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
J I

32

P2 Pin
Numbel
'l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

23
24
ZJ
zo

27
28
29
30
31
32

Row a
Signal
Mnemonic

Row b
Signal
Mnemonic

D00
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D06
D07
GND
SYSCLK
GND
DS1
DSO
WRITE
GND
DTACK
GND
AS
GND
IACK
IACKIN
IACKOUI
AM4
A07
A06
A05
A04
A03
AO2
A01
-12V

BBSY
BCLR
ACFAIL
BGOIN
BGOOUT
B G lI N
BGlOUT
8G2IN
BG2OUT
G3IN
BG3OUT
BRO
BR1
BR2
BR3
AMO

Row c
Signal
Mnemonic
D08
D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
GND
SYSFAIL
BERR
SYSRESET
LWOFlD
AM5
423

+5V

AM2
AM3
GND
S E B C L K ()1
S E R D A T () 1
GND
lBoT
tR06
rF05
tR04
IBQ3
tRo2
IRQl
+5VSTDBY
+5V

Row a
Signal
Mnemonic

Row b
Signal
Mnemonic

Row c
Signal
Mnemonic

ECLTRGl
GND
LBUSAOO
LBUSAOl
-5.2V
LBUSAO2
LBUSAO3
GND
LBUSAO4
LBUSAO5
-5.2V
LBUSAO6
LBUSAOT
GND
LBUSAOS
LBUSAO9
-5.2V
LBUSAlO
LBUSAll
GND
TTLTRGO
TTLTRG2
+5V
TTLTRG4
TTLTRG6
GND
RSV2
MODID
GND
SUI\,l|BUS

+5V
GND
RSVl
424
A25
426
427
A28
429
A30
A31
GND
+5V
D16
D17
D18
D19
D20
D21
D22
o23
GND
D24
D25
D26
D27
D28
D29
D30
D31
GND
+5V

1
?
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
to

421
A20
At9
A18
417
A16
A15
414
A13
412
411
A10
A09
A08
+ 12V
-5V

ECLTRGO
-2V

P1 Pin
Number

cLK10+
cLK10GND
-5.2V
LBUSCOO
LBUSCOl
GND
LBUSCO2
LBUSCO3
GND
LBUSCO4
LBUSCO5
-2V
LBUSCO6
LBUSCOT
GND
LBUSCOs
LBUSCO9
- 5.2V
LBUSClO
LBUSCl1
GND
TTLTRGl
TTLTRG3
GND
TTLTRG5
TTLTRGT
GND
RSV3
GND
+24V
-24V

17
18
19
20
?2
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
J I

32
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
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14
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17
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24
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26
27
28
29
30
32

Flg.2. Pin definitionsfor the P1 and P2 connectors. The P1
connector follows the VME bus asslgnmenls. The P2 assignments shown are for s/ots 1 through 12.

also defined on P2. The P3 connectoraddsevenmore capability for specialized applications, including a 100-MHz
clock similar to the 10-MHz clock on P2, a 100-MHz synchronizing signal, and ECL trigger lines in a star configuration for module-to-moduletriggering.
Slot 0 Module
To ensure that every mainframe can perform its
minimum functions,a Slot 0 module is defined.For VXIbus
systems with the P2 connector, the only Slot 0 module
requirementis to provide VMEbus systemcontroller functions, a 10-MHz,-100-ppmsystemclock, and module ID
drivers. For systemswith the P3 connector,the SIot 0 module must provide a 100-MHzclock. It is expectedthat manufacturerswill add considerablemore capability to the Slot
0 module than the standardrequires.
Many Slot 0 moduleswill be message-based
deviceswith
commander capability in addition to the minimum functions. These will be able to identify the devices in the
system,configureresources,manageself-testand diagnostics, configureaddressmaps,configurethe commander-servant hierarchies,and perform initial systemoperation.The
capability of the Slot 0 module will usually be combined
with the VXIbus to HP-IB (IEEE 4BS,IEC 62b) interface
function.
The 10-MHz clock originatesin the Slot 0 module and
is buffered on the backplane.It is distributed to eachmodule as a single-source,differential ECLsignal.The objective
is to provide a high level of isolation and a common precision time base.Typical performancedelivers less than 25
ps of jitter.

-2V

The ECL and TTL triggerlines defined on the P2 connector are bused to all modules including the Slot 0 module,
asshown in Fig. 3. Any module may sendor receivetriggers
overtheselines, and the lines selectedareuser-programmable. Severalprotocols are used to ensureproper triggering
between various manufacturers'modules.For example, a
synchronoustriggerprotocol is defined to allow for triggering from one module to another. Other protocols include
handshakeresponsesfrom the receiving module. The ECL
trigger lines can deliver trigger rates in excessof 50 MHz
for high-performance applications exceeding the TTL trigger lines' L2-MHz capability.
System Requirements
It is a requirementthat airflow and power supply capability be fully specifiedfor the mainframe.A typical mainframe is shown in Fig. 4. Likewise, the necessarydegree
of cooling and power requirementsmust be defined for the
modules. This allows the user to match the capabilitiesof
the mainframewith the requirementsof the modules.This
type of information must be included in the product specifications,and the user will be able to determinein advance
whether or not certain modules will work in a given mainframe.
The close proximity of modules within a mainframe
makesEMI compatibility a necessarypart of the specification. For this reason,tight electromagneticcompatibility
and noise requirementsare imposed on module manufacturers. In some cases,modules will have to be completely
enclosedwithin a shield and grounded through the backplane. The requirements cover both near-field radiation

50(}

1o-MHzClock

I TTL Trigger Lines
2 ECL Trigger Lines

+5V. +12V
+
x.24Y
-2Y
+-5.2Y.

Fig. 3. Ihe 10-MHz clock originates in the S/ot 0 module. ECL
and TTLtrigger linesare bused to
all modules including the Slot 0
module.
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and susceptibility and conducted radiation and susceptibility of the power supply pins.
The VXIbus standard does allow for flexibility in the
area of local bus communication. A local bus is one that
runs from one module to its neighbor, but no farther. The
local bus is intended for communication between modules
either within a multiple-slot module or within a family of
modules. The definition is left to the manufacturer. This
flexibility creates a new problem, that of protection of electrically incompatible modules accidentally configured into
adjacent slots by the user. A protection scheme using
mechanical keying provides six logical classesof keys: TTL,
E C L , a n a l o gl o w ( - 5 . 5 V t o + 5 . 5 V ) ,a n a l o gm e d i u m ( - 1 6 V
to +16VJ, analog high (-a2V b +42V), and a reserved
class.
Along with hardware, the VXIbus standard also covers
configuration and communication protocols. To avoid conflicts between modules, manufacturers must maintain common protocols. However, the VXIbus standard does not
define things such as the operating system, system hierarchy, type of microprocessor, or type of network.
The VXIbus standard specifies device protocols so that
nonconflicting portions of the VMEbus address space are
used. A device will usually be a single module. However,
several devices may exist on a single module and a single
device may take up multiple slots. As many as 13 modules
may exist in any one VXIbus subsystem, including the SIot
0 module. Up to 256 devices may exist in one VXIbus
system, which may include several mainframes and several
Slot 0 modules.
Types of Devices
The lowest level of
registersaccessibleon
to identify the device
space, and memory

capability is a set of configuration
P1. These registersallow the system
type, model, manufacturer, address
requirements. Modules with this

minimum capability are called register-based devices. All
VXIbus devices must have these registers in the upper 16K
of the 64K ,t16 address space. Each device is granted 64
bytes in this space, sufficient for many devices. There are
a number of registers including ID, device type, status/control, and memory offset. The remaining register space is
device dependent and may be used for communication
purposes.
Memory requirements for devices needing additional address space must be readable in a defined register in the
,A.16address space. A resource manager reads this value
shortly after power-on, then assigns the requested memory
spaceby writing the module's new addressinto the device's
offset register. This method positions a device's additional
memory space in the A24 or A32 address space.
Instead of register-based, a VXIbus may be messagebased. Message-based devices have a higher level of communication capability than register-based devices; they
communicate using a word-serial protocol. Generally, message-based devices include a microprocessor and execute
ASCII commands. They have communication registers accessible to other modules in the system. Other types of
modules include memory devices and extended devices.
A RAM or ROM card is an example of a memory device.
Control hierarchy is also defined in a VXIbus system. A
commander is a module able to initiate communication
with its servants based on the servants' capabilities. A servant may be either register-based or message-based.Commands to a message-baseddevice can be sent using wordserial protocol. For register-based devices, comrnunication
is by register reads and writes and is device dependent.
The VXIbus concept of a cominand-servant relationship
allows the creation of a virtual instrument whose collective
capabilities yield a given measurement function. For example, a waveform generator might be teamed with a digitizer
to form a network analvzer. A oarticular measurement
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Fig. 4. A typical C size mainframe, showing C size cards,
guides for B size cards, and air
flow.

capability is created through a combination of software and
hardware. The elements to make up a particular functional
capability are not necessarily in the same physical location
within the system. A virtual instrument can be created
within a mainframe filled with modules having a variety
of basic measurement functions and rearranged to work
together through software to create complex measurement
functions.
The VXI bus standard offers a wide range of capabilities
and communication protocols for manufacturers. However,
these are invisible to the test system user. The user simply
sets the logical address of each module and plugs it into
the mainframe.

Summary
TheVXIbusstandardheraldsa newtypeof instrumentation

that gives users the flexibility

measurement

system by selecting

of manufacturers,
Distinct

that they will

from

a test and
a variety

all work together.

advantages

strumentation
munication

knowing

to optimize
modules

over traditional
rack-and-stack
inalso be offered, such as high-speed combetween modules, precise triggering, ease of
will

system integration,

and size reduction.
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Tools
VxlbusProductDevelopment
a pair of modules,software,and
AVXlbusmainframe,
developVXlbus
accessorieswill help manufacturers
modulesand systemsmoreeasily.
by KennethJessen
O PROVIDEMANUFACTURERSwith tools to develop VXIbus products, Hewlett-Packardhas developeda VXIbusC-sizemainframe,a Slot 0 module,
and VXIbus development software. Other accessories include a breadboard module and a chassis shield. These
tools are designed to give the VXIbus user the ability to
develop products faster and with reduced resources. The
list of HP VXIbus development tools includes:
r C size mainframe
r C size Slot 0 and translator module
r C size register-based breadboard module
r C size carrier for adapting A size or B size modules to
the C size mainframe
r C size chassis shield for EMI reduction between modules
r VXIbus development software for use with HP 9000
Series 200 and 300 controllers
r VMEbus interface for HP 9000 Series 300 controllers
r VMEbus preprocessor for HP 16504 and 165004 Logic
Analyzers.
Selection of the C Size Module
HP and many other manufacturers have selected the C
size module (9.187 by 13.380 inches with Pr and P2 connectors) as their primary module size for instrumentation.
For HP, this choice was influenced by analysis of many
existing HP modular systems, including the following
types: data acquisition, electronic switching, logic analysis,
waveform generation, microprocessor development, and
spectrum analysis. All of these products were designed
independently over a period of time, and their board sizes
and power capacities were selected to optimize economics
and performance. It was found that the module size chosen
for all of these modular systems was equivalent to C size
or smaller. Independent analysis confirmed that the vast
majority of instrument functions could be provided within
a B size or C size system, and a C size mainframe can
support both sizes.

plenum to ensure even airflow through each module independent of the number or location of modules in the mainframe. In other words. unused slots need not be blocked
off, so easy access is retained during module development.
The variable-speed fans dramatically reduce acoustical
noise in bench environments while delivering adequate
cooling in warmer environments up to 55'C.

VXlbusSlot 0 Module
The HP SIot 0 module is aimed at operation directly from
a VMEbus interface or VMEbus computer. This module
includes word-serial communication registers, allowing
communication between other VXIbus devices and computers such as HP 9000 Series 300 Computers with a VMEbus interface. Many other VMEbus computers will be able
to communicate with VXIbus message-baseddevices using
this module as a translator.
The translator consists of a VXIbus register-based device
and a VXIbus message-based device. The register-based
device is used to monitor and control the message-based
device's word-serial communication register. It also provides the required Slot 0 backplane services. Each of these
devices is a collection of registers in the VXIbus memory
space that can communicate over the VXIbus. The benefit
to the user of this structure is that it allows operation of
the module as a message-based device from almost any
VMEbus device.

VXlbusMainframe
The HP C size mainframe (Fig. 1) uses a carefully designed 12-layer printed circuit board for its backplane to
provide the best possible noise immunity and signal integrity. This mainframe is designed to support the smaller
VMEbus boards (A size and B size) using a hardware adapter kit. An optional chassis shield fits between the card slots
to provide additional electromagnetic isolation between
modules.
For cooling, two dc fans are used. Their speed is controlled
by cooling needs based on a measurement of ambient intake
air temperature. Air is delivered through a pressurized
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Fig. 1. HP VXlbusdevelopmenthardwareincludesa C size
mainframe, a S/ot 0 module, a register-based breadboard
module, and a carrier module for smaller A srze and B size
cards.

Fig.2. HP VXlbus developmentsoftwareruns on HP 9000
Series200 and 300 Computers.lt is designed to verify the
operationof VXlbusmodulesand to serve as a learningtool
for the VXlbusstandard.
The HP Slot 0 module also supports the synchronous
and asynchronous (two-line handshake) trigger protocols.
External BNC connectors allow the user to use external
triggers from traditional HP-IB (IEEE 4BB/IEC 625) instrumentation with any of the VXIbus TTL trigger lines.
VXlbus Breadboard Module
HP also offers a C size register-based breadboard module
which includes a 16-bit hardware interface to the VXIbus
backplane. This module is designed to allow users to construct custom assemblies with minimum effort. This module includes backplane buffering to the VXIbus data lines
and address lines. It also supports VXIbus autoconfiguration, bidirectional data transfers, interrupts, system fail,
system status, and manufacturer's ID code. Module shielding and ejector hardware are also included.
Software
The HP VXIbus development software runs on HP 9000
Series 200 and 300 Computers (Fig. 2). It is used primarily
to verify the operation of a VXIbus module. It is also a
learning tool for the VXIbus standard. The program set is

Fig. 3. fhe HP 98646AVMEbuslnbrtace for HP 9000 Series
200 and 300 Computers
a combination of callable subroutines written in BASIC.
The code is not protected so that users can modify lines
to suit their specific needs.
The development software implements the VXIbus resource manager functions when used in coniunction with
the Slot 0 module and the HP 986464 VMEbus Interface
(Fig. 3). The resource manager configures the mainframe,
assigns memory spacesto each module, reports what modules are in the system, and allows access to their VXIbus
capabilities. Access routines allow the user to read and
write to any register and implement the word-serial protocol for message-baseddevices.
The 22 routines in the VXIbus development software
package include six for memory devices, six for messagebased devices, and six for system configuration.
A VXIbus development system exerciser program allows
interactive accessto other programs included in this package. It prompts for parameter values and generatesa call
to a particular subprogram.
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Multimeter Calibration

Scotl D. Stevel
ScottSteverwas project
managerforthe HP3458A
He has wrften
[,4ultimeter.
for the HP Journa before;
y9 8 5i s s u e ,
i nt h eF e b r u a r 1
he reportedon hisworkon
t h ed c a n do h m sm e a s u r e m e n ts e c t i o n sf o r t h e H P
r e also
3 4 5 7 4M u i t i m e t eH
is the coinventorol a
patentedautomaticattenuatorcompensatorfor
t h s i n s t r u m e nHt .ej o i n e dH Pi n 1 9 7 9 a, f t e rg r a d u a t ing from the GeorglaInstituteoi Technologywith
a B S E Ed e g r e eA
. n a l o gc i r c u i dt e s i g nh a sb e c o m e
his main professionallnterest.Scottwas born in
C o r p , s C r r s t i T e x a s .i s m a r r i e d a. n d i ^ a sa s i x y e a r - o l ds o n .H e l i v e si n L o v e l a n dC, o l o r a d oW
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h e i s n o tw o r k i n go n o r f l y i n gh i sa i r pa n e ,h e i k e s
t o s k i a n d p l a yt e n n i s .
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Wayne C. Goeke

6

Designot the analog-todigitalconverterforthe HP
3458A il/ultimeterwas
WayneGoeke'smain responsibility.
As a specialist
i na n a l o gc i r c u i dt e s i g nh, e
has contributedto the developmentol a numberof
instruments,includingthe
HP 34974 Data Acquisition/Control
Unit,the HP34684 DigitalMultimeter,
and the HP 3478A Multimeter.Two pending patents on the HP 34584 are based on his ideas.
Waynestudiedat the Universltyof Wisconsinat
Madison,wherehe receivedbothhisBSEE(1977)
and his MSEE(1979)degrees.He was born in
Freeport,lllinois,is married,and livesin Fort Collins,Colorado.ln hissparetime,he is activein his
church and enjoysvolleyball,skiing,and backpacKrng.
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Digital Multimeter

Scott D. Stever
Author'sbiographyappearselsewherein this
section.
Stephen B. Venzke
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Integrating A-lo-D Converter

-

Wayne C. Goeke
Author'sbiographyappearselsewherein this
section.
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AC Voltage Measurements

Ronald L. Swerlein
Author'sbiographyappearselsewherein this
section.
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Since SteveVenzkejoined
H Pi n 19 6 5 ,h e h a sb e e na s sociatedwitha wide range
o { p r o d u c t si,n c l u d i n gt h e
HP 3455A DigitalVoltmeter,the HP3585ASpect r u mA n a l y z e ra, n d t h e H P
3577A NetworkAnalyzer.
H e d e s i g n e dt h e l n p u t
a m p l iife r ,o h m sc o n v e r t e r ,
c u r r e nst h u n t sa, n da u t o c a l i b r a t i o
c inr c u i t sf o r t h e
HP3458AMultimeter
and has nowbecomea prod u c t i o ne n g i n e e fro r t h e p r o d u c t .H e i s t h e
originatorol two patents,one for a lowjrequency
theotherfor
currentdividerJorfunctiongenerators,
an analog-to-digital
convertertechnique.Stevere-

ceivedhisBSEEdegreef romthe University
of Minnesota(1965),and his IVISEE
degree from Colo r a d oS t a t eU n i v e r s i t(y1 9 6 8 )B. o r ni n M i n n e a p o l i s ,
l/linnesota,he is marriedand has two daughters.
He livesin Loveland,Colorado,wherehe teaches
eighth-gradeSundayschoolas an avocation.He
is also rnterestedin audio equipmentand enjoys
b a c k p a c k i n ga n d f i s h i n g .

Ronald L. Swerlein
The design of the ac front
end, the digitalac algorithms,the transtormer,
and the power supplies
were Ron Swerlein'smajor
contributionsto the developmentof the HP3458A
Multimeter.His analogcircuitrywasalsousedin earlikethe HP
lierinstruments.
34684 DigitalMultimeterand the HP3478Aand HP
He is namedinventorin a pat34574 Multimeters.
circuits,and he
ent describingac autocalibration
has publishedtwo papers about digitalac measurement.His bachelor'sdegree in engineenng
physics(1978)and his [/SEE degree (1979)are
Ronwas bornin Toledo,
fromOhioStateUniversity.
Ohio,is married,and livesin Longmont,Colorado.
He spendshisleisuretime readingsciencef iction.
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H i g h - T h r o u g h p uDt e s i g n :

Gary A. Ceely
Shortlyaftergraduating
f r o m V i r g i n i aP o l y t e c h n i c
witha BSEEdeUniversity
g r e e i n 1 9 7 9 ,G a r yC e e l y
j o i n e dH P ' sL o v e l a n dI n . i sd e s t r u m e nD
t i v i s i o nH
velopmentprojectshave
includedfirmwaredesign
for the HP 34564 Systems
DVM,the HP3488ASwitch/
ControlUnit,the HP 38524 Acquisition/Control
Unit,and the HP3054ADataAcquisitionSystem.
Duringdevelopmentof the HP 34584 Multimeter,
includedthe ERS,firmware
Gary'sresponsibilities
architecture,operatingsysteminterface,and
Virginia,he
languageparsing.Bornin Alexandria,
livesin Loveland,Colorado.His favoriteleisure
kayaking,volleyactivitiesareskiing,waterskiing,
b a l l .l e n n i s .a n d a e r o b i c s .

Oavid J. Rustici
The measurementand
calibrationlirmwareof the
HP34584[/ultimeterwere
David Rustici'sfocal reat HP'sLovesponsibilities
l a n d I n s t r u m e nDt i v i s i o n .
He is nowa firmwaremana g e r .O r i g i n a l l yh,e h a d
j o i n e dt h eC i v i E
l ngineering
Divisionin 1976,after

graduatingfrom the Universityof Wisconsinat
Madisonwith a BSEEdegree. His responsibilities
there includedthe HP 38084 and HP 38504 Distance lvleters.His work on the latterresultedin a
patent,and anotherpatentfor the HP3458is pending. David is the coauthorof a paper describing
firmwarefor an intelligentdigitalvoltmeter.Hewas
born in Racine,Wisconsin,is married,and has a
son and a daughter.He livesin Loveland,Colorado.In hisoff-hours,he enjoysskiing,bicycling,
golf, and travel.
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High-ResolutionDigitizins

-

David A. Czenkusch

I
r

As R&Dengineerin thevoltmeter laboratoryof the
LovelandInstrumentDivision,DaveCzenkuschhas
beeninvolvedin a number
ol voltmeterand multimeter
developments,including
the HP34584,and a digital
voltmeterfor the HP 3235
Unit.Oneof his
Switch/Test
ideasforlhe HP34584 resultedin a patentapplication.Dave'sBSEEdegreeis fromPurdueUniversity(1983).HejoinedHPtheyearof hisgraduation
and developeda professionalinterestin dlgital
design and firmware.He was born in Speedway,
lndiana,is single,and livesin Loveland,Colorado.
He enjoysskiinginthe winterand lookingforward
to the skiing seasonand bowllngin the summer.
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Structured Defect Analysis

Takeshi Nakaio
Softwaredefect analysis
and the effects ol human
erroronsystemqualityare
TakeshiNakajo'smain professionalinterests.He has
writtena numberof papers
on the subjectof obviating
programfaultsand tlawsin
developmentand manufacturing.Takeshi
graduatedfrom TokyoUniversitywith a master's
degreein engineering(1981) and receiveda PhD
degree in 1986 from the same institution.He has
been a researchassistantat the Universitvsince
1987.

Katsuhiko Sasabuchi
As a qualitymanager,Kaf
suhikoSasabuchiworks in
lhe productassurancedepartmentof Yokogawa
Hewlett-Packardin
Hachioji,nearTokyo.He is
closelyassociatedwith a
specialprogramto improve
softwareproductivity and
quality.Inthe studyof softwaredefectanalysisdescribedin thisissueofthe
HP Journal,he functionedas one of the principal

a

contacts with the Kume Laboratoryof Tokyo University.Katsuhikowas bornon Hokkaido,and his
bachelor'sdegree in applied physicsis from the
University
of Hokkaido.HejoinedYHPin 1973.He
is married,hastwo sons,and livesin Hachioji.His
favoritepastimesare playingbaseballand reading
historicalnovels.

Tadashi Akiyama
Tadashi Akiyama is a softwareengineerat Yokogawa
HewletlPackard.He is
responsiblefor quality
assurancefor new software
projects,and hiscurrentinterestsfocuson techniques
to improvequalityand
productivity in software
development.He attended
theScienceUniversity
of Tokyo,graduatingwitha
degree in mathematics.Tadashiis a nativeof
Yokohamaand is married.His2-year-oldson and
infantdaughtermonopolizemostofhissparetime.
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Dissecting Software Failures :

Robert B. Grady
Softwaredevelopmentand
projectmanagementusing
softwaremetricshave been
the focal professionalinterestsfor much of Bob
Grady's lg-year careerat
HP.He hasbeenmanager
of a variety of major projects,includingthe HPAtlas
CompilationSystem,the
HP 224OAMeasurementand ControlProcessor
hardware,the HP 12050AFiberOpticHP-lBLink,
manufacturing
and information
systems,and HP's
softwareengineeringlaboratory.Presently,he is
sectionmanagerin the softwaremethodslaboratoryof HP'sDataand LanguagesDivision.Bob is
a member of the IEEEComputerSociety,is
coauthorof a book on softwaremetrics,and has
writtenand coauthorednumerousoaoersand articles on softwaresubjects,includingseveralfor
the HPJournal.A nativeof Chicago,lllinois,he received his BSEEdegree lrom the Massachusetls
Instituteof Technology(1965)and his MSEEdegree lrom StanfordUniversity(1969).He and his
wife,who is a sectionmanagerat HP'sDataProductsOperation,havea daughlerand a son and live
in LosAltos,Calitornia.
In additionto managinghis
son's basketballteam, Bob plays basketballhimself and enjoyshiking,camping,and skiing.
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Metric

William T. Ward
With softwareengineering
methodologiesand tools
his main professionalinlerest,Jack Wardhaswritten a numberof articleson
the subject of software
quality.He is softwarequal
ityengineeringmanagerat
HP'sWalthamDivision
(Massachusetts),
and

headsa groupresponsible
fortestingallsoftware/
firmware.As a softwarequalityengineerin earlier
assignments,he was involvedin testingECG
arrhythmiamonitoringsystems.BeforejoinlngHp
in 1982,he was a softwaresupportengineerfor
DataGeneralCorporation.
Jack'sBSdegreein linguisticsis fromthe University
ol lllinois(1972),and
hisMSdegreein computerscienceis fromBoston
University(1984).A nativeof Winona,Mississippi,
he is marriedand has two children.He lives in
Brookline,Massachusetts.
In hissparetime,Jack
teachescomputersciencecoursesat BostonUniversity.He also likesjogging.

69 =Obiect-Oriented Unit Testing:
Steven P. Fiedlel
The object-oriented
unit
testingdiscussedin Steve
Fiedler'sarticleforms part
of his responsibilities
as a
softwarequalityengineer.
In this particularstudy, he
implementedprocessesfor
assuringsoftwarequalityin
clinicalinformationsystems.Belorelransferring
to
theWalthamDivisionof HP,hewas a systemssupportengineerfor computerproductsand networks
in theValleyForge,Pennsylvania,
salesoffice.He
came to HP in a part-timepositionin 1979,then
joinedfull-timein 1981, afterreceivinghisBSdegreein computersciencef romWestChesterUniversity.Steveis a memberofthe ACM.He was born
in Milwaukee,Wisconsin,is married,and has two
Massachusetts.
children.He residesin Leominster,
He pursuesmusicalinlerestsin his church and,
with his wife, often sings at weddingsand small
gatherings.He also enJoysskiing,hiking,and
travel.
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Growth Models

Gregory A. Kruger
In the productivitysection
of HP's Lake StevensInstrumentDivision,statistician Greg Kruger'smain
responsibilities
include
R&D metrics,software
reliabilitymodeling,and
processanalysis.Whenhe
firstjoinedHPat the Loveland InstrumentDivision
almosteight yearsago, Greg's assignmentincluded implementingstatisticalqualitycontrol
practicesin manufacturing
and trainingpeopleto
use and understandthem. Later he was commissionedto spread TotalQualityControlpractices
throughoutthe Lake StevensInstrumentDivision.
Greg was born in Waterloo,lowa. His BS in
(1979)and MS in statistics
mathematicsistatistics
(1981)are both hom lowa StateUniversity.He is
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married.has two children.and ollers much of his
leisuretimeto hisdutiesas deaconol hischurch.
Greg is an avid archer,serveson the board of
and
directorsof theWashingtonStateBowhunters,
edits a newsletteron the subject.Vocal music is
anotherof his interests.
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lege (1970)and an MS degree in statisticsfrom
OregonStateUniversity(1976).He was born in
Hillsboro,Kansas,and lives in ColoradoSprings,
Colorado.He is marriedand hasthreechildren.His
favoriteoff-hoursactivitiesare basketball,skiing,
and readingbiographies.

Comparing Methodologies
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William A. Fischer. Jr.
Bill Fischeris the coauthor
of thecomparativestudyof
structuredmethodologies
inthisissueol the HPJournal. He is an R&D section
managerin charge of Intel
and Motorolaemulation
products.Previously,he
has been an R&D project
manager,a technicalsupportengineer,and a productmarketingengineer.
In the ten years beforehe joined HP in 1984,Bill
was an engineerat the HamiltonStandardDivision
designingautomatedtest
of UnitedTechnologies,
equipmentforthe spaceshuttle.He holdsa BSEE
degree (1973),an MSEEdegree (1978),and a
master'sdegree in managemenl(1980),all from
He has authored
PolytechnicInstitute.
Rensselaer
and coauthoreda numberolpapersand articles,
mainlyabout softwareprojectmanagement.Bill
and lives
was born in Attleboro,Massachusetts,
with his wile and four childrenin Colorado
Springs,Colorado.He enjoysrunningand playing
basketball.

James W. Jost
As a statisticianat HP's
Logic SystemsDivision,
Jim Jost rs responsiblefor
softwaremetrlcs and process improvements.He
collaboratedon the comparativestudy of structured
methodologiesdiscussed
in thisissueof the HPJournal.BeforehejoinedHPin
1984,he spenteightyearsdoingbreedernuclear
reaclorresearch,particularlyin the field of fuels.
Jimholdsa BA degreein chemistryfromTaborCol-
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Obiect-Oriented Systems Analysis

-

Barry D. Kurlz
Barry Kurtzauthoredthe
OSA methodologyand
acted as a technicalconsultant.Among other software projects he has handled since he joined HP in
1976were design of CAE
toolsfor electricalschematic captureand printedcircuitdesignand,as an R&D
engineerand projectmanager,designofthe Materials ManagemenV3Oo0soltware for HP 3000
BusinessComputers.Barry'sBSand MSdegrees
in compulersciencearef romBrighamYoungUniversity(1987,1988),and he is a memberof both
theACMand the IEEE.Hewasbornin Richmond,
Indrana.and livesin Boise,ldaho.He'smarriedand
has a son. He is activein his church and enioys
familyoutings,lishing,and amateurradlo.

Ter€sa A. Wall
Born in Norman,Oklahoma,TeresaWall
graduatedwith a BS degree in computerscience
from the Universityof
Oklahomain 1983.She
joinedthe FortCollinsSystems Divisionof HP the
sameyear.Amongthe projects she has been working
on are commandgroups and HP-UXsystemsintegrationlorthe HP9000Series300 and 500Computers.Hercontributions
to the OSAdevelopment
focusedon the analysismethodologyand toolset.
Teresa'smain professionalinterestsare analysis
and design methodologiesand object-oriented
languages.She livesin SantaClara,California.

Donna Ho
Donna Ho is a sottware
developmentengineerat
HP's SoftwareEngineering
SystemsDivision.On the
OSA project, she was responsiblefor the analysis
methodology,tool prototype, and documentation.Whenshe cameto HP
in 1985,shejoinedCorporateEngineering
lowork on softwaredevelopment.
experienceincludesworkon
Previousprofessional
DG-UXcommandgroupsat DataGeneral.Donna
graduatingin 1985with
attendedDukeUniversrty,
She
a BSdegreein computerscience/psychology.
was born in Honolulu,Hawaii,and lives in Santa
Clara,California.
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VXlbus lnterconnectionStandard

Kenneth Jessen
Author'sbiographyappearselsewhereln this
section.
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Kenneth Jessen
Ken Jessenis a manufacturing developmentengineerassociatedwithnew
productsand the development of new processesfor
HP's ManulacturingTest
Division.He joined HP in
1965 and, among various
assignments,has held
positionsas servicemanager and distributionmanager.Duringthe past
nineteenyears,he haswrittenmanytechnicalarticles describingHP productsfor avarietyof trade
journals,someof themtranslatedintoforeignlanguagesfor publicationabroad.He haspublished
lour books on Coloradohistoryand contributedto
two technicalbooks. Ken's BSEEdegree (1962)
and MBAdegree(1964)arebothf romthe University of Utah. He was born in Evanston,lllinois,is
married,and hasthreechildren.He livesin Loveland,Colorado.Hishobbiesarewriting,hiking,skiing, and railroadhistory.
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